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nsfcrred to the engineer departnt Dec. 15. 1916. as mate and
)t. On July 3. 1940. he left the
;hle because of poor health,
jnpt. Brown leaves his widow,
uline. and two brothers. William
Brown, stationed on the engi«rs' dredge Multnomah, and Ralph
,rley Brown, stationed on the
idge Wahkiakum Both dredges
| in the Portland district,
jurial was in the Washelli cemey. Seattle.
Outlier Oregon newspaper said:
Tlie Browns, owing to their long
ence cn Ceos Bay, were well

own and had a wide acquaintance
d hud many friends who are
!ned to learn of his death.
The dredge Michie was built origiIly fcr u e on the Coos Bay bar
channel but goed work on th*
of tl:* craf*. cleared up the bar
•i < . a inel and there was idle
fcr the Michie which was sent
other perts at times.
Capt ar.d Mrs. Brown had owned
l>ir home in Empire, close to his
. i.e Capt. Brow:;
s a capable navigator and stic
kful in hi- management of the
chie.

)ne of the queerest things
it modern li.e Is the number of
lie who arc spending money
r haven t got for things they
t want, to impress people they
t stand the sight of.”
e Klnq Feature SrWimta.
AU Right* Reserved.

MOTHER
give
YOUR child
me expert care used when

i the first sign of a chest cold — the
jintuplets’ throats and chests are
hhed with Children’s Wild Musterole
n product made to promptly relieve
DISTRESS of children's colds and
suiting bronchial and croupy coughs.
Relief usually comes quickly because
u-terole i.» MORE than an ordinary
alve." It helps break up local con
ation. As Musterole is used on the
Hints you may be sure you are using
• about the BEST product made.
1 o in Regulurand Extra Strength for
se preferring a stronger product.
—
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[EDITORIAL]
AN EDITOR SPEAKS OUT

Out cf St. Prtersburg. Fla., each month comes an unique
publication known as “The Vagabond," edited by Thomas
Dieier, whose name is well known in journalistic circles, and
who does not resort to circumlocution when he wishes to
stress either criticism or approval. Just now he is leveling
a large, sharp axe at unsightly advertising which obscures
scenic attractions along the highway. What he says about
St. Petersburg, the land of his chosen Winter abode, will prob
ably bring down shafts cf criticism upon his devoted head,
and may prevent him from ever being elected mayor of this
popular Winter resort, but the die is cast and Thomas Dreier
probably stands ready to abide by his words. From The
Vagabond we quote with hearty approval on our own part:
Florida, advertised as a recreational State, probably has
more billboards and signs than any other State in the union.
In some places the signs nailed to trees are about as numerous
asflsh in Homosassa Spring. At St. Petersburg, the biggest
recreational city on the west coast, the entrances are clut
tered with signs. Even the service, whose members ought to
liave more sense, have erected huge billboards to advertise their
meetings. The Chamber of Commerce committee that
handles the city’s advertising uses billboards in Florida itself
and some of the other States, thus adding to the general
uglifleation of the country’s highways. The traveler of taste
who visits Florida, or motors down there through the Southern
States through lanes of advertising signs longs for Hawaii from
which billboards and advertising signs along the highways
and streets have been banished completely. The leaders of
Hawaii have sense enough to realize that the appearance of a
package counts much in increasing sales. They refrain from
robbing their islands of their natural beauty by destroying
scenery with advertising signs. Hawaii is kept clean because
of its high quality leadership—men and women of education
who have a true appreciation of what is best for their
community.

MRS. SMITH’S COMMITTEES
The Republican committee assignments were announced
in Washington Thursday, and in one respect brought disap
pointment to the Second District Representative Margaret
Chase Smith, whose first choice had been the Labor committee
on which she had felt that ceraain aims could be accom
plished. It is interesting to note that the assignment went
to Representative Simpson of New York, who is already much
in the public eye at this session, and who, as might be as
sumed. has strong influences behind him. But Mrs. Smith
may And ample consolation in the fact that she has drawn
such committees as Invalid Pensions, Education, Post Offices
and Post Roads—all assignments of real value.
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According to Sam Conner of the Lewiston Journal a legis
lative cyclone is gathering, and likely to vent its wrath on
George W. Leadbetter, the former Rockland man. who for 36
years has been messenger to the Governor and Council, and
is now Commissioner of Institutional Service Appointed by
the late Governor Cobb he soon demonstrated his fitness for
the positions he was holding, and if there is any scrapbook
in the Leadbetter family it must be fairly bulging with com
mendatory newspaper articles anent his work. But one
doesn't become a ruler in any position without inspiring
enmity in some source and Mr. Leadbetter has seen some
rougher sailing in recent years than any he experienced as a
coast dweller in Knox and Waldo Counties. He has success
fully weathered these storms, and his friends hope to see him
do so again, but Sam Conner hints at a bill which would
’’heave Leadbetter into the State House dump.” Expressive
and menacing, even if somewhat inelegantly put.
"Landmarks of Democracy ’ was
the subject taken by J. E. Stevens
for his talk yesterday before the
Rotary Club
He listed them as
follows: Individual taxes lor gov
ernment support; abolishment of
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ANNOUNCEMENT
We are new engaged in the busi
ness of Purchasing

8" LESS

LIVE POULTRY

87 SQ. IN. Si'lfSS
LESS

EDGAR B. ROBBINS
LEE MASON

TEL. 787-M
81 NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

ex-offlcio cath: freedom of thought
and speech: representative form of
government: two-house "balance
of government" system; the public
schools. Visiting Rotarians were
Kenneth Lovejoy, Belfast, Sam
Ladd, Erunswick and Gil Harmon
of Camden. The only guest was
E. L. Glidden of the Vinalhaven
Lion’s Club. Mrs. Keryn ap Rice
spoke on the vital importance to
all Rockland citizens of the meet
ing to be held next Tuesday night
at the High School to consider
changes in the choosing of the
school beard. Stanley Murray was
at the piano and Dr. Walter P
Conley led the singing. A vocal
duet by the song leader and Ray
mond E. Thurston was enjoyed (?)
by the membership.

E FACTS AND
GET A FORD!

ANNOUNCING

“STEAMBOAT LORE
OF THE PENOBSCOT”
*9

“CAMBRIDGE’

An informal but authentic pictorial history

of Steam Navigation in Penobscot Waters, by
John M. Richardson

This profusely illustrated book will be pub
lished this fall, cost $3.00 to $3.50.

co.
rELEPHOXE 61

A MEMORABLE CAMDEN NIGHT
ORATORY, WIT, GIFTS AND A TABLEAU
FEATURE THE ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 11.

THE SAMOSET HOTEL IS SOLD

“The Black Cat”

Adriel U. Bird One of Buyers and Is
President of the New Corporation
Which Retains Same Name

(By Frank A. Winslow)

BREAKERS AHEAD!
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Entered as Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gaxette, <65 Main St.
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Seated around banquet tables
which necessitated the use of two
rooms in the Camden Masonic
building, Thursday night, nearly

features never lost their look of
complacency. But the “mystery”
found a prompt and highly satisfac
tory explanation when down the
center aisle came two charming
maidens, each bearing a large plat
ter containing the component parts
of a most elaborate and attractive
shore dinner. Mr. Hodges’ especial
fondness for seafood was well known
to the committee, which had no in
tention of feasting him on mere
turkey.
The guest of honor did full justice

By The Roving Reporter

Easily listed among the “best
sellers” were the McGuffey read
ers, 122,000,000 copies of which
went over the counters between
1836 and 1900.
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to several of the half-dozen courses,
VlRWYtS
but was obliged to put aside the
boiled lobsters for a later session.
i
H
The special “waiters” who served
Mr. Hodges' shore dinner were Mar
garet, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Thomas; and Ruth Man
ning, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Manning. The girls wore
red skirts, and white blouses crossed The famous Samoset Hotel at Rockland Breakwater, built by Rockland capitalists, and now sold by the Maine
Central Railroad to a new corporation headed by a Rockland man
by red, white and blue sashes on
which appeared the words “Camden
Announcement that the Samoset Doe will conduct the active super- outright sale of the stock. Mr. Doe,
Chamber of Commerce.’ ’ Silver
Hotel had been sold came over the vision of the property, and that who is associated with Mr. Bird
•rowns completed the charming cos
radio early yesterday afternoon, no changes in management or in the deal is very prominent in
tumes. The girls made a re-appearBoston business and financial
heard by hundreds of listeners, ■
ince later in the evening with a gift
circles.
He contemplates an early
and. immediately displacing the
for the secretary. Mrs. Betty Foxvisit
to
the
property and immediate
war and other important topics.
well, but that iniedent must wait
plans
will
be formulated for the
The sale took place in Portland,
its turn.
Summer
campaign.
and the story was thus told in the
A busy lad prior to and during
Setting at rest the wild rumors
Evening Express of that city:
he banquet was John Thomas, son
which
had been afloat as to the
“Sale of the Samoset Hotel and
of Mr. and Mrs. George H. Thomas,
Samoset’s future, Mr. Tirrell, act
cottages at Rockland Breakwater
who appeared in the role of page,
ing by authority as spokesman for
“She is the Chamber of Com
garbed in white, and distributing to Adriel U. Bird and William A.
the group, yesterday told The Cou
Doe
of
Boston
was
announced
merce,” said President Reed in pre
confections among the assembled
rier-Gazette that the deal was
here today by E. S. French, presi
senting Betty Foxwell with the
guests.
absolutely not a speculative one.
dent of the Maine Central Rail
Chamber's gift.—Cut Courtesy Cam
The charming youngster sporting
The hotel will be continued as
road.
The
sale,
which
was
ap

den Herald.
the tuxedo was Cedric Joyce, son of
a Summer resort appealing to the
proved this week by the railroad’s
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joyce.
high standard clientele which it
250 persons partook of an elaborate
The after dinner exercises were directorate, was consummated to
has had in recent years, and broad
day
and
the
new
owners
will
take
J
turkey supper provided by the East set in motion when President Welening its scope, somewhat if the
ern Star, and they listened with liam E. Reed presented Mr. Lovejoy immediate possession of the prop
opportunity presents itself: Sheri
erty.
satisfaction and pride to a recital as toastmaster.
dan W. Scott, who has done so
"The Bamoset. a Summer resort
of the past year's achievements on
With microphones in place George
much to give the hotel an enviable
the part of the Camden Chamber W. Dyer began the feature, which hotel, which has 150 rooms, has
nationwide reputation will con
of Commerce. Between whiles there proved a hit at last year’s banquet, been operated by the Maine Centinue as manager.
was a flow of wit and oratory skil- .known as “Camden Marches On ”Vmlu‘Rajlroad for aPProx,m»tely
The hotel is reported to have
years.
Its
sale
marks
the
disposal
fully evoked by the toastmaster, was a month by month recital of
done an extremely satisfactory
of
all
hotel
property
owned
by
the
;
Kenneth Lovejoy. State Secretary what the Camden Chamber of ComFrank A. Tirrell. Jr., organizer and business last season, and the outrailroad, which at one time owned
of Maine’s 4-H Clubs, whose humor
clerk
of the new Samoset Hotel look for the present year is equally
the Newport House at Bar Harbor
ous sallies kept the large crowd in
Company.
bright.
and the Mt. Kieno Hotel at Mocsea constant uproar, and whose some : i
--------- r-----------------------------------One of the “wild rumors” above
head
Lake.
The
Newport
House
and
what startling introductions were
referred
to was that the hotel
personnel
are
contemplated
at
the
the Mt. Kineo were tom down by
"all in fun.”
would
be
used in connection with
the Maine Central and the prop present time.
The proceedings lasted about three
“The hotel will open late in June the proposed base for small Naval
erty on which they were located
hours, a liberal portion of the pro- ,
as
usual, and operate until shortly boats; another said that the prop
sold.
gram going over the air, thanks to
after
Labor Day this year, it was erty would figure in an aiport deal.
"Mr.
Bird
a
native
of
Rockland,
the kindness of Radio Station WLBZ
But the Samoset Hotel is going
is
president
of
the
La
Touraine
etated.
”
of Bangor, which placed its micro- I
right
ahead on its own business,
The
new
corporation
organized
Coffee
Company
of
S.
K.
Ames,
phones at the disposal of the post
thank
you.
by
Frank
A.
Tirell,
Sr.,
has
Adriel
Inc.,
and
Kennedy
and
Company,
prandial exercises for the extent of j
U.
Bird
as
president,
William
A.
Inc.
Mr.
Doe
is
president
of
Bol

one hour.
ton-Smart Co., Inc., Boston pro Doe of Boston as treasurer and Pushing The Puck
The occasion—it is now time to
vision house, and treasurer of the Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., as clerk, the
say—was the annual banquet and
three comprising the board of di
Patten
Restaurant Company.
ladies’ night of the Camden Cham
rectors.
The deal constituted an
“The new owners stated that Mr.
High School Hockey Team
ber of Commerce, an event which
enjoys such a degree of popularity
Doubles Score On the
that there was a "sell out" long be
Alumni Outfit
fore the scheduled date.
A fighting Rockland High School
The introduction of the radio
hockey
team defeated a strong
broadcats necessitated a radical
Alumni outfit yesterday 4 to 2, at
change in the carefully prepared
the Community rink. The open
program, with the result that the .
William E. Reed, again the Cham
ing whistle saw Richard French
proceedings began in the middle and
ber’s choice for president.
worked in all directions, with no
skate down the ice to push the
—Photo by Hatch.
less than three masters of cere- '
puck through the netting before
monies, counting the versatile and
the game hardly started. The
merce had done during the past
vivacious toastmaster. It was final
first period ended with the Alumni
ly put together in the manner of a year, and to those listeners wher
leading 2-0. In the next period,
jigsaw puzzle, and nobody in the! ever the voice of WLBZ carried It
the school boys held their oppon
must have been a revelation of what
ents scoreless and tied the score,
co-ordinating business interests can
2-2. Carl Kallock, clever left wing,
do in a town of less than 4000 popu
opened the scoring for Rockland
lation. Many of the activities cited
and from then on it was all High
4 by Dyer figure in the annual re
School. The High school boys are
port of Mrs. Foxwell published as a
beginning to show a lot of fighting
I ■ part of this article.
spirit,
which should make them a
At the conclusion of this feature
hard team to beat.
the hall lights were extinguished
■VLouie Forte, 49-year-old skater,
and on the northern side was em
showed the boys a few of his own
blazoned the title of the song now j
tricks by scoring a good goal un
heard so frequently “God Bless .
assisted.
Elmer Small, Kalloch
America.” The climax came, how
ar.d
a freshman, Alfred Storer,
ever, with the unveiling of the elec
showed up well for the High
tric flag, familiar to so many per
School,
and Dick French and
sons when it appeared on a Rock
Kent
Glover
played a bang-up
land residence as a Christmas illu
game
for
the
losers.
Lack of sub
mination. The effect in the dark
stitution
was
a
big
handicap
to the
ened hall was dramatic, and spec
older boys.
tators applauded vigorously. “God
Rocklandi was to have played
Bless America” was sung by the asKents
Hill today, but the game
I semblage and everybody stood while
was postponed. They will play
Earl Hodges, speaker of the eve- ; “The Star Spangled Banner” was
Bangor School of Commerce Mon
ning. who ate his shore dinner in; sung.
day,
and are in hopes of getting
two sections.
I A portion of Earl Hodges’ address
another
victory. The summary:
----------------------------------- —-------— was broadcast. The past president Adriel U. Bird of Rockland and Boston, new president of the Samoset
High
School
—Sak>, lw; Storer,
least minded the digressions and of Lions International, the former
Hotel Company and one of the new owners
rw;
Clancey,
c;
Emerson, Id; E.
deviations. Between whiles spirited; Secretary of State in Arkansas, the
Small,
rd;
Snow,
g.
music was furnished by Ken Her present citizen of New York, was at
Alumni
—
Buckminster,
lw; Luf
rick's String-Busters, with occasion his best, and looked the part, though

gT “ k

al rendition of popular songs sung somewhat breathless from his vio
by the banqueters under the capable lent attack upon that unexpected
leadership of Dave Crockett, and I shore dinner.
with Edward Grieve at the piano. I He told of his intimate acquaintThe guests were seated promptly ance with Lions George W. Dyer and
on the hour, and those at the head Dave Crockett—“the best comblnatable, not in the secret, were some tion in the world, except Haig &
what dismayed to find that every Haig.”
Speaking of teamwork he cited
body had been served with the ex
ception of the guest of honor Earl the case of what Camden Is doing
Hodges, who may have been a bit through its Chamber of Commerce.
(Continued on Page Six)
puzzled, himself, but whose genial

BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.

CONY HIGH SCHOOL OF AUGUSTA
BOYS’ VARSITY AND JUNIOR VARSITY

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
MONDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 27
7.30 P M.
ADMISSION 35e. 25c
Band Mothers’ Club Will Serve Popcorn and Hot Dogs

jJI »

kin, c; Allen, rw;
Glover, Id; Dyer, g.

French,

rd;

Spares. Havener. Coffey. Kalloch,
A. Storer, Pietroski. Staples. Con
roy, Rich (High School); Johnson;
Forte (Alumni). Goals, Kalloch 2.
A. Storer, Conroy; French, Forte.
Junior YP.C.U. will have “visi

tors night” tomorrow at 5.30
o’clock. All parents and Interested
friends are invited.

All the way from Swan’s Island
came “Smokey” to join tlie Black
Cat parade. His owner, Mrs. Cleve
land J. Trask, says of him: “He is
coal black, weighs 13 pounds, and
was a year old last April. He loves
to get in a clam roller for a ride
His favorite morning diet is shred
ded
wheat
and
doughnuts.
“Smokey” is a beauty, very intel
ligent, and also very playful and
sociable.”

Frederick A. Shepherd, former
Rockland reporter now juggling with
"scoops” on a Brooklyn newspaper,
is apparently a close reader of ’The
Black Cat." Recalls ihe yell used
by the members of the Littlefield
Club in 1900.
It was written by Arthur Hall,
boss printer, band-master, brotaer
of Oliver L. Hall, former State
Librarian, and son of the late
Judge Hall with whom W. O. Ful
ler made a trip to Europe. “It ran
about as follows, though I am in
doubt about the third and fourth
lines.” writes Fred:
"Rub-a-dub dub! Rub-a-dub-dub!
We are the boys of the Littlefield club!
Littlefield! Littlefield! Rah. rah. rah!
Littlefield! Littlefield! Sis, boom, bah!
For McKinley we all are—
William McKinley

Rah,

rah.

rah!”

Interesting souvenirs come oc
casionally to The Black Cat, the
latest being a clay replica of Owl’s
Head Light from Sid Cullen's fine
snapshot which recently appeared
in this paper. Tlie reproduction
Ls an exceedingly artistic pie ~e of
work, and comes to me with the
compliments of Rase B. Hupper of
Tenant’s Harbor, who will plense
accept my thanks.
Mrs. Maude M. Barrows of 15
Gay street senas me a picture of a
flout driven bv ) er late husband
W”’iam I. Barrows in the 1912 O.d
Home Week narade. The photograjJli was not quite clear enough
for newspaper reproduction, but
Mrs. Barrows' thoughtfulness is
much appreciated. The float was
entered by A. C. McLoon & Co.
members of which will recall the
hard work which was necessary in
decorating with hundreds of purple
and white flowers and all the long
reins to wind with white cloth: "I
don't believe,” says Mrs. Barrows,
“that any of us will live to see
eight horses driven through Rock
land’s Main street again.” With
Mr. Barrows on the driver’s seat
was the late F. L. Payson.

Mrs. L. S. Kenniston answers A.
Jay See’s query as to the date of
tlie snowstorm which interrupted
the Memorial Day parade. The
year was 1884. Mrs. Kenniston also
sends a clipping from The CourierGazette telling about “Jim Wight’s
Brass Band,” and it will be repub
lished at an early date. Mrs. Ken
niston was much interested in Iree
Member’s anecdotes concerning
Col. Meservey.
E. H. Phllbrick propounds this
one: "The U. S Standard Weights

Bureau says that one bushel of
dried apples weighs 25 pounds. How
many green apples are needed to
make the 25 pounds?”
One year ago: The Knox County
Fish and Game Association’s mem
bership held at the Federated
Church in Thomaston was attended
by 135. Joe Stickney was the prin
cipal speaker —The South Warren
Postoffice was about to be discon
tinued after 52 years’ existence.—
Mary A. Donohue died, aged 82.—
The two-masted schooner Emma,
Capt. Greenlaw of Stonington,
foundered on Bay Ledges.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to five again
would have made a rule to read son
poetry and listen to some music 1
least once a week The loss of thei
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charli
Darwin
I’M NOBODY! WHO ARE YOU?

I'm nobody! Who are you?
Are you nobody, too?

Then there's a pair of us—don’t tell!
They'd banish us. you know.
How dreary to be somebody!
How public, like a frog
To tell your name the livelong day
To an admiring bog!
—Emily Dickinson
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The lecturer of Pleasant Valley
Happy is that people whose God Grange offers the following pro
gram for next Tuesday. Opening
is the Lord.—Psalm 144: 15.
song. No. 11; roll call; What inven
tion is most useful to the farmer,
THE
by the brothers; and To the house- i
wife, by the sisters; poem. Raymond
Young; questions on Treeology, by
OF
the lecturer; solo, Elizabeth Passon;
a line of gossip, by all; poem, Ellura
Hamlin; Orange news, by Myron
By
Young; closing song. No. 35.

GOOD OLD DAYS

LOCAL BANDS
IREE MEMBER

YOUNG GRANGE MASTER

Getting Ready To Entertain

Won Crucial Games

The Courier-Gazette Our Grange Corner

HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
Hv the Pupils

TALK OF THE TO1

Community Building
Rocked Last Night
When Rockland Teams
Came Through

Events

The Rockland High School boys
came through last night to win a
42 to 25 victory over Thomaston
High School, at Community Build
ing.
In the first quarter Thomaston
put it all over the local team, the
score ending 16 to 6. Rockland’s
defense was off. the Pekes breaking
through to sink baskets from every
angle.
The second quarter saw Rock
land score 16 points, while Thomas
ton was held to three, ending a hblf
of action that kept the large crowd
in an uproar.
The real excitement came in the
third period, when both teams
fought desperately to keep the bah
and the score stayed close, first 21
to 20 in favor of the Pekes, then 23
to 21 in their favor and finally a tie,
23-23. The tie was soon broken by
an inspired Rockland team, the
third period ending 23 to 23. Tlie
final quarter saw Rockland soar
ahead, Thomaston threatening sev
eral times to catch up, but unable
to click for a final splurge.
For Rockland, Jackie Smith was
outstanding, setting up some beauti
ful plays, and playing a great de
fense game. George Bodman and
Mike McConchie also showed up
well on the defense, with Bradford
Ames doing well on both offense and
defense. For Thomaston. Linscott,
Staples and Verge did some fine
shooting, with Johnson playing a
swell game on defense. The score:
Rockland High School (boys) 42
G.
F. Pts.
Chaples, rf ........... 10
2
Smith, rf ............. 5
0
10
Collins, rf ............. 0
0
0

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Malcolm Whittington has been
After reading what Iree Member installed «t3 master of Pleasant River
said about Col. Fred Meservey a Grange at the age of 18. He is a
friend accused the writer of omi - senior in Vinalhaven High School, a
ting many interesting incidents in member of Union Church, sings In
Meservey’s life. I agree that this Union Church ' cir has been presi
is true but a complete biography dent of the Christian Endeavor and
of the life of any of the persons ha> filled n any important offices in
mentioned
in
these
memory the Giange. He is the youngest
sketches is out of the question. master ever to be installed in Pleas
Furthermore, after being out of ant River Grange.
touch with the musical arena of
Elmer Small
Rockland for a quarter of a cen etc. The writer has heard Meser
—Photo by Nicholas.
tury I can mention only those with vey do this many times and
marveled
at
the
uncanny
memory
whom I rubbed shoulders several
The fact that Elmer Small makes I yet another stick protruding horidecades ago and only a few of and the sureness of this remark
ship models was learned in the 1 zontally from his mouth.
these.—just a person here and there able second fiddler-Rackliff, the Salesmanship class when he gave
Dr. DeMott closed the program
and a memory here and there one and only.
by imitating a fife and drum corps,
a
sales
talk
on
two,
“
Bear
of
the
Every year the Meservey Or
which I hope will be of interest to
Oakland,' ’Admiral Byrd's ship, and using Indian clubs which he at in
chestra played a whole week's en
The Courier-Gazette readers.
the clipper ship, “Great Republic,” tervals, while juggling, struck »on
Many
In my memory sketch of Col. gagement at Northport.
recently made. Perhaps his hobby the floor, producing a sound very
Meservey I mentioned Rackliff, Summer visitors attended the may be partly explained by the fact similar to that of a drum, and at
the prompter. Another big man. dances andi most of them were that he lives in Owl's Head, and the same time whistled “Yankee
Six feet two in his socks, 240 pounds skeptical about the quality of mu has a wherry of his own, which he Doodle.” Mr. DeMott added spice
he was a man sic which could be furnished by uses in lobstering in the Summer. to the program with many funny
r of bone and sinew,
•
one looked twice at in any sort such an odd combination of in He is now building a model of “His facial expressions which brought
of company. A shock of curly struments. One year this com Majesty’s Ship Bounty.” But not gales of laughter from the audi
hair, a ready smile, a heart so big bination consisted of clarinet, cor all his spare time is spent in this ence The students were so pleased
that his pocketbook was all too net, second violin and string bass way, for he was on the foobtall with the performance that Mr. De
often in dire straits through his —thte Big Four.
team, is on the hockey team, and Mott very graciously gave an en
As usually happened they “fell” will be on the track team this core which included the use of two
generous “hand-outs” to unfortu
nates, he was, I believe, the best for the music as soon as they heard Spring. He plans to join the navy balls and a hollow tube.—Fred
loved and respected character who it and danced to it. Rackliff, as after graduation, and would like Burpee.
• * * *
ever called “eight hands around’’ usual, played all the popular songs, to be in the mechanical drawing
contrast, two steps, quadrilles, etc., division.
in eastern Maine.
Miss Beatrice Coney, itinerant
* * • •
Being an “in-law” relative the without a scrap of music. There
teacher trainer from the Univer
writer w’as intimate with Rack were several musicians who attend
Instead of having a country store sity of Maine, visited the Home
1
1
liff for many years and I wihl re ed the dances—among the so called at Kippy Kamival this year, the Economics Department Wednesday. Butler, If ............... 0
Bodman,
df
..........
2
0
4
• « • *
late several incidents in the life “Summer people” and one night seniors will have a gift shop and
0
4
of this most interesting and lov one of the ladies who was aston fortune telling booth combined.
This year a very novel attraction Harrington, c ........ 2
Ames,
c
.................
4
2
10
ished that Rackliff could play such The former will be in charge of of the Kippy Karnival will be the
able character.
0
4
Rackliff played an amazing “sec a splendid part without music Louise Seavey, who, with several recording studio run by the juniors McConchie, rg ...... 2
Cates,
lg
...............
3
17
ond fiddle” up to and including came to the stage and asked him assistants, will solicit from alumnae with Clarence deRochemont in
0
Meservey’s Big Four—when with how he did it. Said she: “Pardon and others interested in the school. charge. A person may make a re Kalloch, lg ........... 0
Cummings,
lg
......
0
0
«
the quintet his job was to call the me but I am curious to know how The fortune telling will be in cording by singing, talking, or
playing on instruments before the
dances and manage the floor—such you can play your part of this de charge of "Madame X.”
42
19
4
♦ ♦ ♦ *
microphone. The records this year
as placing quadrille and contra lightful dance music without any
Thomaston
High
School
(boys)
25
dance sets in easy to dance posi visible music from which to read.
Lucie Thompson. Louise Seavey, are of a more satisfactory type
G.
F. P
We,
my
friends
and
I,
have
tions about the hall. Many times,
and Louise Harden from the Senior than previously used and the rec
0
in those days, so many couples watched and listened to this music shorthand class, and Ebba Kalloch, ords will be very durable as well Staples, rf ............. 3
Linscott,
If
...........
4
0
as
clear
In
tone.
The
tentative
would crowd in one line that it several evenings and not once have Ruth Goldberg, and Shirley Firth
Sawyer,
c
.............
0
1
plans
are
to
have
a
studio
pianist
was to everyones advantage to “cut we seen a sheet of music on your from the office practice class have
Verge,
rg
...............
5
0
who
will
accompany
the
singers.
the set" by taking nearly one half rack. We are surprised, astonished assisted Principal Blaisdell in the
0
It should prove interesting to those Johnson, lg .......... 0
the couples from the lower half and curious. Just what sort of a office this week.
Biggers,
lg
...........
0
0
•
•
•
•
who
can't
sing
to
hear
their
speak

of the line and forming a new part do you play and how can
Simpson,
lg
..........
0
0
ing
voice
recorded.
—
John
Storer.
The weekly meeting of Troop
line beside the original. Well, for you do it without music ”
• • * *
“Lady,” replied Rackliff, with his 203, Boy Scouts of America, was
some unknown reason it was some
25
1
At
a
recent
meeting of the Na
held
at
this
building
on
Wednes

times very difficult to get that line unique and whimsical smile, “I
tional
Thespian
Dramatic
Honor
day.
A
game
period
followed
the
cut, but Rackliff had a “way” play one note, on one string, all
•with him and the way the crowd the time, but I get $1 an hour for opening of the meeting, in which Society, Jack Wood became a mem Girls’ Game
Tne Rockland High gills also won
doing it.” The lady hastened back basketball was enjoyed. Plans were ber, making a total membership of
did as instructed was a delight.
fourteen.
a
victory over the Thomaston girls,
Iree Member one night, with to tell her friends and I doubt made for the district rally which
« * • •
the
score ending 29 to 15. The first
about 200 couples on the floor at not was still unenlightened as be will be held soon. Teams were
Eight
Seniors
have
won
Com

quarter
ended 9 to 0, Thomaston
chosen, and various races were run
a firemen’s ball in the old Arcade fore.
plete
Theory
Certificates
this
failing
to
score. The second quar
Rackliff had a “yellow fiddle,” as in preparation for the rally. After month, a certificate which is re
that one line on the floor reached
ter
was
livened,
considerably when
the foot of the hall and curved he called it, for second fiddle work the regular scout meeting, an of quired in most schools for promo
Thomaston
scored
seven points, and
clear across the lower end. The and a “black fiddle” for melody ficers’ meeting was held in the tion in shorthand; Fannie Cope
dance was "The Lady of the Lake” playing. When a melody '“laid Manual Training office. — Blin land, Louise Harden, Beverly Har Rockland only four, the half end
ing 13 to 7, but Thomaston once
and dancing was impossible with right” to allow colonel to play a Felker, Scout •Master.
mon, Vivian Johnson, Barbara Rob again suffered a let-down in the
♦ * *
such a twisted line. Racklifl
Rackliff tried good series of runs and harmony
A meeting of the Millay Drama inson. Jeannette Saunders, Louise third period which ended 20 to 11
several times to get them to
I cut parts, Rackliff would grab the old tic Club was held Wednesday, and Seavey, and Edwin Tyler.
The Rockland guards. Pearl Smith
the line and bring half of
c the black fiddle and demolish a horn this program given: Poem, “The
♦ * ♦ *
and Lucille Melvin did a fine job
dancers up to form a new
new’ line
lii . No pipe in a manner that was much Cash Account,” Eleanor Tracy;
When the Junior Nature Club
keeping
the ball out of the Thom
sir. they refused to budge.
budge, “All enjoyed by the dancers and al reading, Maxine Cheyne; Biogra met Tuesday a grand surprise
aston
forwards
’ hands. Jerry Nor
right.” said Rackliff,!, with that though Meservey was a rather phy of Edna St. Vincent Millay for awaited them. Clifford Cameron
ton and Virginia Barlow, in the for
winsome smile of his, "Somebody harsh critic he must have liked it whom the chib was named), Doug had brought his doves, a beautiful
ward section, played a good game,
get me an axe, I'm coming down too or he would not have allowed las Perry; poem, "The Song of the pair of pure white tumblers, and a
Barlow running up 23 points for
there and cut that line where it Rackliff to play the part. (Note: Degrees,” Charles Carr; recent pair of homing pigeons. He gave
high
scorer. For Thomaston, Fran
will do the most good.” He "made To the best of my knowledge the movie productions, Grace Bowley. A a very interesting talk about thences
Johnson
and P. Burnham were
believe” spit on his hands and take “old black fiddle” is now in the quiz contest was conducted with habits, and then sent one of his
off his coat and the crowd burst possession of R. S. Rackliff (a Ruth Spear and Donald Kalloch homing pigeons home through the
Senior High, and a cup will be
into laughter, cut the line and nephew) of Racklifl & Witham, as captains, in which Joan Ripley open window.
awarded the class receiving the
• • • •
were soon dancing merrily.
lobster wholesalers of this city. was the winner.—Bertha Coombs.
most
points.
Ribbons will be
Those interested in debating met
Now, a word about the amazing The last I knew of it the black
* ♦ * ♦
awarded
individual
pupils.
Ac
“second fiddling” mentioned above. fiddle was a treasured reminder
At the bi-weekly faculty meeting with Mr. Bowden, debating coach,
tivity
tickets
will
admit
pupils.
The
Rackliff could read music very well of a beloved “Uncle George.’)
Monday afternoon, a motion pic Tuesday. Present were Dorothy
public is invited to attend as spec
but seldom did so. Here is the
That reminds me that the writ ture for classroom work was shown Peterson, Lillian Savage, June
tators.—Mary Wotton.
reason.
Writing second violin er paid some good hard cash to "Colonial Children, (1860-1700).” Chatto, and Ernest Dondis of last
• • • •
parts is a lot of work. The second gain possession of the old, bat Ciarence deochemont was projec year’s team, and Richard Achorn
The
first
meeting
of the “Entre
and Priscilla Brazier. This same
fiddle is composed of a series of tered, high pitch A clarinet that tionist.
Nous
Club,
”
a
French
club organ
group met at the high school Wed
• • • •
two tone chords, written quite gen Meservey played for 20 years. His
ized
by
the
members
of
the third
A United States Maritime Com nesday evening and listened to the
erally below’ tlw staff. This makes teeth marks are plain to see on
year
French
class,
was
held
Fri
it necessary to draw many ledger the mouthpiece w’hich is worn mission motion picture, “Good radio broadcast from WCSH be day morning in Room 24 with Mrs.
concerning
South tween Bates and Colby Colleges, and
lines below the staff and it is rather thin by years of constant use. The Neighbors,”
Matheson presiding. This was a
irksome and it also takes a great instrument is now in an unplay America, was shown at Tuesday found the discussion interesting brief meeting to elect officers and
deal of time. When Rackliff be able condition but I shall never morning’s Senior High assembly. and helpful. They were particu choose a name for the club. The
came a member of Meservey's Or part with it. It may appear fool Also “Land of the Free," made <by larly interested in hearing Gordon officers chosen to officiate at the
chestra the latter soon noted that ish to you. but not to me. Once the Dodge Motor Company, was Richardson. '38, who spoke on the meetings were: President, Fannie
the part on which he had spent In a while I open the box in which shown. Nancy Howard was in negative side of the question, for Copeland; vice president, Made
Colby. Regular debate meetings
much time was never referred to I keep it. together with a fine charge of devotions.—Marie San
will
be held on Wednesdays and line Hurd; secretary - treasurer,
derson.
after Rackliff played it a very few photograph of previous owner—the
Naomi Rackliff; program commit
• * * •
Fridays.—Lillian Savage.
times. He discovered that Rack colonel — and pleasant memories
• <• • •
tee. June Chatto and Priscilla
Dorothy Fogg, Senior, underwent
liff had a remarkable memory and come to me as I gaze on this relic an appendectomy at Knox Hospi-! An Ice Carnival, sponsored by Brazier;
Club
reporter, Mary
when a new dance tune was added of bygone days. No. I wouldn’t tai Wednesday.
the Girls’ Athletic Association, will Lamb; and ways and means com
to his repertoire he simply told care to part with this clarinet.
• * • •
be held next Saturday, Feb. 1, at mittee. Doris Gatti and Gerry
Rackliff that there were so many
(To be continued)
Lena Cuccinello, Marion Har Community Park, at 1.30 oclock. Norton. The next meeting will be
measures of this chord, so many
rington, and Eloise Law worked in There wil be events for Junior and i held Jan. 31.—Mary Lamb.
of that and so many of another.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette the canteen this week at recess,
and Janet Shannon and Vera Payson sold candy on the stair land
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ing.
Small
Summer
Hotel,
completely furnished. Club House, Wharf,
CONTEST COMMITTEE
•• • •
etc. Established business (summer trade). All ready to operate,
Thursday's special assembly for
at a profit. Owners have reached the retiring age.
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
Senior and Junior High featured
Eight Room House, barn attached; one acre land; 10 minute
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge DeMott, of
walk to Rockland Post Office. Will exchange for smaller house
Please enter my name in the contest for the title of
and more land on Route 1.
the Pitt Parker Company of Bos
Ten Room House in Warren Village. Can be used for two
ton,
who
presented
a
juggling
act
“MISS ROCKLAND”
families. Will exchange for other real estate.
which required intensive practice
Fine Residence in Waldoboro Village, 10 rooms, 2 barns, 19
1 understand that I am to receive 10,000 votes as an entering
and co-ordination of the eyes and
acres of land.
award and 500 votes for each season ticket that I sell, as well as
hands. Their program opened with
Farm, 55 acres, in Union; good buildings, nice location.
St votes for each Courier-Gazette Coupon deposited te my credit.
the manipulation and balancing of
Farm. 38 acres, in Warren, good house, low price.
Farm, 18 acres, in Owls Head, good buildings, with or without
a top hat, and continued with a
I promise to conduct myself according to the rules of the
shore front.
variety of objects which included
contest and abide by the final decision of the contest judges.
Woodlots in Waldoboro and Lincolnville.
bolls, parasols, rings, sticks and
Many fine Shore Properties, Shore Farms and Islands. Wi.h
DATE —............................ NAME ..... -............ .............................................. ..
cigar boxes, all of which obeyed
or without buildings; large and sm»U.
his will in seeming defiance of the
New subdivision of Cottage Lots, on shore, at Friendship.
Thia entry must be made at the Chamber of Commerce in
Would tike more listings, especially farm and shore proper
laws of gravitation. He even re
the Rockland Community. Building not later than i.eo P. M. of
ties. Call or write:
sorted
to
lighting
a
kerosene
lamp,
January 30.
F- H. Wood, care O. U. TRIPP ENGINEERING CO, Rockland
placed it upon the end of » stick,
io-n
11317
and in turn placed the stick upon

Every-Other-Day

Jan. 27—Appleton Si'iilm
“Aunt BsMle Beats the
Community hall.
Jan. 28
Knox ('out,' i
provement
Ass'n meets at Ko,
City Building
Jan. 28
Open forum by Rm
League ofWomen Voter,
nt
School building.
Jan. 2D- Warren Supper confe
and convention at tin Rapt 1st Cn
Jan. 31—Warren High School
lie speaking contest nt Town n.
Feb. 3—Travel Talk on "?
Coast" by Mrs Pauline G Tnlu,
Rockland Unlversnllst Clui? l
Feb 5—ThOtnaston Three ,e t
“The Meddlesome Maid'' at Watt'
auspices Christian Endeavor
Peb. 7—"Knox County On Pnt.
a full color motion picture pre
by The Knox County Camera
at the Community Building

Feb. 10 Klwanls Charter Nlgltl
Hotel Rockland
Feb 11—Celebration of Odd F
25th anniversary
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 12-13—Junior Class play.
Wild Night."
Feb. 14 St. Valentine's Day
Feb. 14 Kippy Karnival at 1<
land High School.
Feb 14 16 —Camden
Outing
Carnival
Peb. 17-22—Community Food I
Feb. 21- Educational Club m<
at OAR ball.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday
Feb. 20—Ash Wednesday; l«nt
gins.

Elmer Withee, former belln
has

entered

upon his

dutie-

night clerk at The Thorndike IL
Members of the Kncx County Camera Club at work editing the film of their full length, natural color movie,
“Knox County On Parade,” which will be shown at the Community Building Feb. 7. Left to right: Osgood
Gilbert, the club president; Joel Miller of Thomaston, Wilbur Senter. who has served as chief cameraman for
the movie, and has allowed the club the use of his extensive movie equipment; Raymond Cross, one of the
charter members of the club.
—Photo by Cullen.

”The Lions Clubs and other Serv and American, stand
ice Clubs stand for good citizenship Bradford Burgess.

Believe In Yourself

for.” — by

as a rule represent a group of
Earle Hodges Tells Lion and
WARREN
good citizens of the community. SOUTH
Much sympathy is being expressed
Zone Meeting About
“Some people,” said Lion Hedges,
for Mrs. Mary Libby, whose son.
“Good Common Sense”
“Are good Churchgoers on Sunday,
Maurice Miller, was chief engineer
A large number of Lions gath and some are good Lions on meet of the fishing schooner Mary E.
ered at Hotel Thorndike last eve ing days, but the real citizen tries O'Hara, and reported among the
ning to attend tne regular quarter to carry’ along his ideals throughout missing after she was wrecked Tues
ly Zone meeting. Several Lions the entire week.
day in Boston harbor. He was 50
“We should all have a hobby, and
from the Waterville Club were pres
years old and unmarried.
ent. While the Lions partook of a a very good one would be, to be less Death Of Brother And Sister
delicious turkey dinner, entertain critical of others. Like the fellow
News of the death Tuesday of
ers from the Rainbow Rcom fur with enthusiasm, even if he may be Julia (Libby) widow of Frank Gross
wrong cfie-half cf tlie time; like
nished music and songs.
in Portland and later the same day
Among the guests were: Inter the kickers, if they can make one
a message from Deer Isle telling of
national Director Fred H. Gabbi of criticism that will help, rather than
the death of her brother, A Wood
Portland, District Governor Wil- tear down; like people who boast a
bury
Libby, brought sadness to
liam Niehoff cf Waterville, and the, little occasionally if they make . ,
.
Speaker. Pakt President ot Ltet. «“« wlth U,elr
Bcltcve in i "“,es ,n4
“ they fr°"'
International Earle W. Hodges of ^urs-elt and others around you childhood had made many visl-s
New YOrk
Cities and nations never grew by I here to the former home of thcr
quarreling.
All must be neighbors 1 father, William Libby. Mrs. Gross’
Mr. Gabbi introduced the speak
no
matter
wherever
we live. The illness was but of a few days’ durer, Earle Hodges. His topic was
highest title we can ever achieve ! ation.
“Good Common Sense and Good
She is survived by one son Maurice
Citizenship.”
Said the speaker, is to be a good citizen.
“We must keep this thought be and daughter-in-law, whb made
outstanding, and F. Burnham set fore us; supposing you resigned their home with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Libby, Mr
up nice plays to click with Johnson. from your service club, and the di
rectors
took
a
secret
vote
to
see
and
Mrs. Edgar Libby of Thomaston
The lineup:
if
you
could
again
become
a
mem

and
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby and
Rockland tgirls) 29—Norton If, 2
(2); Barlow rf 10 (3); Weymouth i ber; Would their vote be unani- Mrs. Ada Spear of this place at
lf. Rich. Hill c, Smith, Melvin, Wo:- j mo us in favor of taking you back? tended the funeral services which
ton g.
| “We should know our Flag and were held Thursday in Portland,
Thomaston (girls) 15—Johnson rf for all that it stands for. We should with burial in the family lot at Deer
5(2); F. Burnham If, P. Burnham read and study the Constitution, isle,
Mr. Libby had been in ill health
c, Crie c, If 1 (1); Mitchell, Torrey g. the Bill of Rights and try to com
* • * «
prehend what they mean.
We for some time. He Is survived by a
In an exciting preliminary game, should endeavor to keep forever widow and several children. Tlie
the Rockland Jayvees defeated! precious in our hearts and the funeral services were held Friday at
Thomaston Jayvees 18 to 17.
i hearts of cur children what they. Deer Isle.

CAN'T AFFORD
ANYTHING BUT ONE
h OF THE THREE LOW5 EST PRICED CARS''
\

-KJ'

(Rockland High School will
against Cony High School of
gusta Monday night at Oomtnti
building at 7.30. Tlie Jayvec.'
also play.
THE SCHOOL BOARD

The movement for chant
the provisions in the City Ch.j
ter relating to the School Be (
seems to be gaining strength
committee of lawyers is draw:
up a bill which would inch
certain features calculated
make for a more efficient set-i
Such a bill would provide for
board of five selected at large i]
stead oi one composed of
member from each ward as pr
ent. The tenure of office won
be such that a member won
serve for five years, and only ol
would have to be replaced ea
year. Tlie present school bon
is understood to be fully in fat
of the suggested change. 'I’l
matter is to be the main topic
the meeting of the League
Women Voters to be held ne
Tuesday night at the Hi]
School.

The Bath Iron Works will
represented by ten men tonight]
bowl Snow Shipyard at Commin]
alleys. The match will start
o’clock.

Rockland friends will learn
much regret of the severe illr
of Col. E. A. Robbins, editor
publisher of the Camden Heri
He was in the city Wednebeing stricken that night.
A public beano party was
Thursday under the auspice
Edwin Libby Relief Corps with M
Blanche Shadie as chairman. S
per was served by Mrs Ellie Kno
ton and Beulah Larrabee It i
voted to continue Thursday aft
noon beano parties. Next w
Mrs. Inez Packard will be cl.,
man and Mrs. Mae Cros. . chairni
qf the supper. Past Presidei
night will be held tlie second Thu
day In March. A short prcur|
was presented by Sister I.
French: Reading, “Tin Piou^ 1
son,” Mrs. Catherine Libby; i«i
lng, “The Life of the Party Bel]
and After Marriage,” Mrs
Huntley;
isinging.
"Bcauti
Dreamer,” “Tramp, Tramp, Tian]
Mrs. Jennie Pietroski with
Alta Dimick at the piano. Ti
were some interesting questii
about the flag by Lizzie Frci
and an interesting discussion
“Americanism in our schcol.'
flag drill was held by officers of
Corps.

Visit Lucien K Green A:
second floor, 16 School street, Cl
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, T
Coats and Cloth Coats, at model
prices.
9

I wish to state that Edgar R<
bins is no longer in my empj
but I am still buying poultry al
shall be glad to continue bustnc
with my old and new custonn
Peter Edwafds, Tel. 806-J. ad;
Q.

BIG NOVELTY BINGO
Spear Hall, Mon. Night, 7.1
AND SEE HOW MUCH

MORE YOU GET!
1OO-HORSEPOWER 6-CYLIN
DER ECONO-MASTER ENGINE
119-INCH WHEELBASE . BIG
GER, ROOMIER FISHER BODY
NEW INTERIOR LUXURY
4 COIL-SPRING RHYTHMIC
RIDE • FAMOUS OLDS QUAL
ITY throughout:

ANALYZE thj price situation and
you’ll see that you can easily
afford an Oldsmobile! If you’ll just
compare de luxe models of lowestpriced cars with the big luxurious
Oldsmobile Special, you’ll find no
great difference in price. And if
you’ll check economy records,
you’ll find Olds compares with the
best! Come in — and compare!
j£x

ALSO AVAILABLE WITH

HYDRA-MATIC DRIVE!*

IT’S

JA< KP<

MERCHANDISE
TABLECLOTH GIVEN AW Al

Get into an Olds and go—
with automatic shifting
and with never a clutch
to press! No easier car to
drive in the world than an
Olds Hydra-Matic. Try it!

* Optional a t Ex tra Cost'

THE GAR

FREE DINNER

Oldsmob

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

B8SffiS£rE55E

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
.
ROC KLAND, ME.

■very-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN Morton Is Cited

THE AIRPORT SEEMS ASSURED

Rockland Man On Swift
Honor Roll—Some
Impressive Facts
Jan 27—Appleton—Senior class play.
“Aunt Bessie Beats the Band ’ at
Community hall.
Jan. 28—Knox County Poultry Im
provement Ass'n meets at Rockland
City Building.
Jan. 28 Open forum by Rockland
League of Women Voters at High
School building.
Jan. 29—Warren—Supper conference
and convention at the Baptist Church.
Jan. 31—Warren—High School pub
lic speaking contest at Town hall.
Peb. 3—Travel Talk on “Maine
Coast” by Mrs. Pauline G. Talbot at
Rockland Unlversallst Church.
Feb 5—Thomaston- Three-act play.
“The Meddlesome Maid" at Watts hall,
auspices Christian Endeavor.
Feb. 7—“Knox County On Parade",
a full color motion picture presented
by The Knox County Camera Club
at the Community Building.
Feb. 10 Klwanls Charter Night at
Hotel Rockland.
Feb 11—Celebration of Odd Fellow’s'
25th anniversary
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 12-13—Junior Class play, “One
Wild Night.”
Feb. 14 St Valentine's Day.
Feb. 14 Klppy Karnlval at Rock
land High School.
_
Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival
. _ ,
Feb. 17-22—Community Food Fair
Feb. 21—Educational Club meeting
at O AR hall
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be

gins.

Elmer Withee, former bellman,
has entered upon his duties as
night clerk at The Thorndike Hotel.
It Ii. natural color movie,
J Left to richt: Osgood

is chief cameraman for
Itiiil Cross, one of the
-Photo by Cullen.

stand for." — by
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Mkthy is being expressed
In
Libby, whose son.
it
.1 thief engineer
|
toner Mary E.
reported among the
she was wrecked Tues5n harbor. He was 50
ii unmarried.

[other And Sister
|'
death Tuesday of
widow of Frank Gross
|
later the same day
i'om Deer Isle telling of
her brother, A Woodbrought sadness to
Id friends as they from
I
ma !e many visits
former home of the’r
II ti Libby. Mrs. Gross’
put of a few days’ dur-

Lv ti bv one son Maurice
cr-m-law, who made
Iwith her.
|\Ii Hiram Libby, Mr.
J
Libby of Thomaston
Itl Mrs O. B Libby and
Bpctr of this place atI neral services which
J I iisday in Portland,
|
te family lot at Deer
had been in ill health

Lie

He is survived by ft
The

ei U children.
|.t

Rockland High School will play
against Cony High School of Au
gusta Monday night at Community
building at 7.30. The Jayvees will
also play.
THE SCHOOL BOARD
The movement for changing
the provisions in the City Char
ter relating to the School Board
seems to be gaining strength. A
committee of lawyers is drawing
up a bill which would include
certain features calculated to
make for a more efficient set-up.
Such a bill would provide for a
board of five selected at large in
stead of one composed of a
member from each ward as pres
ent. The tenure of office would
be such that a member would
serve for five years, and only one
would have to be replaced each
year. The present school board
is understood to be fully in favor
of the suggested change. The
matter is to be the main topic at
the meeting of the League of
Women Voters to be held next
Tuesday night at the High
School.

The Bath Iron Works will be
represented by ten men tonight to
“®bowi Snow Shipyard at Community
alleys. The match will start at 7
o'clock.
Rockland friends will learn with
much regret of the severe illness
of Col. E. A. Robbins, editor and
publisher of the Camden Herald.
He was In the city Wednesday,
being stricken that night.

were held Friday at

A public beano party was held
Thursday under the auspices of
Edwin Libby Relief Corps with Mrs.
Blanche Shadie as chairman. Sup
per was served by Mrs. Ellie Knowl
ton and Beulah Larrabee. It was
voted to continue Thursday after
noon beano parties. Next week
Mrs. Inez Packard will be chair
man and Mrs. Mae Cross, chairman
qf the supper. Past Presidents'
night will be held the second Thurs
day in March. A short program
was presented by Sister Lizzie
■French: Reading, “The Pious Par
don,” Mrs. Catherine Libby; read
ing, “The Life of the Party Before

LOW

rice
<‘nd

. Lans>ng
* optional
*Cc«*«o.

nd After Marriage." Mrs. Ida
untley;
singing,
“Beautiful
earner,-’ “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,"
rs. Jennie Fietroski with Mrs
Alta Dimick at the piano. There
were some interesting questions
about the flag by Lizzie French
and an interesting discussion on
“Americanism in our schools.” A
flag drill was held by officers of the
Corps.

Visit Lucien K Green <fc Son’s
Second floor. 16 School street, Odd
fllows Block. City, for Furs, Fui
"oats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
jrices.
9-tf

I wish to state that Edgar Rob»ins is no longer in my employ
I but I am still buying poultry and
I shall be glad to continue business
ith my old and new customers.

|Peter Edwaids, Tel. 806-J. -adv.
9-11

BIG NOVELTY BINGO
|Spear Hall, Mon. Night, 7.30
VAll.ABLE WITH
C DRIVE!*
Get into an Olds and go—
with automatic shifting
and with never a clutch
Ito press! No easier car to
[drive in the world than an
Old, HydraMatic. Try it!

xtrat'oatWW

FREE DINNER

JACKPOT
MERCHANDISE
TABLECLOTH GIVEN AWAY
•It

One employe of the local Swift
& Company branch house has
been included in a special honor
roll featured in the Report to
Employes issued to 65.000 mem
bers of the Swift organization.
These include, as announced by
Harold B. Lee man, Rockland man
ager. Charles W. Morton, 20 years
of continuous service.
The Honor Roll is part ol a
special annual review of the com
pany's operations which Swift in
stituted two years ago. The fi
nancial statements and ether facts
contained in the regular share
holder’s report are also In the re
port to employes, but stated in
everyday language and liberally il
lustrated.
The report reveals that during
the year 1940 Swift & Company
employed 2600 more men In its
United States and Canadian plants
than it did during the year 1939.
Since the close of the 1940 fiscal
year (on Oct. 26), there has been
an additional increase of 4000 on
the payrolls of the company.
On the pension rolls of the
company are 2088 former employes
and 1561 widows and minor de
pendents. During 1940 $2,687,836
was paid out in pensions. Em
ployes do net contribute to this
pension fund. Over 49,000 em
ployes are covered by group life
insurance policies with $158,000,000
cf insurance in force.
The company’s earnings for the
year were $11,183,484. According
to the report, employes received
$102,417,011 in wages and salaries.
In discussing the earnings of
the company, Mr. Holmes says.
“It is a fact too often overlooked
that our earnings average only a
fraction of a cent per pound of
finished product. Had we sold our
goods this year for a quarter cent
less per pound, or even if we had
maintained the same sales prices
and our costs had been onequarter cent per pound higher—
instead of making a profit we
would have had a loss of several
million dollars.”

Mrs. Smith, Our Representative, Tells

upon approval, work commenced.
There is to be a new setup which
will include Rockland and other
places in my District.
As to the highway problem, the
project is waiting for approval
which calls for the construction, re
pairing and widening of roads in
the State to the extent o>f $1,200,090
plus $300,000 furnished by the
sponsor which in this case is the
State Highway Commission. If the
widening is approved, parts of
Route 1 will be included. It is ex
pected that much shoulder work
will be necessary. Foi additional
information, it might be well for
you who are interested to discuss
the matter with Mr. Fitzgerald and
the State Highway Commission.
Margaret Chase Smith, M. C.

MOTHER VIEWS REMAINS
Body of Pauline Young Exhumed—Missing
Head Not Necessary For Identification
The dismembered remains of Al
zada Paulinp Young, buried several
months ago in a Thomaston ceme
tery, were exhumed Thursday by
order of County Attorney Stuart
C. Burgess and Attorney General
Frank I. Cowan, who will be asso
ciated in the forthcoming murder
trial.
The remains were closely exam
ined at the Davis undertaking
rooms by the girl's mother, Mrs.
Thelma Phelps, who had been
brought from Danforth by Sheriff
C. Earle Ludwick for that purpose.

The result is said to have been
satsfactory to the prosecuting of
ficers, who are quoted as saying
that the recovery of the missing
Strand Theatre features the
coming week: Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday, “The Westerner," with
Gary Cooper and Walter Brennan;
Wednesday and Thursday, “Second
Chorus,” with Fred Astaire and
Paulette Goddard; Friday and
Saturday, “Hudson's Bay,” with
Paul Muni and Gene Tierney.

head was not essential for identi
fication.
Present during the examination
were County Attorney Burgess,
Sheriff Ludwick, Medical Exami
ner, H. J. Weisman, Lieut. Leon P.
Shepard of the State Police and
Dr. Arch H Morrill, State patholo
gist.
Preparations are shaping for the
trial, which will take place at the
February term of Superior Court
John B. Phelps the alleged slayer,
and former W.P.A. worker, has been
in Knox County Jail since the re
covery of the body. He is permit-’
ted no liberties, but thus far it
said to have been a well behaved
prisoner.

Recently there was shipped frcm
the Red Cross rooms in Rockland
part of the quota undertaken in
November by the Knox County
•Chapter, for the relief of civilians
and refugees overseas. This ship
ment of 195 pounds comprised—156
sweaters, 13 dresses, 13 prs. mittens,
6 layettes, 5 shawls (women) 6
mufflers, 3 beys caps, 2 prs. men s
socks.

Camden relief committee shipped
separately last week—16 women’s
dresses, 15 shawls, 85 sweaters 20
layettes, 4 woolen baby's blankets.
The committees from the Rock
land and Camden branches are
very grateful to all who have as
sisted in the making of these gar
ments.
There is much knitting and sew
ing to toe done. Materials can be
obtained from the Red Cross
rooms. The garments are sorely
needed, and the assistance of the
women of Knox County is re
quested.
J. L. B

A Sermon Series
A series of sermons on the gen
eral theme: “What Is His Name?”
is to be given at the First Baptist
Church the next few Sunday morn
ings. Some of the compound names
of God used in the Bible will be ex
plained. Sunday,, Jan. 26, “Je
hovah;” Feb. 2, “Jehovah-Rohl;”
Feb. 9, Jehovah-Shalom;” Feb. 16,
“Jehovah-Shammah;" Feb. 23, ”Jehovah-Mekadishkem.” Each one of
these sermons will have a special
message for today. Appropriate
music will be sung in connection
with each name.
This Sunday evening at 7.15 a
musical service will be held at the
church called “Songs Out of the
Night,” and will feature the hymns
of Fanny Crosby.

Organ, piano,

violin, and choir will all combine to
present this great message. Mr.
MacDonald's sermon will be inter
spersed with Crosby’s songs by the
choir.

Mrs. E. K. Gould has returned
frcm Portland.
CALLS IT “DISGUSTING’
The Friday Rug Club met yes
terday with Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb.

Edgar B. Robbins of 81 New
County road, a veteran in the
Paysons’ Beauty Salon has moved
poultry business, long employed by
into the quarters at 10 School
Peter Edwards, has entered busi
street formerly occupied by the
ness for himself, tel. 787-M. Lee
officers of Dr. H. J. Weisman. The
Mason is associated with Mr. Rob
Alterations in Chase block have Paysons will hold a public opening
bins in the new venture.
proceeded so rapidly that the Monday afternoon, 2 to 4 o'clock
State Liquor Store will probably bs with everybody warmly invited to
Forty-three children were present in the new quarters next Monday. attend. The Paysons, Robert E.
at the story hour at the Public Raymond E. Thurston of the and Jennie B., expert beauticians,
Library Friday afternoon.
Two State Liquor Commission tells The have operated a shop on Park
fairy’ stories were told, one being Courier-Gazette that no complaint street for nearly three years.
with black-board illustrations. The against the Rockland store has
following children took part in the ever been received by the Com-1 Word has been received at the
play “The Brownie Who Couldn't mission. A recent news item re- i Rockland Chamber of Commerce
Sing:’’ Brownie, John Gatcombe; lating to ‘‘less than half a dozen I that a salute to Rockland, will be
Girl, Betty Curtis; Frog, Billy Mc- complaints being received” related broadcast over the "Spreading New
Loon; Ants, Carol Kent, David Mr. Thurston says, to all of the I England’s Fame’’ program to be
Scarlott; Robin, Betty Libby; Rab State stores.
heard on Station WCSH, Portland
bit, David Bird; Flowed, Caroline
Sunday. The Rockland Chamber
Senter, Mary Libby; Tree, Frank
has furnished the broadcasting
Local short wave radio operators
C. Bridges, Jr.
company with details and litera
were guests of Bill Gray of Thom
ture on Rockland to be used on
aston Thursday night when plans
MARRIED
the same. Doubtless Rockland citi
Segal-Oondis — At Roxbury, Mass., were made for a "feed” and "getJail. 21. Sidney I. Segal of Rockland together” for all Knox County zens will be tuned to the radio for
and Florence F. Dondls of Fall River
this broadcast. The radio schedule
Mass.—By Rev. Mr. Jacobson.
“Hams” early in February to dis gives the hour.
Wood-Jackson—At Rockland. Dec. 2,
Philip Arcum Wood and Naomi Aurelia cuss plans for activity the coming
Jackson, both of Rockland.-By A. Summer. Those present were Al
Alan Grossman. J. P.
Dr. James Kent, health officer,
bert Cassidy, Vinal Daley, Clark dropped into The Courier-Gazette
Staples, Fred
Ripley, Herbert office yesterday to ridicule the ab
DIED
ltager-At Boston. Jan 23, Mrs. Loey Staples, Waldo Tyler and Robert
surd rumor that (Rockland has 120
Miller, widow of Ernest Hager of Rock
land. aged 70 years. Funeral Monday Young. Several new licenses have cases of pneumonia.
“This is a
at 2 o'clock from residence. 63 Grace been issued in Knox County re
street.
reportable disease.” said the doc
Maddocks
At Camden, Jan. 24. cently by the F.C.C. and the list
tor, “and only three cases of pneu
Elizabeth M.. wife of Eaton Maddocks.
aged 75 years. Funeral from the resi is being revised to take in all monia have been reported to me.
dence Tuesday at 2 o'clock.
Walden—At Camden, Jan. 23. Clem- “hams.” Date and place of “Get- There may be and probably are
eret Walden. Funeral Sunday at 2 together”
will
be
announced more cases but they have not been
p. m. from Russell funeral parlors.
shortly.
Rockport.
Interment in Amesbury
officially reported, as the law re
Hill cemetery.
quires." Dr. Kent added the grati
At the annual parish meeting of fying information that grippe and
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere St. Peter’s Church Thursday night, chicken pox which have been rag
thanks to all our friends and rela
tives for their thoughtful acts of the following were elected mem-1 ing to quite an extent, are on the
kindness shown us during the illness, bers of the Vestry, Alton Decrow.
wane.
and loss of our dear one; also for the
beautiful floral tributes, cards and Roy E. Estes. Keryn ap Rice.
letters of sympathy. Especially would
Jorge Bolet, Cuban pianist, who
we try to express our appreciation to Charles McIntosh, W. M. Little,
the group of “Neighbors and Friends”
was
heard in a Rockland recital a
for their beautiful remembrance, to Dr. Gilmore W. Soule and Perley
Dr WaJter D. Hall for his faithful at Axtell; members of the Associate few seasons ago, will be soloist on
tendance. and to Rev. Charles E.
vestry, R. E. House, George Has the radio programme from The
Marstaller for his kindly ministry.
Mrs Ina M. Hooper, Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Institute of Music this
Hiram H. Cne, Mrs. Evelyn Spencer, kell, Charles Livingstone, Frank
Kenneth A. Hooper and Sylvia E. Harding and Vesper Haskell. Dele afternoon from 5.39 to 6, playing
Hooper.
gates were also elected to attend Beethoven’s Eroica variations in E
When the Yankee Clipper Ruled a special convention in Portland flat. Opus 35. In the all-Beethoven
the Seven Seas—next in the re Feb. 5, to cast their votes for a program, the master’s arrange
markable series of true tales of Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of ments of Irish, Welsh and Scotch
days of the wind ships. An old Maine, in succession to Bishop folk songs will be presented by
clipper captain tells the yarn of Brewster, who has retired. The Barbara Troxell, soprano; Norman
“■Sven the Finn”—more than two delegates are Capt. K. A. Rice, W. Rose, tenor; Thomas Perkins, bari
big pages cf illustrations in the M. Little, Charles McIntosh and tone; George Zazofsky, violin; RoThe alternates are hini Coomara, violoncello; and
American Weekly’ Magazine with Dr Soule.
George
Haskell,
Charles Livingston. Waldemar Dabrowski, piano.
Jan. 26 Boston Sunday Advertiser.
Robert
Hussey
and
Vesper Haskell.
11*1$
The self-sealing gasoline tank
For flying instruction see Charlie for use in aircraft was in practical
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.— use in the United States as early
adv.
2-tf as 1917.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE VOTE COUPON

CH U RCH ES

Showing Number In Knox
County and the Number
Which Are Occupied

A Waldo County Draftee Tells
of Beer-Guzzling At An
Army Post

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In regard to beer at ATtny posts
I would like to write a few words
as a draftee soon to be inducted
into Army service. I would like to
look at the subject from a Chris
tian, as well as a secular view
point. In the first place a Chris
tian must be against all evil and
that drinking of intoxicting liquor
is wrong most fair minded people
will agree.
I had occasion to visit Fort Wil
liams a while ago and there was a
sizable group around the “Can
teen,” guzzling beer. Such a scene
is disgusting and is a place of abhorence to a Christian young man
or one brought up with worthy
ideals of right and wrong. Does
it not seem that such a young man
would soon get used to these condi
tions and accept them to his own
detriment?
The appearance is
pretty much the same as you would
find in a downtown saloon—a fine
place for our youth. Many will be
the heartaches of mothers and
loved ones because of these condi
tions.
More power to Corporal
Chandler in his stand for the Right.
May God help our mothers and
families to recognize thi? evil and
fight against it for the good of our
youth and country is my prayer.
It might well be the prayer of every
true Christian,
A Draftee

SERMONETTE

Sermon to Men of Athens

Athens has become a familiar
word in the news of today. The
fighting Greek army has driven
the might of Italy from her
mountains.
From the Areopagus or Mars
Hill, centuries ago, Paul ad
dressed the philosophers of
Greece. Climbing the 16 stone
steps to the meeting place of
the council, he spoke directly
to the men of Athens but more
forcibly to the men of 1940.
Your own pastor cannot speak
more pointedly to you. His
theme was God. Men today
speak doubtfully about God,
since such overwhelming wick
edness prevails all over the
world.
Paul declared him. “Ye men
of Athens. I perceive that in all
things ye are too superstitious.
For as I passed by, and beheld
your devotions, I found an al
tar with this inscription, ‘to the
Unknown God’—Whom there
fore ye ignorantly worship, him
declare I unto you. God that
made the world and all things
therein, dwelleth not in temples
made with hands: neither is
worshipped with men's hands, as
though he needed anything,
since he giveth to all life, and
breath and all things; and hath
made of one blood all nations
of men for to dwell on all the
face of the earth and hath de
termined the times and the
bounds of their habitation; that
they should seek the Lord, if
haply they might feel after him
and find him. though he be not
far from every one of us. For
in him we live and move and
have our being. Whatever hath
gone before ‘God now commandeth all men everywhere to re
pent’.”
How did the men of Athens
respond to this vital sermon?
Much as a modern congregation
would and does. ‘Some mocked,”
indifferently; others said it was
a good sermon. “We will hear
thee again of this matter.”
The God Paul declared is
again presented here. Men of
Maine, not Hitler or Mussolini
or Stalin, will determine the
times or habitations or their
bounds for the nations to dwell
on all the face of the earth but
God.
Therefore they should
take courage, and seek Him and
find Him. He is never far from
everyone. Some of those Greeks
found Him.
—'William A. Holman
At tihe Congregational Church
the services of public worship and
church school is at 10.30 a. me, with
the children sharing in the wor
ship service and attending classes
during the sermon. The theme of
the sermon by Rev. Corwin H.
Olds will be "When Belief Makes a
Difference.”
Comrades of the
Way will meet in the vestry at 6.30
p. m., and the Pilgrim Fellowship
will meet at the parsonage, 35
Beech street, at 8 p. m. Joseph Em
ery Jr., will lead the discussion on
the early religion of Babylonia.
• • ♦ •

“Truth” is the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon that will be read
in .all Churches of Christ, Sci
entist, throughout the world, on
Jan. 26. The Golden Text is:
“Thou art near, O Lord; and all
thy commandments are truth.
Concerning thy testimonies, I have
Beano party G.AR. hall Monday, known of old that thou has found
2 p. m. Door prize, free specials.— ed them for ever" (Psalms 119:
adv.
151, 152). The citations from the

RAINBOW ROOM
THE JOY SPOT OF ROCKLAND

8.30

ASTHMA

BRONCHITIS

• * ♦ »

Dr. Guy Wilson’s sermon will be
“The Christian Witness” at the
Methodist church tomorrow morn
ing with Mrs. Lydia Storer as solo
ist. Evening worship at 7 will be
“A Prayer We Dare to Offer."
School of religious education classes
will be at 9.30 and 12 o'clock. Mr.
Felker will direct the Young Peo
ple’s meeting at 6 o'clock. Tues
day evening prayer meeting at 7.

A slip of the pen made *a news
item in Thursday's issue say that
Mrs. William Talbot’s forthcoming
lecture was to be delivered at the
Methodist Church, although the
body of the article carried the cor
rect place. The date is Feb. 3 at
8 p. m.
,
i
' . '■

—and similar conditions

respond readily to recent
ly developed Chiropractic

methods.
For Free Consultation
phone 1355.

DR. DONALD E. HASKELL
CHIROPRACTOR

39 Union St.,

Rockland

Dry Cleaning
SALE

DRESSES

DOUBLE-HEADER FLOOR SHOW

TINA-POLLY

Knox County has 10,666 dwelling
Bible include the following pas
units, according to the new census;
sages: “And the Lord Spake unto 8175 are occupied and 991 are va
Moses face to face, as a man cant, for sale or for rent. The
speaketh unto his friend. And he I figures by towns are here given—
said, I will make«all my goodness 1 the first column showing the total
pass before thee, and I will pro number of dwelling units, the sec
claim the name of the Lord be ond the number of occupied, the
fore thee; And the Lord passed next the vacancies and the fourth
by before him. and proclaimed, the percentage of vacant units.
The Lord, the Lord God, merciful Appleton,
236
176 43 18.2
and gracious, lor.g suffering, and Camden,
1,465 1,180 129 8 8
abundant in goodness and truth.” Cushing,
244
126 30 12.3
(Exodus 33: 11 and 19. also 34: 6. Friendship,
389
249 111 28.5
• • * •
Hope.
201
146 49 24.4
At St. Peter's Church. (Episco Isle aut Haut, 75
38
2 ----pal), Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, Matiuicus Isle 62
46
2 -----the services for tomoirow will be North Haven, 269
150 16 5.9
appropriate third Sunday after Owl's Head
428
160 29 6 8
Epiphany; the Early Celebration Rockland,
2,767 2,563 157 5.7
' will be omitted; church school at Rockport,
635
490 68 10.7
9.30; Holy Eucharist at 10 30.
St. George,
828
496 96 11.6
• • • •
So. Thomast'n, 289
156 28 97
"What Is His Name” will be
Thomaston,
675
628 19 2.8
answered in a new series of ser
Union,
355
323 12 3.4
mons to be given at First Baptist I Vinalhaven,
809
553 129 15.9
Church, beginning Sunday ntorn- Warren.
559
462 38 6.8
ing at 10.30. The choir will sing Washington,
325
206 35 10.8
directed by Luella Grace Patterson.
The Church School with classes
for each age group will meet at Profit Sharing
noon. The Endeavorers will be led
by Ansel Young, and will meet at
Bell Shoos Employes
6 o’clock. The people’s evening
Benefit Under Manage
service will open at 7.15 with the
ment’s New Plan
prelude and big sing, assisted by
the instruments and choir. This
Over 400 employes of the Beil
will be a “Songs Out of the Night
Shops participated in a profit shar
1 Service,” and the music both in
ing plan instituted by the manage
strumental and vocal will be Fanry
ment in 1940. This plan made It
Crosby's hymns. Mr, MacDonald
possible for every Bell employe to
will be assisted in his sermon by
receive a substantial bonus at the
the choir.
end of the year.
» ♦ » »
As further explanation of this
The Sunday services at the
Nazarene Church begin with Sab policy, the management stated that
bath School at 10 a. m. At 11 will this was made possible by the loyalty
be the morning worship. There and co-operation which prevails hi
will be a special duet, and Rev. every one of their stores throughout
Earl Lee will have for his subject New England. “It must also be ap
)"The Master of the Impossible.” parent,” said the management,
The N.Y.PS. will be in charge of “that the courtesy and helpfulness
the “Church at Rome". The eve shown by all Bell employes was
ning service is at 7.30 p. m., with recognized by the thousands of Bell
special music. The pastor will customers. It Is significant indeed
preach on “We Are At War." The that the unusual service was com
Wednesday evening prayer meet mented upon by scores of women
who recognized the extreme willing
ing is at 7.30.
* * * *
ness to help by every person in our
Sunday at the Littlefield Memo employ.”
rial Church, the pastor, Rev. C. A.
The members of the Rockland
Marstaller will use as his topic at store who received profit partici
10.30 “The Region Beyond.” Spe pating checks are Ruth Hoch, Alecial music will include a solo oy tha Munro, Minerva 6inall, Eva
Mrs. Eleanor Libby. Sunday School Jones and Shirley Stickney.
follows at 11.45 with classes for all
ages. Young People's Meeting at
Knox Lodge FAM, at South
6 o’clock with Miss Arlene Bartlett Thomaston will have Installation
as leader. “A Passport to Heaven" Monday night.
will be theasubject for the evening
service at 7.15. Special music will j
be a selection by the choir. Mid- I
week praise and prayer service
Tuesday evening at 7.30.
The
! Ladies’ Aid will meet Wednesday
evening with Mrs. Ronald G. Lord
at 44 Brewster street.

TEX and DAVE

to

11.45

2 for $1.00

THORNDIKE HOTEL

Beautifully Dry Cleansed and Pressed

BURPEE’S

J NNO UN C EMEN T

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER

CONTEST COMMITTEE
Ambulance Service

DR. NEIL A. FOGG

COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR

RUSSELL

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

FUNERAL HOME

110-112 UMEBOCK STREET
•
ROCKLAND. ME.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 682
ROCKLAND, ME.

119-tf

98-tf

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

If'ill Resume His Surgical Practice

Ambulance Service

KLAND, MAINE

Articles For Civilian
Relief Furnished By Rock
land and Camden Chapters

Dwelling Census

T T T T

What Washington’s Doing About It
The following letter received to
day by Mayor Edward R. Veazie,
from Representative Margaret Chase
Smith, indicates a strong likelihood
that an airport will be built at Ash
Point. The project is soon to be
prepared and will then await Fed
eral approval. Mrs. Sm.th’s letter
follows:
Washington, D. C., Jan. 23
Mayor Edward R. Veazie:—
I have just finished a conferenc
with John C. Fitzgerald, Adminis
trator for WPA in Portland, con
cerning your airport, highways, and
other matters.
He advises me that the survey
has been going on in your city for
a little time and a report is expect■ ed soon. Immediately upon receipt
' cf same, project will be written and

Sent Overseas

LOW PRICES ON OTHER GARMENTS

FUNERAL HOME

INTER STREET
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Please credit Miss ........................ ......................... -............................

on

with 20 Votes in the “Miss Rockland" Contest at the

FEBRUARY 12, 1941.

TEL.

17 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

170

170

Community Food Fair.

-

10-18

155-20

TEL.

!'■
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CHAPTER II

• The plane swung back across the
Anacostia and glided to a landing.
Henning thanked the pilot for a safe
journey north and sped by military
sedan across the river Into Washing
ton. At the War Department he went
to the second floor and reported to
the G-2 section.
Colonel Flagwill had come down
early for Benning's arrival. His
placid, unemotional face broke In a
slight smile and his eyes sparkled
at sight of the young officer. He
led tho captain into a private office
and closed the door.
Without formality Flagwill said:
•‘Someone must go into Mexico and
get the facts, Benning. I needn’t
remind you of the danger of such an
enterprise. While I have thought of
you for the detail, you need not ac
cept unless you want to.**
“Thanks for thinking of me, Colo
nel,” Benning said with an easy
smile. “When do you wish me to
leave?”
There was an approving gleam in
the Flagwill eyes as he took from
his pocket a bulky sealed letter and
handed it to Benning.
•‘You’re sailing for Europe at elev
en on the America. Available in
formation is in this letter. When
you’ve read it, destroy it by burn
ing. You'd better take a commer
cial plane to New York. Your boat
reservations have been attended to.
On landing at Southampton, cross
the Channel to Le Havre and pro
ceed to Paris by express. Our am
bassador, Mr. Shields, will be ex
pecting you in Paris. Any question,
Benning?”
"I think not, sir,’* Benning said.
‘‘Good luck,” Flagwill said, rising.
"Do a thorough job of it and get the
Mexican picture back here as soon
as possible, consistent with thor
oughness. I’ll have an officer at the
airport with your tickets and ex
pense money. That’s all. Captain.”
• ••••••
The embassy staff had calculated
to the minute when Benning was due
to arrive from the Gare du Nord.
No sooner had he dropped the bronze
knocker than the embassy front door
opened. A bespectacled male sec
retary looked him over in sharp’ap
praisal and said, “You are the gen
tleman we’re expecting?”
•‘Captain Benning, just in from
the United States,” the captain an
swered.
“Please come in,” the secretary
said. "Mr. Shields has reserved this
hour and is waiting for you.”
The ambassador was at the door
of his reception room to receive his
visitor. Mr. Shields was a portly,
smartly groomed man in late mid
dle life. His round, florid face was
an ingratiating smile as he invited
Benning to a seat and tendered a
cigarette.
“I’m glad you’re here on the dot,
Benning," he said. ‘‘There’s quite a
bit to be done in Paris, and you
must be In Bordeaux tomorrow to
catch your boat for Vera Cruz.”
Benning said, “I’m at your dis
posal, sir.”
The ambassador regarded his vis
itor with a certain whimsical wist
fulness. He lighted a cigarette.
“You know, Benning,” he said, “I
decidedly envy you this opportunity
for distinguished service. I think I
know what’s under the surface of
things in Europe, but I can’t prove
anything in the concrete way that’s
necessary. So you must go to Mex
ico to do the job.”
“I’d suppose, sir," Benning com
mented, “that our government was
informed at least of the larger dip
lomatic facts.”
"Facts?” Shields echoed the word
derisively. “But there’s only one
accepted fact in international rela
tions today: that the maps are list
ed for an overhaul. Outwardly ev
eryone is praying for peace to come
out of the current muddle. Under
the surface the big question is. When
will the lid blow off? We’re looking
to you for the answer, Benning.”
Benning’s eyes narrowed. "I’m
not sure 1 understand, sir.”
Mr. Shields laughed mirthlessly.
"I’ll speak frankly. Why, after
those devastating, murderous
months of savage mass murder last
year did the Coalition Powers patch
Up an armistice with the Allies while
their armies squatted inconclusively
on a mere segment of conquered
Europe? Ostensibly to work out a
peace formula to save civilization.
But now everyone suspects the ar
mistice is a Coalition subterfuge to
shift some alignments, gather new
forces, and—vastly more important
—circumvent the United States from
a disastrous armed intervention. I
didn’t mean to get all steamed up
on that subject, Benning. But in
this grim world of reality In which
1 have to work, our smug provincial
ism at home does get on my nerves
times, not to mention how it

A metallic click told him
j,js weapon was empty.

cramps our style Getting down to
your work, do you by any chance
remember the case of a Lieutenant
Bromlitz of our army who escaped
some two years ago from the Unit
ed States?”
"Very distinctly, sir,” Benning an
swered at once. “Happened in my
own regiment at Fort Jay. Brom
litz was accused of stealing can
teen funds. When the adjutant ar
rested him, Bromlitz knocked the
adjutant down and, in his efforts to
escape, shot and killed the corporal
of the guard. By some black magic
Bromlitz theD vanished into thin
air.”
“At the present moment,” Mr.
Shields said, "Bromlitz is at the
fortress of Vincennes, held incom
municado by the French. They
nipped him a few days ago when
he arrived from Luxembourg as an
army intelligence operative for the
past year. It seems he had made
connection with Van Hassek agents
and was selected for the Mexican
service.”
Benning made a swift deduction
and said dryly, "I assume, sir. that
I am to go to Mexico masqueraded
as an escaped murderer.”
"A very lucky break, Benning. We
have the tvhole inside of it. Bromlitz
is known to be an American with a
record that strips him of any possi
ble American loyalties. As a former
American officer, Van Hassek no
doubt thinks the fellow a valuable
acquisition. Gave him the rank of
major, which you now inherit.”
"Isn’t it a bit extraordinary, sir,
that the French learned all this?”
Benning wanted to know.
"Not when you consider the facts.
Bromlitz. it appears, has a flair for
romance. He fell very much in love
with a girl in Luxembourg, told her
his plans, promised to send for her
as soon as he could afford it.”
“And she spilled the beans.”
The ambassador smiled and said:
"Why not? The French keep their
ears to the ground and they’ve been
paging Bromlitz since he first
showed up in Luxembourg. They
put their cleverest she agent on him.
a Mademoiselle Lucette Ducos. The
French are turning Bromlitz’ pass
ports and secret orders over to us.
You'll need only to transfer your
own photograph to the Bromlitz
passports Tlie French have a spe
cial process for doing this. At your
convenience en route to Mexico you
should practice his signature. I
thought, too. you might want to look
the fellow over to refresh your mem
ory on his mannerisms.”
Captain Benning thought briefly
and got to his feet.
“Very good, sir,” he said. "If
that's the game. I'm ready to go
to Vincennes.”
The ambassador handed Benning
a packet of papers, comprising the
Bromlitz carte d’identite and several
orders in German and Italian. A
secretary came into the room to
make a photograph of Benning for
transfer to the Bromlitz passports.
Benning then left the embassy and
took a taxicab to Vincennes.
Benning passed out of Paris
through the Porte de Bercy and sped
to the grim old walls of the ancient
citadel. A sentry challenged at the
gate, examined Benning's creden
tials, and sent him to the comman
dant who dispatched a sous-officier
to guide the American to the Brom
litz cell.
Bromlitz, stretched out face down
ward on a cot, raised his face as
the steel door opened on the little
hole to which he was confined. His
alert, beady black eyes searched the
face of his visitor, and he sat up
as recognition came to his face.
"Hello, Benning,” he said, his face
unaccountably brightening. "So it’s
you come after me, eh? Well, I’m
glad, if I must be hanged, that it’s to
be an American job.”
"Merely a little visit, Bromlitz,”
Benning answered. "I’m not to take
you home, but you’ll understand my
confession of gratification that you've
been run down at last. Corporal Hill,
the man you killed, was a member
of my company.”
They engaged in a strained con
versation. Benning prolonged his
visit while he studied Bromlitz for
his own purposes. He asked many
questions of the Bromlitz stay in
Luxembourg, which the prisoner an
swered freely. He was sharply puz
zled by the evident good humor that
his visit had brought to the fellow.
But Bromlitz’ parting words cleared
up that enigma.
"May I ask you a special favor,
Benning?” Bromlitz asked as Ben
ning rose to go.
The prisoner was suddenly sol
emn, there was a pleading note in
his voice, a beseeching look in his
black eyes.
“I owe you no favors, Bromlitz,”
Benning said brusquely.
"A very little favor to a man who
must die,” the other implored. "Let
me tell you, Benning, and you
mustn’t say no^ Your coming here

d.
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The P.T.A. supper which was.to
have been served Thursday in the
Methodist vestry’ has been indef
initely postponed.
Miss Thelma Flagg is substituting
as teacher in grades 3 and 4 for
Mrs. Harriet Holden who is ill.
Robert Ross of Ginn & Co. was
guest speaker Wednesday at Lions’
Club.
Mrs John Burgtss has been elec
ted chairman of the Orff s Corner
Women's Farm Bureau group.
Mrs. John H. Miller ar.d Mrs
Keith Davis Lave been spending
the
»n Boston.
Guy L»*vensaler is in Florida for
a few weeks vacation.
Mrs. Ethel Ludwig is back at
her store after an absence of two
months because of illness.
Mrs. Emma E. Spear of Portland
is weekend guest of Mr and Mrs.
B. G. Miller.
The “flu” epidemic is rapidly
subsiding and nearly all pupils are
back at school.
Miss Marcia Blaney entertained
the Bridge Club Thursday night.
A. D Gray returned Wednesday
from service on the Federal Jury.
This is the third time since Decem
ber this jury has been called into
session: the first time to consider
a land condemnation suit, the sec
ond the Eastman evasion of regis
tration case, and the third a case
of conspiracy to violate the na
tional revenue laws in the manu
facture of alcholic liquor.
Mrs. Harold Benner of Belmont,
Mass., is visiting her father, Ste
phen A Jones.
Frank Reed, State Poultry Ex
tension Specialist, spoke Tuesday
night at a meeting of the Lincoln
County Branch of the Maine
Poultry Improvement Association
held in the High School auditorium
Baptist worship Sunday will be
at 10.45 with sermon by the pastor
on the subject, “The Second Com
ing of Jesus Christ.” Sunday School
meets at noon; Young People’s
meeting at 6 with Miss ShirleyMorse in charge; evening service
of praise and worship at 7 with
sermon topic "Where Are We Go
ing? ' Prayer service Wednesday
will be at 7.30; choir rehearsal
Thursday at 7.30 at the parsonage.
Theodore Roosevelt once said. “A
churchless community, a communi
ty where men have abandoned and
scoffed at or ignored their relig
ious needs, is a community on
rapid down grade.”

Tne Teague crew will start har
vesting ice Monday at South Pond.
Ice ranges from 11 to 13 inches in
thickness and is somewhat uneven.
The crew will cut 18-inch cakes
first and 21-inch cakes later in the
season.
Mrs. Emma Norwood entertained
Friday at cards, Mrs. Jessie Walk
er, Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, and Mrs.
Margaret Sawyer
Herbert Kenniston is ill.
Those from this town to attend
the surprise party at Waldoboro
Wednesday honoring Ralph Went
worth of Hope, county agent for
Knox and Lincoln Counties were
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Drewett, Mrs.
Roland Starrett, Mrs. Uda Rus
sell. Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Star
rett, Mrs. P. D. Starrett and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Beane.
Seven members of the High
School speech class will compete
in the public speaking contest Fri
day at Town hall. A small admis
sion will be charged to care for ex
penses. Several students will go
Tuesday to Waldoboro to present
an exchange assembly. This is

Locking toward the Lcok-out
Point on Dodge's Ridge Monday
morning one saw an unusually
beautiful Winter picture. Lookcut, the highest point of the ridge,
was white with new snow but the
trees at its base and all around it,
being coated heavily with ice, were
sparkling and glistening under the
rays of a brilliant sun in a way
seldom seen. The great evergreens
were covered with so much ice
they looked like giant crystals. That
vicinity was sufficiently cold to
hold the icy coating throughout
the day.
Norman Thurston is in Boston.
Misses Gladys Tolman and Mary
Tolman spent Wednesday with
their sister Mrs. Ernest Crockett
in Rockport.
Miss Olive Tolman who has been
ill with complicatioins frem a cold,
is improving.
Ph.hp Tolman has been confined
to the house with the grippe.
Word has been received here that
Mr and Mrs. F. C Maloney are on
their way home from Berkeley,
Calif., where they have resided for
two years.

GLEN COVE
Penobscot View Grange held an
interesting meeting Thursday, con
ferring the first and second de
grees on a class of five candidates.
Refreshments were served by the
women officers of Megunticook
Grange. Camden. Local Grange
candidates are invited to Camden
Feb. 5 for the third and fourth de
grees, with Worthy Master Cun
ningham to officiate.
The "Children of the Mist ’ were
a wild race of Scotch Highlanders
in Scott’s legend of Montrose.

has greatly relieved my mind. I
was—suspicious that I must have
been betrayed to the French, but
now I know it was the American
secret service that caught up with
me. A small distinction you say?
But an important one to me. The
one fine thing in my life has been.
Benning, a girl, whom I hoped soon
to marry. Please will you take a
message to her at Luxembourg? Tell
her I was killed by a train, drowned
—tell her anything but the truth. She
must think me dead. Out of her
loyalty she might wait for me
through empty years, and she’s too
fine for that ordeaL Please let her
think I’m honorably dead and can't
ever return. You’ll do that for me,
please, Benning I”

Continued in Tuesday's issue)
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Every-Other-Day

Special

Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
My verses this time are about
the old oak beneath which I’ve
often played. It was a great,
spreading tree when I was a baby
and I visited it when I returned
home a year and a half ago. It
was still standing, sturdy and
strong, only showing its’ great age

in a couple of its lower branches.
THE OLD OAK TREE
From Mother Earth's deep, soft breast
I grew a sturdy sapling tree.
While the ranks of virgin forest
Unbroken, wrapt sheltering arms about
me.
At the rare, sweet touch of Spring.
I am clothed In leafy charms.
And the warm days always bring
The birds, to nest and sing In my
arms.
I’ve watched the squirrel, the fox. the
fawn.
The gentle doe. the noble antlered
buck.
Rest and drink at my feet.
From the spring, moss ringed and
deep.
Then came men with axe and tools.
Forever the forest peace has gone.
Close by me on shining rails
Swift, smoking monsters are borne.
At the monster they call a train.
To wave and laugh children came.
Then staved to drink at the spring
And on my sturdy branches swing.
The birds stUl nest, the years have

Tracks In The Snow
• By the Rockland Ski Gulls)
A column edited weekly by
this club for the promotion and
development of skiing in our
own locality. Each week a few
steps on "Ski Technique” will
be published thus making, at the
end of the season, a complete
Dry Course on skiing.
• • • •
Ski Technique—Part 1

Climbing: Zigzag or SwitchBack: When a hill becomes too
steep to climb straight with the
skis parallel, the easiest way on
one of a series planned with High
an open slope is to zigzag, going
Schools of Union, Rockport. Rock
obliquely up the hill first in one
land and Waldoboro. Rockland
direction and then turning by
High School will bring an assem
stepping around or by a kick-turn
bly program here Friday.
and going obliquely in the other
Miss Ruby Starrett, student nurse
direction.
in the Eastern Maine General Hos
Side-Step: The side-step is used
pital in Bangor is spending a va
on the steepest slopes. Stand with
cation with friends and relatives
fled.
the skis at right angles to tlie
And the children of long ago are
in this town.
hill so that they will slide neither
dead —
Mrs. Chester Wyllie, clerk of ’Tls their childrens' children swinging
forward nor backward. Tlie skier’s
now.
the Lincoln Baptist Association at » On my
hoary, century-aged boughs.
weight is on his left foot as he
tended an executive committee I
Nancy S Savage
lifts the right ski, moving it to
meeting Monday in Camden to
Waldoboro. R. D. 3. Jan. 16
the right and up the slope. Witii
make plans for the Quarterly
; ski edged uphill he will stamp it
meeting Feb. 24.
bringing the attention of the citi firmly into the snow. Standing se
Mrs. Margaet Sawyer who has zens to the necessity of such ac
curely on the right foot, he will
been ill is out again.
tion. It has become practically bring his left ski up parallel to it
The Baptist supper conference impossible for residents to find a
and, edging the left ski. stamp it
will be held Wednesday at the place to dispose of rubbish- with- firmiy
tjie snow. He will then
Montgomery rooms, the supper to out trespassing on property or by
again raise the right ski and re
be at 6.15. Speakers are Mrs. Wil dumping into the Georges River.
liam Stackhouse. Miss Virginia Both ways are unsightly. Disposal peat on up the slope.
Herring-Bone: The skier's weight
Wyllie, Mrs. Leroy Norwood, and of waste that can be burned has
is
his right ski as he lifts the
Rev. William Stackhouse, all of become a problem to those who ieftonanc
j Wring's it forward and up
whom will report on the church have installed oil burners, and who
the slope. The weight is well for
officers' conference in Waterville have no plot of land large enough
ward and the skis are edged as
which they attended as delegates. to burn it on. Even if owners do
they are pressed into the snow. The
Musical numbers will include vocal ' vp niot<» of land of sufficient
,
.
nave
piOls
OI
ianQ
OI
p
Oies can be used to great advansnkis
solos by
hv Roger
Rnve- Teague
Tcavnc and Ches
Ches- size, there j
always danger of
tage. and the novice soon learns
ter Wyllie. a duet by Chester Wyl spreading fire.
better than to have both poles
lie and Mrs. Avis Norwood, a men's
Light refreshments were served out of the snow at the same time.
trio, and instrumental selections by Mrs. Simmons, and a social hour
After the left ski is securly placed
by a four-piece orchestra, with was enjoyed.
in the snow, the right will be lifted
Miss Virginia Wyllie at the piano,
and
brought forward.
Alfred Wyllie and Roger Teague,
• * * •
cornets, and Harold Overlock, TENANT’S HARBOR
Among the Ski Gulls seen in ac
drums. Accompanist for the vocal
Several of the townspeople are,ill
tion
last Sunday was Don Karl,
numbers will be Mrs. Chester Wyl with the grippe. Those most seri
of
the
local Post Office force—Dou
lie. Members and friends of the ously affected are Mrs. Perley Mil
has
deserted
his skates for a pair
ler, Miss Delia Bickmore and Mrs.
church are invited
of “hickories' and promises to be
Mrs. N. F. Andrews of Thomaston Frank Barter.
one
of our most “active” member?.
and Miss Mary' Wyllie of Oyster
Miss Ella Bald has employment
* * * *
River were guests Wednesday of in Cambridge, Mass.
Speaking of skiing—do ycu kno.v
Mrs. William H. Robinson.
John Wall is spending the Win that this outdoor sport new claims
Mrs. Charles Starrett who has ter with his nephew Forrest Wall at
w’ell over three million devotees.
been ill is gaining in health.
• * » *
Wallston.
Herbert Waltz who observed his
Stan
Sleeper,
local milkman, is
Charles Coolbroth has employ
80th birthday this week, was given ment at the home of Mrs. Crockett fast becoming one of the club s
a delightful surprise birthday party in Martinsville.
better skiers—Keep it up Stan!
Wednesday by the family. Present
• • » •
Dr. Biggers is making profes
were Mr. and Mrs. George Martin
We
failed
to see Mr. and
sional visits in town twice daily.
and family, Mrs. Lizzie Young,
Mrs. Stafford Congdon and Mr
Mrs. Hill of Manset has been
Mrs. Chisie Trone, Miss Mary
and Mrs. Bill Gowell on the hill
Trone, Avard Robinson all of War- calle<1 here b>’ 1216 senou* illness last Sunday. Hope you folks aren’t
ren, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ben of her daughter, Mrs. P. E. Miller slipping.
• • * a
ner and son. Richard of Waldoboro. Mrs. Mary Marriott is caring for
Our club has been asked to take
Ice cream, birthday cake, and Mrs. Miller.
Rev. Byrd Springer’s topic Sun charge of a “barrel stave” race, to
candy were served, the cake made
day
morning will be ‘The Secret be run off at the Camden Carnival
by Mrs. Bender.
of
Poverty.
”
The adult vested in February—any cld pork barrels
Osgood Gilbert of Rockland,
choir
will
sing
special selections will be greatly appeciated.
president of the Knox County
• • • a
accompanied
by
Mrs.
Mabel Wilson
Camera Club, gave a lecture and
organist
and
pianist.
Sunday
“
Skiing
is
dangerous
”—how many
showed colored and black and
School
follows
immediately.
In
the
times
have
we
Ski
Gulls heard
white slides at the High School
evening
following
tlie
song
service,
these
very
words
from
a would be
Thursday under the auspices of
the
pastor,
will
speak
on
“
The
enthusiast
—
yes
—
so
many
that it
the local High School Camera Club
Blessed
Man,
”
and
music
will
be
has
started
us
wondering
just
of which Madeleine Haskell is the
furnished
by
the
young
people's
what he really me^ps. Like every
president. Mr. Gilbert was accom
vested
choir.
Everyone
is
welcome
other sport it is as dangerous as
panied by Joel Miller of Thomas
to
all
church
services,
whether
you
care to make it. but, if you
ton who assisted in the exhibit.
members or not and the pastor es learn control, use control, and
Special Club Meeting
pecially urges a large attendance above all learn to control your
Twenty members of the Woman’s at the Wednesday evening praise speed—you
wont
have
mucji
Christian trouble. If you are just starting
Club attended the special meeting and prayer services.
held Thursday at the home of the Endeavor meets Friday with the out, stick to the easier slopes—
president, Mrs. Grace Simmdns. pastor as leader, taking for the later, as your skill develops,
Much business was accomplished Bible study, John 6:22-71.
tackle the trails—but above all
and it was voted to contribute $5
Cards have been received here have your skis under control at
to the Infantile Paralysis Cam announcing the marriage of Miss all times. So—don't be scared folks
paign. It was voted also that the Shirley Hooper Brown to James —it’s sweeping the country—it's
floor at the Town hall be re-fin- Cyril Maille Jan. 11 at Gordon City, the coming thing—Let's Go Ski
ished within the next few weeks. N. Y. Mrs. Maille is the daughter ing!
Mrs. Gertrude Rowe appointed to of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. Brown
• • • •
look after the matter.
of Gordon City, N. Y. Mr. Brown is
Over 35 friends and members
The business of placing a bronze native of this town and makes an attended last Thursday night's
tablet on the new bridge was laid nual Summer visits to this place meeting. The following were taken
on the table, and will be taken where he owns the old homestead, into the club: Charles Higgins,
up at a later date. It was voted known as the Susie Dwyer house. Dardy Rackliffe. Virginia Merriam
that members who can contribute Mrs. Emma Dwyer a sister of Mr. and Fred Merritt. Mr. Babcock
the sum of 50 cents to the trea Brown, also makes several brief of the Maine Publicity Bureau
sury. instead of the club sponsor trips here from Whitman, Mass., was guest speaker also, films loaned
ing an entertainment, the money where She has resided for many by Mrs. Betty Foxwell and the
to be paid to Mrs. Willis Vinal, years.
Maine Development Commission
chairman of the Ways and Means
were shown by Crosby’ Ludwig.
Committee.
Plans are now under way for an
PORT CLYDE
It was reported by Mrs. Alena
informal
meeting and dancing
The Advent Christian Church
Starrett, committee of one, ap services Sunday will be: Worship at party to be held at the Snow Bcwl
pointed to insert an article in the 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Loyal Lodge Thursday evening—Ski Heil!
town warrant to see if the town Workers at 6. and evening service at
will vote to supply a public dump, 7. At the morning service Rev.
Saxophones may not be imported
that the matter had been attend Harry R. Daniels will speak on the by the Mexican state of Tabasco,
ed to with the signature of the re subject, “A Careless Christian,” and where all jazz music is barred.
quired number of citizens on a at the evening service on the ques
petition. The Community Improve tion, “Is Civilization Doomed?”
In one district of London, coal
ment Committee will further fos Prayer service will be held Wednes is delivered from a white-painted
ter the idea of a public dump, by day in the vestry at 7.
cart by a man in white overalls.
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FAST COLORS—FULL PIECES’
ALL FIRST QUALITY!
39c Value .............................................
49c Value ...............................
69c Value .............................................

29c
39c
59c

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertisement* In thia column no.
WHITE gold Elgin wrist watch !<.-1
to exceed three lines inserted once foi
between Puruinount and 41 Grace St
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad I TEI.
197
11-13
dlt’onal lines five cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to * line.

TO LET

WANTED
SHIPYARD—Welding and burning
taught the all practical way. Our 15
yetrs' experience In shipyard work
assures you of proper instruction Low
tuition. ’ convenient terms. CAPITOL
WEI DING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave
Portland. Tel. 3-2451______________ 11*28
HOUSEKEEPER wanted: 2 adults,
no laundrv. wonderful home
MRS
HAWLEY. 780 High St., Bath. Tel. 725.
U*lt

SMALL, clean rent to let, bath.
double: alsj small furnished apt
1<
GREENE ST. Thomaston.
11*13 •

TWO room furnished apt. to let.
hot water, use of bath. 23 Cedar St
TEL 865-J.________________________ 10 12
THREE furnished rooms to let for
light housekeeping with private bath
Apply 65 North Main St.. TEL 887-M
______ _____________________ 11-tf
SIX-room house to let at 34 Orange
St JOSEPH ADAMS. Tel 769-J
9*11
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
PERRY Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
SHAGGY kittens wanted.
10*12 tral Station Rent reasonable. Inquire
GREENE KENNELS Warren
ARMATA. The Men's Shop. Main
BOST, 25 to 30 ft. wanted, suitable M
7-tf
for lob-tering. Must be reasonable. A_ P>rk Sts Rockland
LARGE store with three rooms and
Write or call MAYNARD BRAY. Owl*
Head Tel. 837-2___________________ 10*12 bath in rear 73 Park St Center store
In block $6 week V. F. STUDLEY
SAWED, green, round hard wood 283 Main St______________
6 tf
wanted 6 to 10 Inches in diameter.
FOUR
room
furnished,
heated
apt
TEL 1091 W_______________________ 9-tf
to let. automatic hot water At 15
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, Summer St. Vacant this week. H. M
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM FROST. Tel 318-W.________________ 4-tf
ING, 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. l|R*148-tf
SEVERAL unfurnished apartment1
| to let contrallv located. Inquire H S.
LEACH. Te. 723-R________________ 3-tf
TO VISIT TEXAS PLANT
HEATED apartment to let, modern
I conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
Maine Executive Will See Ameri rooms, bath and kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St., or TEL 158
157-tf
can Oil Company's New Refining
TWO or 3-room furnished apt »
let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
Vr.it
REN or , 11 JAMES
ST
______________
151-tf
LARGE heated room and bath to
R. H. Tyler, manager of the let. $4 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
Portland Division of the American St.__________________________________ 1-tf

to let at 9 Limeroek
0:1 Company, joined officials of St.APARTMENT
Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY
l-«
the company
New York Wednes
day leaving on a special train en
route to Texas City, Texas, to in FOR SALE
spect. at first hand, this company's
much discussed, remarkable new
FORD Model A for sale. 2-door sedan
good running order, good rub
refining unit just completed as an heater,
ber. three tires new. Box 572. TEL
9-tf
addition to the American Oil Com 396-R, Rockland
1940 DODGE coupe for sale 10 000
pany’s big refinery.
miles Perfect condition DYER'S GA
With him on the trip will be RAGE Tel 124-W________________ 9-11
HOUSE trailer for sale, reasonable
officers of the American Oil Com Corner
of Buttermilk Lane and New
pany, sales managers, advertising County Rd BOX 712. Rockland 6*11
deck lobster or trawl boat,
manager, division managers, tech forRAISED
sale 34 8 x9' 4”; built 1936 VER
nical experts and advertising NON W. CUSHMAN. Box 25. Friend
6*11
agency representative. On the ah ip
Hard wooa per root, fitted. 81 50;
special train, which started at New- Snwed $140; long. $1 30 MB* C O
York. were the New York officials PERRY, Tel 487____________________ 1 tf
Valley stove and nut coal
of the American Oil Company forLEHIGH
sale, $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy
$9 fitted dry hard wood. $1.50 ft.
with division managers from the soft,
J. B. PAULSEN, Tel, Thomaston 62.
Northern States. The train will _____________________________________ 1-tf
D. <k H. hard coal. egg. stove, nui
stop at Baltimore, where officials
$14.50 per ton. del Household soft coal
of the Central Division of the $8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
screened $9 ton del.; screened. $io
Company will board and also at not
ton del. M B «fc C. O. PERRY, 519
Main
St.. Tel. 487
1-tf
Washington. D. C., Lynchburg, and
Atlanta, at which cities local ex
ecutives of the American Oil Com Eggs And Chicks
pany will join the group.
Enroute, the year's first sales and
SCR I Red Chicks for sale. U. S
clean. Write or phone M Ml
advertising meeting will be held, Pullorum
KINNEY. Thomaston. St. Oeorge Rd
following which, on arrival, a Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14
_____________________________________ 9-14
technically
supervised
two-day
CLEMENTS Chicks—Are ‘‘tops" for
egg production and meat Reds.
tour of inspection of the refinery heavy
Rocks, Clem-Cross baby pullets, cock
will be made.
erels. Maine-U S. Pullorum Clean.
Ba-cd on years of finest breeding Pul( let chicks In all breeds. Free catalogue
CLEMENTS
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS tells all Write today
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33, Winter
WORK WONDERS
port. Me_______________________________
R I. Red chicks for sale, hatched
from 2-year-old hens; also day old
roosters 2r each
W. H TOLMAN
P w*- > »
Waldoboro. Tel. 153
156-tf

Tv p e w rilers

A rehearsal of thp P
minstrel shew will be hel
nigh: at Red Men’s hall a
Forrest Maker visited
Thursday on a business ti
Mrs. Victor Shields went
land Wednesday to atten
neral of Mrs. Frank Gro
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cl
tert a ned at bridge W
nigh: at their hom? comp
Mrs Ralph Earle of Phi.
Those present were Mr
Fcriest Maker, Dr. Ra'.
and mother Mrs. Ralph F
Andiew Bennett. M:
Chilles. Mr. and Mrs. Heii
rick. Mrs. Earle receiver
prize ar.d was highest
bridge. Men's priz? wen
lest Maker. Re.reshmi
served.
Tie Winners 4-II C
guests Wednesday of
River Grange. Supper w,
after the meeting The .
sented this program: Dq
tion "A Model Club
songs by club; "Nat io
Creed” by Jane Libbi
Malian Philbrook and H.
saxophone solo, Ruth Car]
Goals,” Doris Martin; dm
Johnson and Ruth Arei
solo. Delma Calderwood
4-H Club. Games and
were enjoyed until a late
Union Church Sundni
will meet, tomorrow at 1(
Worship will be at 11 wit
•by the pastor on the sub;
Message of Job. Speed
will be sung by the vesl
Junior Epworth league
at 4; evening service at
Christian Endeavor will Ik
latlon. The members ol t
Haven Christian Endeti
their counselors, also tin
Epworth League will be
the Endeavor.
Prayer
Tuesday at 7; circle suppe
day at 5.30. Anyone
donate a memorial Hvmm

church is asked to cont
Kenneth Cook
The “Fight Infantile
campaign committee a
that a special dance will
in Red Mens’ hall Fridj
sored jointly by Pequr
IO.R M and Monarria
Pocahontas. Committee
Red Men is W H Ingers
Drew and George Swears
the Pocahontas it is Ma
worth and W H Inger^
unusually large cake ma
.Lucy Coomos will be ofi
and later awarded. Anc:

tfl

o RD1NAR
testinn
Hut every
letter that
Buick owne
haven’t the

Here, for
Ambrose B
of Milwauki

MISCELLANEOUS
All Makes—New and Used
New Portables,

$29.50, $34.50, $39.50, $54.50

Rockland Typewriter Co.
71 Park St.

Rockland

Tel. 297-W

. When
MEN Women! Pep Up Body lacking
Iron. Vitamin Bl Take Oatrex Tonic
Tab'ets. Get Vim • Introductory” sire
only 35c Call, write C. H MOOR & CO
and all other good drug stores.

3*11

Rubscrlbe to The Courier-Gazette.

TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON
All persons having bills or unpaid taxes for the
years 1940-1941 are requested to present them
before the town books are closed on Feb. 3, 1941.
S. O. HURD, ALLARD S. PIERCE, FRANK R. MALONEY,

Selectmen.
RANDALL R. HOPKINS, Collector and Treasurer.

S. O. HI RD, Chairman Board of Selectmen.
9-13

Flint... and
I jotted dov
age to sort <i
“ It wasn’t b
picious of si
The gas gau
go down fas

"But, Hoy,

Evcry-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
VINALHAVEN

BANE'S

MRS OGCXR C LANK
Correspondent

ULL PIECES’

UALITY!
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

29c
39c

OST AND FOUND
WHITE K'ld Elgin wrlsf watch lost
tv.'‘ ii Pui.unount and 41 (Puce St.
I. li#7
11-13

0 LET
tiMALL. clean rent to let, hath, (i
a
-ma.l furnished apt. Id
11*13 *

II WO room furnished
• v atei u e of hath

apt to let;
23 Cedar St..

IHte-h furnished rooms to let for
l.* Ii in-• k<••■pliiK with private hath,
►ply 65 North Main St. TEL 887-M.
11-tf
>IX r om house to let at 34 Orange
.'G.4EPH ADAMS Tel 769-J
9*11
. : > »M tenement with bath to let.
‘w
-enovaied Opposite Maine Centl • itl n Rent reasonable. Inquire
ARMATA The Men's Shop. Main
I’ rk St'
Rockland.
7-tf
.Al-'li: store with three rooms and
•
I
1
73 Park St Center -tore
1 . k iG
1 Main St

week

V

F

STUDLEY.

6 tf
furnished, heated apt.
•ii' hi'! water At 15
ni'i.i : S' Vacant this week. H M.
!O3T, Tel. 316-W
4-tf
I'.VERAl
unfumlahed apartment?
let centrally located Inquire H S.
ACH. Tel 723-R
3-tf
ILA I'Ll) apartment to let. modern
ivenlences. hard wood floors. Three
>n
bath and kitchenette. Apply
130 Union St., or TEL 158
157-tf
(•(

ft T" m

lure is the old fashioned “cake
walk'' which will be open to all
comers, and if “Shag Ingerson
will start training in time he is
expected to carry eff the honors.
This town has always gone over
its quota, based on five cents for
each voter, and the committee
hopes to keep up the good record.
Arey's Orchestra
will furnish
music.

SOUTH THOMASTON

The Same Old Story
Poor Old Vinalhaven
Skippers On Dark End of
Another Blackout

Trip To The Island

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Emery re
turned to Bar Harbor Sunday
after spending two weeks at the
' Bartlett home.

l

Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury Brackett
of Houlton returned home Sunday
after attending the funeral of
Mrs. Brackett's grandmother Mrs.
Agnes Bartlett.

Old Faces Missing; Old
Landmarks Gone As “I’m
Forgetting” Fares Forth

1

' The Fame old story
; Each Monday night.
The same old story
It certainlys a fright.
, With Poole the only Skipper winner
All the other- bowling like a beginner
I Gene Hall yells for a pea soup dinner. !
To halt the route.
|
The same old story
“The G nder team w ns"
The same old story
Rv a hund-e-1 plrs.
F-en the Skipper- hs’e about decided '
That perhaps the thing's a bit one
sided
And they'd been better off if they’d
not coll’ded
W.th those Gander boys stout

-Ll,

y\VO or 3 room furnished apt to
Warren St
Inquire at 12 WAR-

r 11 IAMES ST__________ 151-tf
l.ARiiE heated room and hath to
$4 week
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
____________________ 1-tf
\i \KTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
i Inquire at PEOPLE'S LAUNDRY
l-~

Orchids from a Holly Grower

R SALE
fORD M del A for ale 2-door sedan.
inning order, good rubhr" • tire new
Box 572. TEL
l-R Rockland
9-tf
DODGE coupe for sale. 10 000
Pi'C.-ct
r.dlt. a
DYER'S OAIGE Tel 124-W
9-11
ilOl’si: trailer for sale, reasonable.
a
Buttermilk Lane and New
ill.tv Rd BOX 712, Rockland (i’ll
lobster or trawl boa:
’ 34 8 x9' 4
built 1936 VERiN W CUSHMAN Box 25. Friend p
6*11
kard wooq per foot, fitted. 1150;
P • -I *1 40. long. SI 30 M B A C O.
RRY Pel 487
1-tf
liillOH Valley gtove and nut coal
i sale, <14 50; Pocahontas lumpy
h t‘» fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 rt.
B PAUIsEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
_______
___________________ 1-tf
A H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
50 per ton del Household soft coal
’er t« n. del Nut sire New River soft.
•creened S9 ton del.; screened. $10
del M B A C O PERRY. 519
In St.. Tel 487
,.tf

ittbvribe to The Courter-Oagette.

THOMASTON
lor unpaid taxes for the

EASY WRINGING
RDINARILY we don’t go in for owner
testimonials.

But every now and then, along comes a
letter that so perfectly portrays the way
Buick owners feel about their cars that we
haven’t the heart to keep it from you.
Here, for example we quote from Mr.
Ambrose Brownell, English holly grower
of Milwaukie, Ore.

“. . . When I drove that ’41 Super out of
Flint.. . and started a circle trip home ...
1 jotted down each gas purchase and mile
age to sort of figure my expenses . . .

was the same story. The Buick wormed
through miles of city traffic... made num
berless stops to inquire directions, purred
along in sizzling heat that made my feet

feel like two fried eggs, breezed over

the Rockies at 9,000 elevation ... and final
ly fairly stole home through the sinuous
Columbia Gorge.

“Statistics? Of course: 3,200 miles; 165
gallons ... Ethyl gas; 19.51 miles per gallon;
gas expense—1 %oo^ per mile; total out-ofpocket expense—l28/ioof* per mile.
Roy, I’m glad I bought a Buick

Mr. Brownell has other nice things to say
about hisCompound Carburetion-equipped
1941 Super.
But the point is that everywhere Buick
is running up such astonishing records
for thrift that letters
like this are common
place.

W hy not drop in on
your local dealer and
try out the thrifty
traveler that brings us
orchids from a holly
grower?

“It wasn’t long before I got sus
picious of something wrong . . .
The gas gauge needle just didn’t
go down fast enough . . .

The Fuller Wet Mop is
made of highly absor*
bent cotton yarn. It takes
up water and dirt in
stantly without streaking,
and because of its design
is easy to use and wring.
This great mop takes the
hard worl< out of floor
washing.

SPECIAL
NEW YEAR PRICE .6
WITH
HANDLC

for the

BUSINESS COUPE

★delivered at Flint,
Mich. State tax,
optional equipment
and accessories —
extra. Prices subject
to change without
notice.

“ But, Roy, all the way home it

Caller
Phone today

GENERAL MOTORS VALUE

sed on Feb. 3, 1941.

C. W. HOPKINS
ROCKLAND, ME

C. W. HOPKINS
12 BAYVIEW STREET,

Collector and Treasurer,
man Hoard of Selectmen.
I
9-13

looming in the distance. Look out
net to steer the bob sled into the
ditch. No sleigh bells to warn
you of danger now. Happy birth
day, dear neighbor, when Jan. 23
rolls around.
There's the old stone wall where
in childhood I’ve jumped from
its tep into a snowbank all out of
sight. The house where I first saw
daylight, the well, the hill I climbed
to go t-o the brown schoolhouse
which stood under it (burned long
ago), the trees I used to climb all
remain, but the familiar voices
that called me to meals are not
heaid. Strangers live there now.
I’m Forgetting

LONG WEARING

ksted to present them

< E. FRANK R. MALONEY,
Selectmen.

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Station* WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Illinois

It is estimated that as of Nov. 1.
1940 there were 55.000 licensed
pilots in the United States.

ISCELLANEOUS
IEN Women' Pep Up Body lacking
Vitamin R1 Take Ostrex Tonic
lit- Get Vim
Introductory" size
» Call, write C H MOOR A CO
I all other good drug stores
3*11

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

California
(noted by Sam Savitt)
Florida
(Noted by Sam Savitt)

The constituent elements of a
200-pound human body would be
worth about one dollar at market
prices.

Buick Super
Sedan, $1185.

gs And Chicks
CRT Red Chicks for sale. U. S.
I[" mi . lean Write or phone M M.
s'XLY Thomaston. St. Oeorge Rd .
49 Tel Tenants Harbor 56-14
,
______________ 9-14
Ml "■
< h cks Are “tope** for
' ■ production and meat Reds,
k Clem-Cr>
baby pullet*, cock’lame U
S Piillorum Clean.
■f finest breeding Puluuk. in all breeds Free catalogue
Write today
CLEMENTS
ul’HL'R.s FARMS. Rt 33. Winter
Me
I Red chicks for sale hatched
2-year old hens; also dav old
2c each
W H TOLMAN.
doboro Tel 153
156-tf

Out Of State Cars

Indiana
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
(noted
by
E. O Pinkham)
14 Little did I think when I sent in
Iowa
a few suggestions to shut-ins to
Maine
I help them forget the shadows in
Forrest Maker visited Rockland
Maryland
I life. I'd become Iree Member’s
Thursday on a business trip.
At the meeting of Forget-meMassachusetts
Rival.
Never
was
much
along
the
Mrs. Victor Shields went to Port- WORTH HAVEN
not Chapter O.ES. Monday a sup line of rivalry but unless he has
New Hampshire
and Wednesday to attend the fuper was served after which degrees I passed more Summers and WinNew JerseyMrs. Elmer Carver and daughter
leral cf Mrs. Frank Gross.
were conferred on Mrs. Grace York i ters on the grand old earth than
New York
Marion went Thursday to Portland.
Ohio
and Philip York of Spruce Head I. perhaps I may be able to catch
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chil’es, enThe hospitality of Mr. and Mrs.
Vermont
and Mrs. Belle Robart and Jan up with him.
ertained at bridge Wednesday Herman Crockett caused Nebo
Wisconsin
So, if you'll please wait a
ette Beverage of Owl’s Head. A
ight at their home complimenting lodge to form an outstand.ng im
minute
until
I
don
my
ski
suit,
short
program
followed.
It
was
rs. Ralph Earle of Philadelphia, pression in the minds of four men
It was indeed the same old story
’hose nreser.t were Mr. and Mrs. who recently left Northeast Harbor Monday night as the Skippers and voted to hold the installation Peb. get my skis acjjusted, call a taxi ticket from Vinalhaven to Rock
Pcrrest Maker, Dr Ralph Earle in the teeth cf a northwest gale io the Ganders gathered at the Cas 6 invited guests being the officers to take me to The Courier-Gazette land, including Hurricane, for 25
of the Grange and Masonic order. terminal where they say you can cents.
r.d mother Mrs. Ralph Earle. Mrs. deliver two 26-foot U S Army power
make connections for almost any
'Nother accident.
Stalled on
drew Bennett, Miss Muriel beats to Portland to be used <?« cade Alleys fcr their u=ua! week1"
Mrs. Miriam Rezac, Mrs. Louise place and travel the way that suits Iree Member lar.e. Might as well
fchilles. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pat- tenders from the forts of that city. dogfight, for the Ganders again Kidd and Miss Margaret Bartlett, you best. Ill be all ready to step i l-ook around while going down Sea
lick. Mrs. Earle received a gues, The men. two in each boat, got as swamped the poor old decrepit Skip returned to Omaha. Neb., Satur up to the information booth to street. Oh. you never heard of
ize and was highest score at far as here, their boats covered in pers and there never was a question day after being called here by the find out where to obtain a ticket that cne? So this is Tillson ave
ridge. Mens prize went to For- an icy spray, and with their clothes as to the result after the first few death of their mother Mrs. Agnes to cross Penobscot Bay.
nue? Well, lots of things happen
Hold on. taxi, just a minute and like that—old name's polished up
e.‘t Maker.
Re.reshments were , wet and benumbed with cold They rounds. Bowling their third highest Bartlett. They were accompanied
erved.
j remained at the Lodge for two days total for the season, while the Skip to Portland by Oscar Emery, Jr., w-e'll be on our way to the steam and a few modern gadgets added
boat wharf. What did. I hear you do look and sound better.
The Winners 4-II Club were before proceeding on their journey. pers were getting below 1300, the who is a law student there. Mrs.
say
the price of a round1 trip
Of course the old Pioneer is
nests Wednesday of Pleasant While here the temperature re Ganders kept piling on in each Ruth Bartlett Kirk of Eugene. Ore- ticket to Vinalhaven and Hurri
1
making
her daily trips. What, no
liver Grange. Supper was served mained around the zero mark.
string and at the end the Skippers arrived Thursday, called by her cane would be? What, no round ; more? Then it must be the Gov.
'ter the meeting. The club preCapt. Roderick Gillis remains ill were neatly buried under 105 of the mother's death. She will remain trip tickets; $1.20 each way not Bodwell or Emmeline. No? Well,
•nted this program: Demonstra- at the Maine General Hospital in thin sticks.
. for a month's visit with her father including Hurricane?
That's a i some boat is covering the route.
ion. ’A Model Club Meeting’; Portland, whence he was taken
Ghost Town, don’t stop there. Perhaps Capt. Creed, Dyer or
Although Don Poole continues to 1 and sister Mary,
Well. I might have known it. Jolt Lawry may be there. All new
ongs by club; '‘National 4-H when his ship docked at that city a lead the bowlers in high scores he 1
No. 1. Spent many happy hours i faces, but I've started so 1 m not
freed’ by Jane Libby; duet, few weeks ago. Mr. Gillis is a for is the only one of the Skippers who , ‘VIrs’ Mary A- BwDett
flaiian Philbrook and Hazel Gray; mer North Haven man and is cap is winning consistently and with | The death of Mrs. Mary Agnes there and bought a round trip turning back. It’s as rough as
ever out by Owls Head. You don’t
■xcphone solo. Ruth Carver; “4-H tain of the collier Black Point, which four out of five on the wrong side Bartlett occurred Jan. 12 from
go
around Heron Neck any more?
mother
and
was
never
too
busy
to
pneumonia.
Stricken
on
New
Years
reals.“ Doris Martin; duet, Joann transports coal from Norfolk, Va„ of the scoreboard the Skipmen have
There's
the Reach heavir.g in sight.
perform
some
act
of
kindness
and
ohnson and Ruth Arey; guitar to Portland.
|-a hard time getting anywhere. day, Mrs. Bartlett had passed the
Looks
like
Summer cottages dotting
( thoughtfulness for a friend.
t O Delma Calderwood; songs.
Baptist Church services Sunday ' Scotty Littlefield busted loese to crisis and was thought to be re
the
shores.
Some of . the old
Mrs. Bartlett leaves her husband,
-H Club. Games and dancing will be conducted by Rev. J. S. Pen give Gene Hall an awful trimming, covering. so the news of her de
houses
are
missing.
ere enjoyed until a late hour.
dleton of Waterville. Worship will and with three spares in a row is mise came as a shock to her fam J. M. Bartlett; six daughters, Mary
Another familiar sight—'big house
j who fcr five years has devoted her on Lane’s Island. (That island
Union Church Sunday School be at 11. Sunday school at 10, eve beginning to think he can take on ily and friends.
Mrs. Bartlett was born in Dal life to her parents, giving them was where my mother first saw
some of the highliners. While there
ill meet tomorrow at 10 o'clock. ning service at 7.30.
beattie.
Scotland Sept. 4. 1860. every care and attention possible, the light cf day). There's the old
were no big totals in the Ganders’
Worship will be at l'l with sermon
daughter
of Samuel and Mary Mrs. Miriam Rezac of Omaha. steamboat wharf. Do I see Guy
score there were some good aver
the pastor on the subject “The
CLARK
ISLAND
(Kissock)
Porter,
and with her par Neb., Mrs. Helen Emery of Bar i Peasley? 111 be needing a pung or
ages and that was what turned the
Message of Job
Special music
Swan
Larson
of
Wisconsin,
for

ents
came
to
Quincy,
Mass., when Harbor who was in constant at sleigh. What, no sleigh bells with
trick for them.
ill be sung by the vested choir,
merly
of
this
place,
is
visiting
Mr
she
was
six
years
old.
Two years tendance during her mother’s ill- all this good snow, and Guy not
Tiie
Skippers
arc
abcut
at
their
[unior Epworth League will meet
and
Mrs.
Carl
Malmstrom.
, ness. Mrs. Ruth Kirk of Eugene, there. Oh, there’s Creedy. Taxi,
later
the
family
came
here.
wits’ end as to w'nat they can do to
4; evening service at 7. The
Mrs.
Emma
Kinney,
daughter
Oie., Mrs. Louise Kidd and Miss please. I’m out trying to catch
In
1882
she
was
married
to
get rid of the losing jinx. Sugges
liristian Endeavor will hold instalAlice,
and
Wilfred
Robinson
of
tions varying all the way from a James Merril Bartlett i.nd in their Margaret Bartlett of Omaha, Neb. Iree Member but must pause along
tion. The members of the North
the way just a minute.
Wiley
’
s
Corner
were
guests
Thurs

quart of rum to a gallon of pea 5fi years of married hie have lived There are also five grandchildren,
liven Christian Endeavor and
Where’s the Harbor boarding
counselors, also the Junior day of Mr. and Mrs. James Har soup, and vice versa, have been in this town, most of that Lime Mrs. Barbara Brackett of Houlton, house, the Cascade (that must be
pouring in to the befuddled Skip- in their present home, a home that Oscar Emery, Jr., of Portland, Alan
pworth League will be guests of rison.
Oscar Hagberg has been confined men and you can rest assured they is noted for its hospitality and was Kidd, Jr., of Omaha, Neb. and near the place where those Skip
ic
Endeavor.
Prayer service
pers and Ganders eat pea soup>.
will try something right away. As the gathering place for friends and Bartlett and James Kirk of Eugene, Slow down while I see if there
uesday at 7; circle supper Thurs- to his home with a severe cold.
Mrs. Eunice Burton of Spruce Gene Hall says. “We p.ill trv any- relatives, where Mrs. Bartlett pre Ore.; three cousins, Mrs. Lizette are any familiar faces. Oh. yes
ly at 5.30. Anyone wishing to
mate a memorial Hymnal to'the! Head was a recent caller on Mr. i thing once and if we win we 11 try sided with a friendliness and charm Emery of Rockland, Mrs. Agnes there's the old purser, Gene Hall,
Hodson of Norfolk, Va., and Mrs. some relatives among those Arey
which made all feel wa'come.
lit twice" The score:
lurch is asked to contact Rev. ; and Mrs. Charles Butler.
Richard
Richards
is
passing
the
boys and others. Forgot to take
Henriette
Kitteridge of Boston.
Ganders
—
Grimes
278.
Sanborn
In
1926
Mrs.
Bartlett
accom

enneth Cook.
remainder
of
the
Winter
with
his
a camera or I'd had a snap of the
Funeral
services
were
held
Fri

i
287.
Littlefield
273,
Shields
265.
Goose
panied
by
her
daughter.
Margaret,
The “Fight Infantile Paralysis" j
whole
bunch in action. Think
sister.
Mrs.
Mabel
Blethen
cf
Rock

day
at
the
home
with
all
of
the
! Arey 296. total 1399.
made a trio to Scotland and visi
mpaign committee announces :
some
used
to take part in home
Skippers—Peterson 269, Drew 243. ted the scenes of her early child family present.
at a special dance will be held I land.
talents
before
their hair changed
Rev. Guy Wilson of the Rockland
Red Mens' hall Friday spon- | James Harrison remains in ill Hall 237. Poole 299, Skip Arey 255. hood. She was a chatter memier
color.
Among
the plays were
! total 1294.
of Forget-Me-Not Cnapter O.ES. Methodist Church officiated. Bear "Lights and Shadows of the Great
Wired jointly by Pequoit Tribe ! health.
and was that order's first matron ers were Phil. Ware. Oscar Emery. Rebellion;' “Ye District School"
1/) R M and Monarda Council of'
During the past 10 years M a. Woodbury Brackett and Oscar and olhers.
Kncx Hospital this week for an
pLcahontas. Committee for the APPLETON
Among those ill with influenza emergency appendix operation She Bartlett had suffered from the ef Emery, Jr. There were a great
Just a peep into the old com
»cd Men is W H Ingerson, O. V.
fects of a fall and later a serious many beautiful flowers, many of pany store. Hello, Pearl. Maggie
D ew and George Swears, while for are Mrs. Jennie Waterman. M -. is making good recovery.
illness but she bore it with cour which came from a distance, tes and Irving: The Memorial Hall
tfcs Pocahontas it Is Mary Went- Blanche Brown, and Joshua Went
Yugoslavia will erect a series of age and fortitude, and still main tifying to the large circle of looks familiar. Was a waitress at
•hrth and W H Ingerson. An worth.
Appleton High School will hold tobacco stations and warehouses tained an active interest in the friends who wished to do her honor. Carver's Cafe while it was being
Wiusually large cake made by Mrs.
Interment, was in the family lot in erected. Hello Herbert, how much
and promote the domestic tobacco Affairs cf her home.
Ducy Coomos will be on display its senior play Monday night.
ice cream are you selling this kind
She was a devoted wife and the local cemetery.
Sandra Jones was taken to the industry generally.
g(.d later awarded. Another feaof weather? There's Indian Hill
A rehearsal of the Pocohof.tas
ninstrel show will be held Sunday
light at Red Men’s hall at 7 o'clck.

pecial
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WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

CAMDEN. ME

Someone has defined glamour as
Lunch
that which mikes the package look
"Baked Bread and Cheese
better than tiie contents, but we
Waldorf Salad
don't think that's quite a fair ap
Brownies
praisal. For instance, foods with
Tetley Tea
a touch of glamour are one of our
Dinner
major preoccupations and its per
•Broiled Ham ar.d Egg Noodles
fectly possible to have the con
Buttered Spinach
tents of the “package’’ as enticing
•Clarendon Corn Cake
as the outside.
Kemp Molded Tomato Salad
Take for example, baked apples
With Russian Dressing
. . . good old garden variety of
•Ice Box Cake
food we all use frequently in Win
Coffee
ter. Suppose you peel and core
"Recipes given.
the apples, drop them into ssyrup
made with two cups of sugar and
one of water to which you’ve added At Castine Normal
stick cinnamon and an eighth tea
(By Grace S. Bowden)
spoon of red coloring. Simmer
Two one-act plays, “Hung Jury
live miutes or more and when almost tender.* remove “the heat. Iand "HaPPy Ending" are to be
cover closely and let them cool presented by the Dramatic Club
again in the syrup. You have The students who are to partici
Cinnamon Rose Apples to eat with pate are: Charles Parker, Castine;
cream. Or core, cut a strip from Myrtle Condon, Brooksville, Mo ■
the peeling round the apple, partly I zart Robinson. Howland; Bradley
cook in syrup, then finish baking ' Bunker, Franklin; Marie Libbv.
in the oven, basting with syrup j Lynn> Mass . Clallde Perkins,
to give the apples a glaze. Serve , Searsport. Victor DuPlissii Ban(hem warm wnh cream, foamy
. .
„ , .
.
sauce or filled with ice cream and .
ns'
°- 011
you have glamour in an unexpect- Spnn«s: Wa>’nc Pcrter' Enfleld:
ed place
, Helen Primrose, Cape Rozier; VirYou’re serving hot gingerbread 1 Bird3 Clement. Penobscot; Phyllis
which hasn t much glamour per i Cunningham, Patten; Leah Grase, so you split the spicy hot ham. Brookline; Helen Hackett,
squares and put apple sauce or Castine, oily Pendleton, Islesboro;
whipped up cream cheese between Blanche True, Springfield; Pauline
the layers of sliced bananas and
Holden; Shirley Piper, Troy;
then follow through with whipped and Ione Garcelon also of Troy.
cream. Or you make a banana
A student broadcast was held
whip with three bananas sliced
ever
WLBZ, Jan. 18. and received
and covered with two tablespoons
of lemon juice so they won’t dis many favorable comments. Stu
color, then sieved and whipped up dents participating were Robert
with two beaten egg whites and Perkins, Victor DuPlissi. Charlotte
four tablespoons of sugar, a touch Rowe, Marie Libby and Charles
of salt.
Parker.
That same banana whip is very
Priscilla Plummer of Newport
good on gelatine desserts and the
gelatines, again for glamour in and Verna Mitchell of Frenchboro
humble places, you make with will act as cadet teachers in Rock
fresh orange or lemon juice, a land for the next four weeks.
little of the grated rind and clear Roger Dow and Madelene Mayo,
gelatine. You mold cooked, stuffed who have been serving in that
prunes in fresh lemon or orange capacity, will return to their
jelly, tangerine sections or green school work. Vice Principal Crouse
grapes in fresh fruit jelly or in and Director of Training (Leslie
muscatel jelly to eat w-ith plain visited Miss Mayo and Mr. Dow- last
cream.
There’s “glamour'’ that Thursday.
doesn't belie the trimmings when
Shirlene McKinney of Rockland
eaten.
will
become a member of the en
Baked Bread and Cheese—Six
tering
class next Fall.
slices bread,
pound Shefford
The Knox-Lincoln Alumni Asso
snappy cheese,
teaspoon salt,
l'i cups milk, Vi teaspoon paprika. ciation, of which Annie Rhodes is
Land O Lakes Butter, 2 eggs.
president is making plans to hold
Spread bread with butter, pile a reunion in Rockland in the near
or.e slice above another and cut future.
:n cubes. Cut cheese in thin slices.
An interesting letter has been
Put cubes of bread and slices of received from Mrs. Edna C. Harcheese in a baking dish, in alter
nate layers, sprinkling each layer quail, fcr 25 years a member of
with sak and paprika. Beat eggs, the E.3.NJS. faculty, who is now
add the milk, mix and pour over living at 54 Forest street, Torring
the bread and cheese. Bake at 350 ton, Conn.
degrees F. until firm in the center.
"COUNTED OUT’’
Serve hot.
Ice Box Cake—One-half pound
Fuither Vcr. ion cf a Nursery
marshmallows, '<i cup Tetley Con
centrated Orange Juice, 14 cup
Rhyme, As Vermonter
Canada Dry Ginger Ale, li cup
Recalls It
cream, whipped, 2 layers sponge
cake.
Rev. Charles H. Wills, Newark,
Melt marshmallows in orange N. J—Replying to “J. A. Bs’ in
juice in top of double boiler. Cool. quiry jn the issue of March 16 I
When cool' add ginger ale; let give below the version common to
stand in refrigerator until well my father’s boyhood and my own
thickened, and then add whipped in Washington County, Vt.:
cream. Split the 2 layers of cake
Intery, mlntery, cutery, corn;
in half, making 4 layers. Fit one
Apple seed, apple thorn;
layer in pan, cover w-ith filling
Wire, briar, limber lcck;
ar.d do the same with each suc
Six
geese in a flock,
ceeding layer. Cover w-ith waxed
Sit and sing.
paper and leave in refrigerator at
By a spring;
least 24 hours beiore using.
O-U-T, out;
Broiled Ham. and Egg Noodles—
One package Mueller's wide egg
Rotten dish-clout,
noodles. 1 teaspoon mustard, 1
Up on yonder steepled hill.
slice Morrell Ham (1 inch thick),
There my father he doth dwell;
1 tablespoons Land O’ Lakes But
He hath jewels, he hath rings,
ter, 1‘4 cups fine dry bread crumbs,
He hath many pretty things..
parsley.
Strike, Jack; kick, Tom!
Cook wide egg noodles as di
Blow the bellow, old man!
rected and drain. Spread mustard
Of
the answers received to this
on ham and broil under hot flame,
urtiir.g often, about 20 minutes, (duer^’ 1 e one
above seems
or until tender. Melt one tablethe most complete. There are
poon of the butter and brown many forms cf this nursery rhyme.
:rumbs in it. Add remaining but- Some correspondents Include in
er and when melted, dress egg their version ot the rhyme the lines:
noodles with browned crumbs. Put (Cne flew east, one flew west,
ham in center of large platter, One flew over the cuckoo's nest,
arrange egg noodles around it and ; as the fifth and sixth lines, and
garnish with parsiey.
: then continue as above with "sit
Clarendon Corn Cake—Two cups and sing» etc
number cf
i««t milk. 1 cup sour milk. 1 cup .geese
„ no,*:. varies ,n lh,
corr.meal (store ground white).! ]cltCTS
uWo-thirds cup Ceresota nottwelve. Paul Gordon, New York,
bleached flour. 2 tablespoons sugar,
I teaspoon soda, 1 egg. Sterling informs us that Euget.e Fields
poem, ‘‘Intry-Mintry,’’ in the Scribsalt.
Beat egg and sugar ar.d put in ncr,ition, contains a similar ver,our milk ar.d soda, titer, the meal £*on of the poem.
Lcuise Denton, Blue Island, Ill.,
trd flour ard after stirring well,
rdd the sweet milk. Bake 4n a ir.iorms us that this poem is in K
shallow pan in a hot oven (4C0 de D. Wigg n's ‘Pinafore Palace.”
grees F.) for about 20 minutes.
Serve hot.
Potato Waffles—Three eggs, 2
cups boiled and riced potatoes
VINALHAVEN
tablespoon melted shortening,
& ROCKLAND
teaspoon salt, 1 cup milk, 1 cup
Ceresota not-bleached flour. 2 tea
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
spoons baking pew-der.
Beat eggs until light, add pota
Service to:
toes, boiled, riced and allowed to
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston
cool, shortening, salt and milk,
ington. Isle au Haul, Swan**
Island and Frenchboro
then flour sifted with baking
powder
and
beat
to
blend
WINTER SERVICE
thoroughly. Bake immediately in
Subject to change without notice.
not waffle iron. Serve with but
ter and maple syrup. Yield: Six
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
four-section waffles.
P. M.
A. M.
MENU
Breakfast

FLORIAN CLARK

/Grapefruit Sections with

Local Dealer
93 Limerock St. Tel. 431-W

White Grapes
‘Potato Waffles and
Maple Syrup
Coffee

5.30
6.30
7.30
8.30
9.30

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.

Swan’s Island,
Stonington.
North Haven,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1.30
119-tf
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UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Harmon
have moved to the Merl Robbins
house.
Mrs. W. C. Perry was a visitor
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Gwen
dolyn Sukeforth.
Kenneth Blake went Tuesday to
Portland with a load of barrels for
Delbert Edgecomb.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Esancy were
guests Sunday at Mrs. Carl Suke
forth’s.
Miss Mary Blake and sisters. Ge !
neva and Margie, called Sunday on :
Mrs. W. C. Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dornan
visited recently at Everett Ripley’s.
Mrs. James Curtis and Anna
Sukeforth made a visit Wednesday
with Mrs. Carrie Esancy.
Mrs. Silvo Roy and Mrs. Edwin
Pease were Burkettville visitors
Tuesday.

THOMASTON
ft ft ft ft
SHIRLEY T. WTT.T.TAMB
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190

ROCKPORT
ft ft ft ft
UDAO. CHAMFNEY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
3320

Arthur Crockett and family have
Mrs. Eula Leach of South Union
moved
from Rockland into the |
and Rockland Jones of Rockland
Perry
house
on Church street.
were dinner guests Wednesday of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Vaughn Overman
Mrs. Luther Clark.
we/e dinner guests Friday night
Mrs. Nellie Orff, lecturer of Wey
mouth Orange, attended the Lec
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
turers’ Conference held at Augus
Cain.
ta Wednesday and Thursday, ac
Mr*
*. Merle Summerton, formerly
companying Mr. and Mrs. Myron
of this town and now a resident of
Young of Rockland, Miss Dorothy
Bath, has returned to her home
Kellar of Rockport and Bernard
at 601 Middle street, after being
Andrews of Olencove.
a patient at the Central Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Crie spent
Hospital in Lewiston.
Thursday In Portland on business.
Mrs. George Cunningham spent
Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding enter
Wednesday
and Thursday in Au
tained her bridge club at luncheon
gusta
where
she attended the
and cards Wednesday. Prizes at
State
Lecturers
’ Conference.
bridge were awarded Mrs. Clement SOUTH WALDOBORO
The Ladies’ Union Aid met Thurs
Mrs. Ruth Graffam, Mrs. Doris
Moody, high, Mrs. Dawson Brew
day
with
Mrs.
Bessie
Wallace,
picnic
Graffam
and Mrs. Beatrice Rich
er, second and Mrs. Alton Grover,
dinner
being
served
at
noon.
The
ards
were
entertained Friday night
low.
meeting
Jan.
30
will
be
with
Mrs.
at bridge at the home of Mrs. Mary
The Busy Eight Club held an all
Ryder in Rockland.
Following
day meeting Wednesday at the Grethel Winchenbach.
Mrs. Minnie Vannah has recov play refreshments were served.
home of Mrs. Lawrence Hahn.
Those present were Mrs. Minnie ered from influenza.
Mrs. Belle Coates spent Wednes
Mrs. Clara Winchenbach recently day in Portland, motor guest of
Wilson, Mrs. Annie Wyllie, Mrs.
Lucy Sillery, Mrs. Dora Kalloch, passed a few days with relatives in Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Loring of
Mrs. Etta Benner and Mrs. Letitia Boston.
Rockland.
Zelman Dyer is confined to the
Starrett.
At 11 o’clock Sunday at the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Maxey and house by illness.
Methodist Church Rev. F. Ernest
Miss Evelyn Genthner. R. N., cf
Mrs. Dora Maxey attended the in
Smith will use as sermon subject
stallation of officers of Wessawes- Portland, is visiting her parents this “We Belong to Him Whom We
keag Grange at South Thomaston week.
Serve." The evening service will
Brainard Winchenbach is in ill be Charter night for the Woman s
Wednesday, Mr. Maxey acting as
health.
installing officer.
Society of Christian Service a
Several smelt houses have ap
The annual election of officers of
newly organized society effective in
Arcana Lodge, KP. was held Wed peared on the river and many of the all Methodist Churches and will
nesday. Those chosen are: Chan fishermen report large catches. Al embrace all of the woman societies
cellor commander, Leroy Whitten; bert Genthner caught 153 pounds in of the local church including the
vice chancellor, Levi Copeland; one day recently.
Johnson Society, Ladies’ Aid, Ju
prelate, Benjamin Smalley; master
nior Ladies’ Aid and Missionary
of work, Hollis Gilchrest; master prizes going to Mrs. Horsley for
societies. While they will func
at arms, Anson Pryor; master of high score and Mr. Lawry for low.
tion as separate organization as
exchecquer, Rodney Jordan; keeper Refreshments were served.
usual,
they will be uniformly gov
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson,
of records and seals, Fred Fernald;
erned
and
one group meeting will
master of finance, Charles Star Mrs. Weston Young, Mr. and Mrs.
be
held
each
month.
rett; inner guard, Ralph Crawford; Warren Knights, Warden and Mrs.
At
the
Baptist
Church services
outer guard, Leon Haupt. These John Welch, Mrs. Theodore Rowell,
Sunday
will
begin
at 11, sermon
officers will be installed jointly Mrs. Wilmot Dow, Miss Marie
topic,
“
How
to
Become
a Chris
with the officers of Mayflower Jordan, Miss Gwendolyn Barlow,
tian;
”
Church
School
at
12
o’clock:
Temple, P. S, in February, the date Miss Esther Achorn, Wendall BarYoung
Peoples'
Society
Christian
to be announced.
low attended the funeral services in
The supper at the Federated Portland Wednesday for the late Endeavor at 6, Mrs. Hazel Cain
Church vestry Tuesday following Deputy Warden Stanley Macgowan. speaker; at 7 o’clock the ordinance
the Circle meeting will be at 6
Mrs. William Belasco is visiting of the Lord’s Supper will be ob
o'clock instead of 6.30 as previous her daughter and son-in-law, Mr. served. The pastor will speak
ly announced. This will be open to and Mrs. Sherman Wotton, in from the subject "The Cleansing
Blood”.
the public.
Swampscott, Mass.
A parish supper will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Marston Simmons i Miss Barbara Dennison of Lynn,
the
Methodist Church Monday at
left this morning for Chicago Mass., is guest of Dr. and Mrs.
6
o
’
clock
after which there will
where they will spend several days. Frederick Dennison.
I
be
a
re-dedication
service of the
Beta Alpha meets Monday right In the Churches
vestry
which
has
recently
under
at 7 30 at Mrs. Annie Manks to do
At
St.
James
Catholic
Church.
gone
extensive
repairs,
with
an
refugee sewing.
Mass
at
9
a.
m.
address by Rev. A. A. Callaghan,
In the cast of the play ‘ The
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m„ superintendent of the Augusta
Meddlesome Maid" to be presented
in Watts hall Peb. 5 by the Chris Holy Eucharist in Rectory Chapel. District of the Maine Conference,
Federated
Church.
Sunday- using as subject, “Some Mountains
tian Endeavor members are: Glen
School
at
9.45,
worship
at
11.
Music I Have Climbed.” The fourth
Simpson, Pauline Burnham, Howard
includes
the
anthem,
“
The
Lord
Is quarterly conference will be held
Miller, Lillian Thurston. Norman
My
Shepherd."
by
Witty.
The
ser
 at this time, with the election of
Rogers , Richard Staples, Esther
mon
is
entitled
“
Suffering
as
Re
 officers and reports of the year's
Achorn, Lucille Gillis, Glenlce Car
demption.
’
’
Betty
Fales
is
the
lead
 work.
ney, Walter Chapman. Miss Caro
er
of
the
Epworth
League
meeting
lyn Elwell is the bookholder and
The death of Raymond Pitts oc
Mrs. Evelyn Perron is directing the at 6 o'clock, and the subject cf the curred Jan. 21 in the Togus Hos
evening sermon at 7 o'clock is pital after a long illness. He is
play.
At the last meeting of the “Joshua and tlie Conquest of the survived by his wife, Mrs. Eliza
Friendly Club, arrangements were Highlands."
Pitts of Boothbay Harbor, two
Baptist Church. Sunday School
made and committees appointed for
sisters, Mrs. Lillian Kell?r of Rock
the "Churcn Night’’ observance meets at 9.45, worship at 11. Music port and Mrs. Mattie Carver of
and annual meeting of the Federat includes the anthem “Day of Rest,” Monmouth; three brothers, Ever
ed Church and parish to be held by Felix Mendelssohn, and a bari ett of Framingham, Mass., Fred of
Feb. 5. The annual reports are tone solo, selected by Raymond K. Monmouth and Edgar of Mystic,
given at tliis time, refreshments Greene. The subject of the junior Conn. Funeral services were held
sermon is “Counterfeits” and the
served and a program presented.
in Boothbay Jan. 24 and interment
The meeting and supper of the morning sermon is entitled “The was also in Boothbay.
Baptist Ladies' Circle will be held Shattered Life." Harriet Tillson is
Clemeret Walden, 69, died Thurs
tlie leader of the Christian En
Wednesday at the vestry.
day
night in Camden after a linger
Mrs. Olive Brazier is visiting deavor meeting at 6 o’clock and her ing illness. Funeral services will
topic is taken from Chapter 2 of
relatives in Portland.
Dr.
Sheldon's book “In His Steps.” be held in Rockport at the Russell
Miss Leila Clark left yesterday
funeral parlors Sunday at 2 o’clock
for Worcester, Mass., called by the The evening sermon is on the sub Rev. C. Vaughn Overman of the
death of her cousin, Wallace Smal ject “Be Not Dismayed.” Prayer Baptist Church officiating. De
meeting will be held Thursdayley.
ceased was born in West Rockport
James Creighton and friend, John night and the topic is “Lead Us and had resided here throughout
Fisher, the latter of Methuen, Not Into Temptation.”
her lifetime. She is survived by
Mass., arrived Thursday from
two sisters, Mrs. Esther Simmons
school at Hebron for a few days’ ELECTRIC HEATER of Camden and Mrs. Martha
visit with Mr. and Mrs. N. F. An
Kempf of St. Petersburg, Fla., and
drews.
by one brother. Gershom Walden
WANTED
Mrs. Thomas Horsley passed
of Camden.
Thursday in Northport with her
3000 Watt (110 Volt) Electric
sister, Mrs. Philip Watkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robbins en Healer Wanted At Once. Bowl
Comique Theatre
tertained Wednesday night their type not acceptable.
i Seven new songs are featured in
guests being Charles Lawry of
Please Phone 770
Bing Crosby’s picture "Rhythm On
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Edson
j
Spear. Mrs. Dorothy Horsley, Miss The Courier-Gazette the River,” which opens Sunday
, and Monday at Comique Theatre.
Statie Miller and Miss Wllhelmina
Camden. They are “Only Forever.”
Watts. Beano provided amusement,
“I Dcn’t Want To Cry Any More,”
“What Would Shakespeare Have
Said,” “Rhythm On the River,”
“Ain’t It a Shame About Marne,”
and "When the Mcon Comes Over
Madison Square.” The tunes are
divided between Bing Crosby and
Mary Martin, well known for her
rendition of “My Heart Belongs
And — after one trial — you'll
To Daddy.” Also starred is Basil
agree that D&H Anthracite is
Rathbone with Lillian Cornell and
the best coal you ever used!
Oscar Levant, the musical unpre
Its purity is insured by scien
dictable of “Information Please.”
Burn
tific cleaning methods. It is
The musical treat that can't be
aceurately sized to minimize
beat is always found at the
furnace attention. And it's eco
Comique. So don’t miss radio's
nomical to use—because there's
king of song in his latest “Rhythm
more heat in every ton!
on
the River.”
Anthracite

D&H

You'll be glad you changed to
D& H Anthracite.

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND ME.

THE FAVORITE

PENNSYLVANIA

HARD

COAL

GLEN COVE

A MEMORABLE CAMDEN NIGHT
Continued from Page One)
and spoke of the value of homes
and culture, stressed, “as you do it
here”—friendly with everyone who
comes.
“Sometimes we pity others,” said
the speaker, “but here you open
your arms ano say: ‘Come, see and
enjoy.’ Isn’t it a time when the
world needs sensible sympathy and
millions are downtrodden and dy
ing through no fault of their own
And don’t you think it might be a
good time to bless our Maker a little
more while asking everybody to sing
’God Bless America’?
“We who live outside of the State
can appreciate some things you
have better than you do here at
home. The Chamber of Commerce
is a big institution of public service
—a melting pot and clearing house.
It encourages your schools, your
fairs, ycur pa rent-teacher associ
ations, your school improvement as
sociations and all other forms of
civic and social life. How fine it
is when we march in step, and to
have a welcome for all the world
that cares to come. Maine is a
leader among the States.
“Where else could they have a
meeting like this except in the
Western Hemisphere? I haven't
lost faith in the world because a
half-witted paper-hanger has gone
wild somewhere else. I believe more
than ever in constituted law and
order. Let us believe a little more
in ourselves and our town; in our
homes and our fireside; we need to
appreciate our liberty morer than
we ever did before.”
And believe it or not, Mr. Rip
ley, there came next the address of
welcome by President Reed—mis
placed in the schedule for reasons
above stated. The speaker told
how Mr. Reed and he had been
made to feel at home when they
came to Camden to reside three
years ago.
New Officers Announced

The re-election of William E.
Reed as president, was a foregone
conclusion due to his natural abil
ity for the position and the in
terest he has shown in the Cham
ber s affairs the past year.
Associated with him on

Camden ,as the first step In Town
Planning.
Assisted in getting iDirectional
and safety signs placed at inter
sections on town roads.
Trail Committee marks trails
over mountains.
Public protected from unscrupu
lous and dishonest solicitation

of welcome. He bespoke a warm
greeting for the newcomers who
make their home in Camden.
“Without her work the Camden
Chamber of Commerce would not
be what it is today; she is the Cham
ber of Commerce.” President Reed through efforts of Better Business
thus spoke of Betty Foxwell, who Committee. J. T. Smyth, chairman.
Go-operated in ragweed eradi
cation.
Filed Health Conservation re
port.
Co-operated with Census Offi
cials in getting accurate census.
Industrial Development

Featured a Camden Products
Week in August, to promote in
terest in articles manufactured in
Camden.

Edward J. Walsh Company,
brought to Camden, through
efforts of Chamber, moves to
larger quarters at Brewster fac
tory.
At year’s end manufacturing es
tablishments working full-time;
no empty factory space available.
Commercial Development

George W. Dyer, chairman of the
committee of arrangements.

was then presented with a ham
mered brass kettle for her new fire
place. It was properly inscribed
and for the moment assumed the
functions of a jardiniere, contain
ing a handsome flowering plant.
On the kettle is this inscription:
“Presented to Betty Foxwell in
deep appreciation of invaluable
services rendered to the Camden
Chamber of Commerce Thursday
January
twenty-third, nineteen
hundred, forty-one.”
Mrs. Foxwell's features were a
study as the large covered package
was placed* in front of her by
Misses Thomas and Manning, and
there was a suspicion of tears in
her eyes when it was unveiled by
Mr Dyer, who had been the
strategist in its selection.
“I just haven’t the words to ex
press my pleasure,” was all she
could say.
The affair came to an end with
the presentation by Mr. Dyer of a

Courtesy card, planned by Chair
man of Merchants Committee,
helps effectively with parking
problem and builds good will for
Camden.
Merchants Committee arranges
calendar of holiday store closings.
Brilliant Christmas Lighting of
business district through efforts of
special committee.
Fine co-operation by merchants
in promoting New England prod
ucts during New England Days.
Hospitality and Good Will

CAMDEN
ft ft ft ft
NAOMA MAYHEW

Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 713

Miss Barbara Belyea, who has
been employed at the Village Shop
leaves today for Cambridge where
she will join her parents. Ralph
Belyea recently went to Newark,
N. J., where he is eTnployed.
Charles Hendricks has gone to
Newark, N. J. for employment.
Col. E. A. Robbins is ill at his
apartment on Bay View street.
At Community Hospital: Ken
neth Wadsworth, who has been a
patient was taken by Good's Am
bulance to Boston. Thursday
where he entered the Peter Bent
Brigham Hospital, for treatment;
Brenda Porter is a medical patient;
Frank Newton and Mrs. Roselle
Vickery are surgical patients and
Capt. John Wadsworth is a medi
cal patient.
“A Cheerful Heart" will be the
subject of Rev. Weston P. Hol
man’s morning at the Methodist
Church at 10.30. Mrs. Alfred Wilman will be in charge of the mu
sic.
Church school and Bible
classes will convene at 11.45 under
the supervision of Mrs. Stella Mc
Rae. Epworth League meets at 6
o'clock. Happy Hour Service at 7
o’clock with a brief message by
the pastor. Mrs. Weston P. Hol
man is soloist. Church night serv
ice will be held in the vestry Thurs
day at 7 o’clock and choir rehear
sal Friday night. Cottage Prayer
meetings will be continued another
week.
The Chadavae Club will join the
Lincolnville group Monday night
to enjoy pictures and a lecture
on the Holy Land to be given by

Activities
Hospitality Teas—-At Snow Bowl
Lodge; and Bok Amphitheatre;
calls on newcomers.
Letters of Welcome sent and co
operated with committees for
Maine Real Estate Association,
total earmarked funds, $203.05;
Maine Postmasters Convention.
working balance available, $120.17.
Recreational Development
• ♦ • •
Printed 10.000 copies of large
Typical cf Camden industries
Camden folder.
and Camden business, was the dis
Printed 7.000 copies of Camden play in the lodge room, viewed by
“Guide Book” for 1940.
practically all who attended the
Distributed Winter Sports folder. banquet. Included in the credit
Secretary made colored movie able showing were the following

iRev. J. Charles MacDonald of
Rockland.
Because of illness, Mrs. E. A.
Robbins will be hostess to the Mon
day Club at the home of Mrs. Ann
Proctor, High street. A paper on
William R. Hearst and William
Allen White will be given by Mrs.
Ruth Pullen.
Miss Clemeret Walden died at
the Porter Home on Park street.
[ Thursday night and funeral serv
ices will be held in Rockport. Sun
day at 2 o’clock. A full account
will be found in the Rockport
column.
Word has been received here by
Mrs.
Clara Fogg that her brother.
1
Frank Gallop of Bath, formerly of
Searsmont, died Thursday at his
heme. He is survived by his'’ wife,
three sisters and three brothers.
Miss Lillian Grey is the near
chairman of the house committtee
of the Outing Club and will take
over her duties next week.
At the Baptist Church worship
Sunday will be at 11 o’clock with
music by the senior choir. The
sermon will be on the subject * Lest
We are Taken Unawares.” Church
school convenes at 945 with de
partmental worship and classes for
alF grades. The various foiruir.
groups meet at 5 and 6 o’clock.
Tire mid-week devotional service
will be held Thursday at 7.30. Tlie
bi-monthly Fellowship supper will
be held in the vestry, Thursday at
6.30. It is a covered dish supper
and the Chadavae Girls will be
the committee. All groups in the
church are urged to attend this
function. The singing of old songs
and hymns will be enjoyed. Topics
of vital interest to the work of the
church will be discussed.
Nuccio’s shoe repairing business
moves today across the street from
the Comique Theatre into newly
renovated quarters. Mr. Nuccio
repairs shoes, sharpens skates,
cleans hats and sells snoes and
rubbers.
New Bleachers

Those interested and active in
High School athletics have decided
to fester a program whereby the
seating capacity at the Y.M.C.A.
can be increased. Bleachers have
been constructed to accommodate
three rows of spectators on each

pair of Knox Woolen Company film for Maine Publicity Bureau products:
side cf the gymnasium downstairs.
the blankets to a manifestly pleased Mr. to be shown throughout the South
Knox Woolen Mill, paper ma
This work has been done in the
year will be Hodges.
this Winter.
chine felts, mechanical woolens,

board the coming
Gilbert Harmon as first vice presi
dent, David Crockett as second
vice president, Clayton R. McCobb as treasurer and Betty Fcxwell as secretary.
The executive committee com
prises the 12 directors, which in
cludes the officers listed above and
is as follows:
William E. Reed, Gilbert Har
mon, Clayton McCobb and W. G.
Williams, whose terms expire at
the end of 1941; Percy Keller,
Hugh Montgomery, Burton Stev
enson, Jr., and Betty Foxwell,
whose terms expire at the end of
1942; and the newly elected direc
tors, Henry Baldwin. David Crock
ett, Harold Davis and Forrest
Spear, whose terms expire at the
end of 1943.
• * • •
Introduced as special and hon
ored guests were Rev. William E
Berger, Mrs. Betty Foxwell, Presi
dent and Mrs. Reed, Mr. and Mrs.
Allen F. Payson, Mr. and Mrs. Gil
bert Harmon. Mrs. Percy Keller,
David Crockett and Mrs. Evelyn
Hale.
F. A. Winslow brought unocffiially,
the greetings of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce, and paid
his respects to Camden as “the best
town in Maine, the prettiest town
in Maine, and having the finest
bunch of go-getters."
“Camden is one of the most de
lightful spots in Maine," said Fred
H. Gabbi, who brought greetings
from the Portland Chamber of
Commerce.
Town Manager Percy R. Keller
allowed that somebody had stolen
his thunder, because he, too, had
been assigned to deliver the ddress

STRAND,

Manuel Training Department un
The committee in charge of the
Wrote 379 personal letters in blankets.
der the direction of the instructor,
banquet and ladies’ night comprised answer to inquiries about cottages,
Seabright Woven Felt, mechani
Stanley
Frye. It is hoped that
George W. Dyer, David Crockett, hotels. farms, inns, schooner cal felts of all kinds; blankets.
‘
1.
s
move
will be an incentive fir
Henry Baldwin and George H. cruises, real estate, Winter sports.
Camden Textile Corp., men’s and
more
to
attend home games,
Thomas, Camden boosters de luxe.
women’s suitings.
Advertised Camden
thereby assisting them in meeting
Hughes Woolen Mill, men’s and
Gratefully Acknowledged
the extra expense Incurred in thu
Page in “Maine Invites You"
women’s wear suitings.
The committee makes known its
program.
Winter sports in Boston, New
Nancy Ellen Frocks, Inc., chil
appreciation of the following cour York and Maine newspapers.
dren
’s dresses, infants wear.
tesies:
Programs,
Megunticook
State edition of Press-HeraldBrewster,
J. A„ snow suits, sport
Press; tickets, the Wilson Press; express.
OPENING
goods, custom shirts.
corsages, Lily Pond Nurseries;
Knox County directory.
Tibbetts Laboratories, Monovar,
confections, Stevenson's HomeSATURDAY
Publicity, through pictures, news microphones, hearing aids.
Made Candy Kitchen; shore din and feature items in National
Across From the Uiea.re
A. B. Stephenson Candy Shop,
ner prepared for guest of honor, magazines, including “Readers Di
OLD SHOES LIFE NEW
the Sandwich Shop; costumes, gest.” “Life” “Harper's Bazaar,” home made candies.
Camden Shipbuilding & Marine
SKATES SHARTENLD
Mrs. Edna Start; Coca-Cola, Coca- “Travel,”
“Yankee,” “Playtime” Railway, Inc., shipbuilding, yacht
HATS CLEANED .
Cola Bottling Plants, Inc., Rock and many others.
and ship repair and storage.
land; the press; artistic sign iwork,
Newspapers.
including
“New
Leadbetter’s machine Shop, lob
NUCCIO’S
Lawrence Tedford; sparkling head York Times,” “Christian Science
ster
pot hoister.
pieces, Mrs. Doris Lankton; public Monitor,’’ “St. Louis Post-Dis
CAMDEN, MAINE
A. P. Lord, Awnings, tents, sails,
address system, designed, built and patch," “N. Y. Herald-Tribune”
11-lt
loaned by Raymond Henderson; and many others in Boston, Phila flags.
contributions, Knox Woolen Com delphia, Cleveland, etc.
pany, F. E. Morrow, and Baldwin’s
Radio—Edwin C. Hill, and Yan PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY
Dry Cleaners.
kee Network, WJZ “Woman of To
morrow” program and others.
Betty Foxwell’s Report
News-reels: Paramount and Fox
The president's statement was
Movietone
News of schooner
followed by the report of Betty
cruises,
through
co-operation with
Foxwell, secretary, showing what
Maine
Development
Commission.
has been accomplished by the
Camden Chamber of Commerce Handcraft
the past year.
Much time and effort are being
put into handcraft development
Civic Development
Backed Town Manager Keller and it is hoped that concrete re
and secured resurfacing of Main sults will eventually be shown.
Worked closely with Sta^fe Super
street through business district.
Sponsored and obtained new visor of handcraft, who is giving
street lighting for business dis much assistance.
trict.
General Development
The Fire Prevention Committee,
Acted in small way as clearing
headed by Chief Payson, wins house for those wishing employ
cutstanding honors for Camden in ment and for employers.
two national contests. ‘
Secretary wrote 2,678 personal
Sponsors Zoning ordinance for letters in connection with work of
Chamber. Also mailed 2190 form
letters
on varied subjects.
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Vocational and trade training in
Frank, Loretta, June, and Leon Weaver are tramping along with John
“THE WESTERNER”
the schools stressed in Chamber Hartley in this scene from Republic’s “Friendlv Neighbors.” Children’s
meeting with speakers: Commis matinee Monday at 4.00 P. M.
sioner of Education Bertram E.
Packard and Superintendent Ham PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
lin of Sanford.
The Treasurer’s Report

The annual report of Clayton R.
McCobb. treasurer, shows that the
year s receipts were $1683.72 and
disbursements
$1363.50
leaving
$323.22 in the till as a nest egg for
the coming year.
The chief Lems among the re
ceipts were: Balance cn hand
Jan. 1, 1940, $333.42; 1940 dues col
lected. $515.; town appropriation,
$430; banquet tickets said, $11535
Christmas Lighting
Committee
collected (l»40)< $212.
Among the expenditures were:
Postage. $113; State of Maine Pub
licity Bureau (page advertise
ment), $250; folders printed (scenic
and directory). $284; banquet ex
pense, $107.27; Christmas lighting,
$210.27.
.
Earmarked for Winter sports
advertising in Maine, Boston and
New York papers. $131,14; ear

Bernard Andrews attended State
Lecturer’s conference Wednesday
and Thursday in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crossman
of Bangor were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hall.
Murder without warning has been stalking these three fellow traveler*
Miss Ada Hall of Boston is week
Gary Cooper, the idol of millions of Him fans, is a shooting-ridin’- marked for ChLstmas lighting, bal
a refugee ship. Shown above are Maris IVrixon, William l.undiftan a»J
end guest of her mother, Mrs Mary ftghtln* cowboy in Samuel Goldu vn’s new roaring spectacle of Hie old ance from 1939, $4335; earmarked on
Eddie Foy, Jr., in a scene from the Hariiggnjlros. mvslerv thriller, “lb*
West. “The Westerner,”
for industrial adverUjuag.
Hail.
Case pf Ute BUcfc Parrot.”
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Gridley Tarbell, manager
[gland Airlines, and Percy Tit
pgot,

left

Thursday

for

Mu

stopping enroute In 1
Washington, Long Island, N Y
refuel and in Newport News
:o spend the night. M". T
family are mctorlnn Cie/c
Sligo Laltinen the chauffeur

■a.,

«Mrs. Walter Barstow and !
ifcrrst Stone of Thomaston w :
Ajpgusta Thursday, attending
banquet Pf Mhine Federation
Women’s Clubs. They were o
light guests of Mr. and Mr
3. Henderson
Mrs.

Pauline

Schofield

en

alned W I N. Club Tnursday n
it luncheon and cards. Au
went to Mrs. Leland Drinkv
Mrs Loretta Glendenning and '
ffilnton Barbour
Raymond Hoch of Glen Cov<

visiting his parents Mr. and I
Alfred Hoch at Bethlehem. Pa

Chapin Class will meet Tues
;vening with Mrs. C. E. Dan
Tablot avenue.

Tlie Sleeper Bible Class will
infcertained Monday afternoon
Mrs L. W. Fickett, Rankin str

Mrs. Jean Epstein, Mnsc
itreet entertained Thursday a
■moon at tea Mrs. Bernard Neb
diss Stella Young, Mrs. Hanr
lylward and Miss Dorothy .4
yard.
Miss Sylvia L. Treneer, daug
er of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Treii
elebrated her fifth birthday W<
lesday afternoon, entertalnlnc
roup of friends at her home
’ranklin street.
Those ,prps«
vere Kathleen O'Donnell, Sylv
Xiherty, Jean and Judy Mor.
Manne Spurling, Billy Seav
’rederick Anderson, David Plour
Jonald Merchant and Lee Oliv
lall Grant, Priscilla Nash a
truce and Virgil Fowles of Bell
/ere unable to attend. Oam
nd refreshments were enjoyi
files being awarded to Da\
Gourde Jean and Judy Morn
iyivia was the happy receplent
lany fine gifts. Mrs. Inez Bur
bly assisted.

Visit Lucien K, Green A 8o|
econd floor, 16 School street. O
Allows Block, City, for Furs. F
‘oats and Cloth Coats, at nioderi
9.

rices.

Announcement!
On MONDAY, JANUARY 27
from 2.00 to 4.00 P. M„ we are

holding Open House at our

NEW LOCATION

10 SCHOOL STREET
Opposite Post Office
You arc cordially invited to cal

Paysons’

Beauty Salon
TEI.. 1078.

ROCKLAND. M

isk in the glorious sunshine ol
e American Tropics and enjoy
e hoapilality ol Q Comodoro Hotel

in the heart ol Miami just
from the center ol activity

lurnished rooms
ith tub and shower bath

om

8 50

Rates

single. $4 00 double,

odem air-cooled co!lee shop oi-

rs the finest food at reasonable
rices. Famous cocktail lounge

Personal Direction
loeeph H. Adams. Manager

€L COMQDORO
THE

YEAR

ROUND

Every-Other-Day'

■ -

j Charles MacDonald of
and.
ause of illness. Mrs. E. A.
ns will be hostess to the Monlub at the home of Mrs. Ann
jr. High street. A paper on
m R Hearst and William
'white will be given by Mrs.
Pullen.
Clemeret Walden died at
jrter Home on Park street,
[day night and funeral servlill be held in Rockport, Sunit 2 o’clock. A full account
be found in the Rockport
n.
d has been received here by
31ara Pcgg that her brother,
Gallop of Bath, formerly of
nont. died Tltursday at his
He is survived by his^wife,
sisters and three brothers.
. Lillian Grey is the new
tan of the house committtee
■ Outing Club and will take
>.er duties next week,
the Baptist Church worship
y will be at 11 o'clock With
by the senior choir. The
a will be on the subject * Lest
e Taken Unawares.” Church
convenes at 9 45 with deer.tal worship and classes for
rades The various forum
i meet at 5 and 6 o'clock,
mid-week devotional service
? held Thursday at 7.30. The
ithly Fellowship supper will
d in the vestry, Thursday at
It is a covered dish supper
he Chadavae Girls will be
unmittce. All groups in the
are urged to attend this
n The singing of old songs
mns will be enjoyed. Topics
1 interest to the work of the
will be discussed,
ioshoe repairing business
today across the street from
unique Theatre into newly
ed quarters. Mr. Nuccio
shoes, sharpens skates,
hats and sells snoes and
Itleachers

interested and active in
diool athletics have decided
■r a program whereby the
capacity at the Y.M.C.A.
increased. Bleachers have
instructed to accommodate
rows of spectators on each
the gymnasium downstairs,
.■crk lias been done in the
Training Department un(iircction of the instructor,
Frye. It is hoped that
. ■ e will be an incentive for
to attend heme games,
r assisting them in meeting
tra expense incurred in this
im.

OPENING
SATURDAY
‘inns'. Pram the llu.i.'e
'Ll) SHOES I.li E NEW
SKATES SHARPEN:»
HATS CLEANED ,

NUCCIO’S
( AM DI N, M AINE

11-lt

MONDAY

---------------- W

Record Of Service
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The Cadet Teachers

The McLain School teachers
had a get-together Thursday aft
ernoon after school hours, honor
ing thiee cadet teachers W’ho have
been working in the building for
the last four weeks. Mns Madalene
Mayo and Roger Dow of Castine
Normal Sv .tool and Miss Aileen
Boutiller of Farmington Normal
School. Mrs. Hazeltine Simonson
had charge of invitat'ons, Mrs.
Nellie Hall, Miss Doris Coltart and
Miss Mildred Sweeney the refresh
ments, and the short program was
under the direction of Miss Edith
Straw and Miss Jeannie McCon
chie.
The entertainment was furnished
by Mr. Dow, who is an accom
plished pianist and he has given
freely of his talent to the children
while here; mandolin and vocal
sclos by S. T. Constantine, accom
panied by Mrs. Constantine. A
message of appreciation and fare
well was given by Supt. George
J. Cumming, and small gifts were
presented the departing teachers,
who seemed to find them very ap
petizing. Many happy hours •will
no doubt be spent coloring with
the crayons.
Ice cream and cake were served.
Other guests were Mrs. Phyllis
Leach, Miss Kathleen Haskell, Miss
Lucille Curtis, Mrs. Oeorge J.
Cumming, Mrs. Lola Smith, Miss
Florence Titcomb, Miss Sereen
Nottage and Principal Clayton
Smith.
Regret was expressed that ill

Gridley Tarbell, manager ol I. Mrs. C. E. Rollins goes today to
land Airlines, and Percy Tibert, ! Fryeburg, wher'' she will visit her
lot, left Thursday for Miami, ' daughter, Mrs. James Merrill for
a , stopping enroute in Fort an indefinite time. Mrs. Merrill
ashington, Long Island, N. Y., to motored here for her last night.
fuel and in Newport News. V’.
spend the night. M". T’’'~r‘'5
>rT. Oscar S. Duncan was hostess
mily are motoring there "' h t . the Sewing Circle Thursday aftigo Laitinen the chauffeur.
e.nocn ct her home on Main street.

Mrs. Walter Barstow and M”rest Stone of Thomaston wore in
jgusta Thursday, attending the
uquet of Mlaine Federation of
omen’s Clubs. They were overht guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Henderson.

Ur. and Mrs. Myron Young have
returned from Augusta, where they
attended the State Lecturers’ Con
ference Wednesday and Thurs‘ day. They were accompanied by
Mrs. Nellie Orff of Weymouth
Orange in Thomaston, Miss Doro
Miss Louise Harden, daughter of
thy Kellar of Mount Pleasant
Irs. Pauline Schofield enter- Grange, West Rockport, and Ber Mr and Mrs. Fred E. Harden, Old
Ined W I N. Club Tnursday night nard Andrews of Penobscot View County road, has been chosen the
luncheon and cards. Awards Grange. Glen Cove.
D A R. Good Citizenship Pilgrimage
pit to Mrs. Leland Drinkwater
candidate in Rockland High School.
rs. Loretta Glendenning and Mrs
Mrs. Ida Barnes has returned to Miss Harden is a member of the
Inton Barbour
Spruce Head after spending a few Senior class, and has had a remark
able record of service to the school.
days in this city.
yrnond Hoch of Glen Cove is
She was on the business committee
iting his parents Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Frances B. Bicknell will leave of the Junior and Senior plays,
fred Hoch at Bethlehem. Pa.
Sunday for Boston, where she will and is a member of Home Eco
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday attend the Hair Dressers’ Conven nomics Club, Librarian Club and
Girls' Outing Club. Among her ac
ming with Mrs. C. E. Daniels, tion; and will also visit her son,
Charles E. Bicknell, in Manches tivities this year was the manag
blot avenue.
ing of the Curtis subscription cam
ter, N. H., for a few days.
paign. Candidates are chosen by
The Sleeper Bible Class will be
Mrs.
Arthur L| Orne will be chair their patriotism, loyalty, service,
tertained Monday afternoon by
man of the Circle supper at the honcr and dependability. The win
L. W. Fickett, Rankin street.
Congregational Church Wednesday ning candidate, whose name will
Mrs. Jean Epstein, Masonic night. Assistants will be Mrs. Le- be drawn in March, goes to Wash
pet entertained Thursday aft- forest A. Thurston. Mrs. Edward K. ington, D. C., with all expenses
ioon at tea Mrs. Bernard Nelson, Leighton, Miss Anne Blackington, paid.
ss Stella Young, Mrs. Hannah Mrs. John M. Pomeroy, Mrs. Ensign
lward and Miss Dorothy Ayl- Otis. Mrs. Blanchard B. Smith, Mrs. SEGAL-DONDIS
Willis I. Ayer, Mrs. Henry Chatto,
The Aperian Plaza, Roxbury,
rd.
Mrs. Kennedy Crane and Mrs. Mass., was the setting for a very
ness prevented Mrs. Smith from

held its installation Wednesdaynight with Mrs. Ella M. Hyland,
Past Department President as in
stalling officer.
The following
were inducted: President, Mary
B. Weeks; senior vice president,
Olive C. Carnes; junior vice presi
dent, Carla S. Kirk; chaplain, Annie
Trundy; patriotic instructor, Ida
Leonard; historian, Emma Allen;
conductor, Laura Ranlett; assist
ant conductor, Jessie Wall; guard,
Nelia Vose; assistant guard, Inez
Bronkie; secretary, Ella Hyland;
treasurer, Adah Roberts. Mrs. Hy
land apd Mrs. Trundy were pre
sented with gifts by Mrs. Weeks, in
behalf of the Auxiliary. Supper
was served by the Camp under the
Hsit Lucien K. Green & Son’s direction of George Cross.
lend floor, 16 School street. Odd
hows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich, Mrs. Eu
Grits and Cloth Coats, at moderate gene Sleeper, Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr.
ces.
9-tf and Mrs. Etta Covel motored to
Augusta yesterday, to attend the
the Maine Federation cf Women’s
Clubs meeting in the House of Rep
Announcement!
resentatives in the State House.
Governor
and Mrs. Sumner Sewall
On MONDAY, JANUARY 21
were guests, Gov. Sewall being a
roin 2.00 to 4.00 P. M., we are
speaker. The special feature of the
holding Open House at our
day was the fine address by Sally
Pseiffer
of Boston, who speke on
NEW LOCATION
“Life on the Run.” She is a news
10 SCHOOL STREET
paper reporter, and her talk cen
tered on the experiences and lines
Opposite Post Office
of hre work, as well as other import
mi arc cordially invited to call
ant newspaper people.

Paysons’

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

Beauty Salon
EL. 1078,

Seventeen Young Women Are Vieing For

Honors In Community Food Fair Race
The popularity contest tor the
Miss Rosalie Harvey, 16 South St.,
honor cf the title of "Miss Rock- Rockland.
land” to be awarded at the ComMiss Annie Brooks, Park street
munity Food Fair, really got under Rockland.
_______________________________ Ebba Kalloch, Amesbury street.
____ _ Rockland.
Dorethy Baum, South Thomaston
Mary Anastasia, 79 Broadway,
Rockland.
Edith Rich, 4 State street, Rock
land.
Lena Cuccinello, 22 Front street,
Rockland.
Lucille Melvin, 8 Hill street.
Rockland.

Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey, who is in
charge of season tickets for Com
munity Food Fair

way at the meeting of the contest
committee and the contestants at
tire Chamber of Commerce last
night. Three new girls entered the
contest, Shirley Firth, Josephine
Farrington and Ruby Elliott, bring
Sidney L. Cullen, who is promot
ing the total number of contestants ing the highly important Popular
to seventeen.
ity contest in connection with Com
Each girl in the contest is now munity Fair.
supplied with season tickets for
the Food Fair which sell for one

Eleanor Porter,
138 Camden
attractive wedding Tuesday night
attending, affording the teachers dollar and allow eleven admissions street, Rockland.
when Miss Florence Frances Donto afternoon and evening shows and
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary. U.S.W.V., dis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the pleasure of meeting her.
Evelyn Willis, 9 Robinson street.

Miss Sylvia L. Treneer, daugh- George M. Derry.
of Mr. and Mrs. John G. Trener,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Abraham Dondis of Fall River,
Mass, became the bride of Sidney
I. Segal, son of Benjamin L. Segal
of Rockland.
Rev, Mr. Jacobson of Boston offi
ciated at the ceremony, which was
followed by a dinner and reception
for the wedding guests. Miss Rita
Dondis cf Fall River was maid
of honor for her sister, and Mr.
Segal had as his best man, Edward
Finck of Brookline, Mass.
The bride was becomingly at
tired in a pale blue silk dress and
coat ensemble with dusty rose ac
cessories, her veil of pale blue
matching her gown. She wore
the wedding gift of her groom, a
string of simuated pearls, and had
a corsage of crchids. The maid of
honor wore a cerise, white and
black print dress, with cerise and
black accessories, and had a cor
sage of American Beauty roses and
lilies of the valley. The bride's
mother wore black lace with a
ccrsage cf gardenias.
Mrs. Segal is a graduate of the
Fall River schools, and Mr. Segal
is a graduate of Rockland High
School and Boston University, and
is a member of the Phi Epsilon Fi
fraternity. He is in business in
Rockland as proprietor of the State
News Company. After a wedding
trip to New York, Washington and
Boston, the couple will make their
home here.
Guests were present at the wed
ding from Boston andi Fall River,
New York. Brattleboro, Vt., Port
land and Rockland.
Carl Nelson returned yesterday
to his duties in the tax collector’s
office, after being confined to his
heme by illness for ten days.

as the vast western
plains in the turbulent
era of flaming feuds

3_and new frontiers!
~ SAMUIL QOLDWYN prrnntT^

The afternoon ended by all sing
ing, "Grand State of Maine," "God
Bless America" accompanied by
Miss Haskell and Mr. Dow.
MRS. LOEY M. HAGER

Mrs. Loey Miller, widow of Er
nest E. Hager, died suddenly
Thursday morning in Boston, in
her room at Hotel Bellevue. Mrs.
Hager had gone to Boston to re
turn with her daughter, Miss
Elizabeth Hager, who is confined
to the Baker Memorial Hospital
to receive treatment.
Mrs. Hager was a native of
Cushing, the daughter of John and
Susan Catland- Miller. She had
been a resident of Rockland for
about 50 years at 63 Grace street.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church.
She is survived by her daughter,
Miss Elizabeth, w’ho is music super
visor in the puhlic schools of Rut
land, Oakham, Paxton and Hol
den, Mass.; a son, John F. Hager
of Norwood, Pa., who works for
the Scott Paper Co. in Chester;
and a sister. Miss Lena Miller,
who lived with her. Mr. Hager
arived from Pennsylvania last
night, but Miss Hager was unable
to come.
Funeral services will be held
Monday

afternoon

at

2

Mrs. Betty Knowlton and Frances
Collette entertained Thursday night
at their heme on Summer street, at
a buffet supper and linen shower,
complimenting Miss Lucille Sandner, in honor of her approaching
marriage. The dining rocm was
beautifully decorated, the table be
ing laid in crystal and white. Unique
favors were given each guest. Miss
Sandner received many beautiful

Mrs. Eleanor Libby will begin
her duties Monday in the office of gifts.
Mayer Edward R. Veazie at the city
building, succeeding Miss Virginia
Drinkwater, who has resigned.

are transferable. The contestants
will receive 500 votes for each book
that she sells and turns in for credit
to Mrs. Beth Seavey, who has
charge of the tickets and will be at
the Chamber of Commerce offices
each week day from 4 to 5 in the
afternoon to help the contestants
and check tickets.
The Courier-Gazette will print in
each isue of the paper up to and
including the issue of Feb. 18, a
vote coupon which, when filled out
with a contestants name will credit
her with 20 votes. Ballot boxes will
be placed in the Chamber of Com
merce and in the two Perry Mar
kets as well as the H. H. Crie Co.
store. You may vote for any con
testant that you wish and as often
as you have the coupons from the
Courier.
The girls are to make a complete
canvas of the city to solicit aid in
this contest. These girls will be the
only persons from whom season
tickets may be bought before 9 p.
m of Tuesday Feb. 18. Should you
not be approached to purchase a
season ticket, call your favorite
contestant's home and have her
call or leave a call for her at the
Chamber of Commerce and she will
get in touch with you. Clip the
vote coupon in every isue of The
Courier for the girl you are back

Rockland.
Ruth McMahon, 12 Stanley lane,
Rockland.
Dorethy Trask, 8 Grove street,
Rockland.
Miss Barbara M. Rogers, 7 Bay
View square, Rockland.
Mary Snow, 72 Mechanic street,
Rockland.
Ruby Elliott, Josephine Farring
ton, Shirley Firth.
Remember that you may vote for
your favorite by using The CourierGazette votes as well as by buying
a season ticket.
A list of the contestants and their
standing will be published in thi
paper in the Thursday issue of next
week. Select your favorite girl and
pull for her to win the coveted
title and valuable prizes.

* tOM 1
Matinee 2.06; Sunday 3.00
Evening 7.00 and 9.00
Saturday 6.15 and 9.00
SATURDAY, JAN. 25
Cash Night, Come Collect $110

|‘Girl From God’s Country'
Chester Morris, Jane Wyatt

plus
Silver and his phantom pal in

“Hi-Yo Silver”
plus

o’clock ing.

from the residence.

THE THREE STOOGES in

The first place winner will be
“Oh You Nazty Spy”
given the title of “Miss Rockland”
SUN.-MON., JAN. 26-27
and in addition an evening or street
outfit of clothing worth at least
“Rhythm On the River”
Bing Crosby
$50.00. The second prize winner
Mary Martin, Basil Itathbone
will receive merchandise to the
I “Sec For Yourself”
News
amount of at least $25.00. The third .
TUESDAY. JAN. 28
prize will be $10.00 in cash. All '
Encyclopedia Night
other contestants will receive a
Cash Night, Come Collect
check for ten percent of the money
“Too Many Girls”
which they have turned in for tick
Lucille Ball
ets sold.
Richard Carlson, Ann Miller
Seventeen girls are now in the
‘Temperamental Lion”
News
contest and are listed below

James Flanagan and James Connellan attended the Portland vs.
Cheverus basketball game last night

in Portland.

in

H

John
ndlv Neighbors.” Children’s
re tramping along with

Sunday and Monday
1

JL

Y-WEDNESDAY

=T w»h WALTER BRENNAN
7 FRED STONE ■ BORIS IAVENPORT 2
—
Directed by WILLIAM WVLEO
——
Ihw VMMO AantlS
-

Trieiii
nEIGHBORS
wuvn noTuns** nr/<r
IO1S RANSON
SPENCER CHARTERS
CUFF EDWAROS
JOHN HARTLEY
LORETTA WEAVER
Al SHEAN

THURSTON HALL

FORD CLEANERS

MID WINTER SPECIAL
ONE PIECE DRESSES

Children’s Matinee Mon., 4 P. M.

Tuesday and Wednesday
l H L C A r. i
or i h

NOW PLAYING
CHAD HANNA”
In Technicolor
Henry Fonda. Linda Darnell

lg these three fellow travelers
rrivon, William l.undigan anil
liros. mystery thriller,

ei COMQDORO
S A F r .• S’
•i 2nd Aw
M uni Fieri tc

OPEN

THE

YrAF

SlrandS
Week Days,
Sundays.

IM
2.00, 6.30, 8.30
3.00, 6.30. 8.30

BLACK
gRROIj
WtLLiAM idNUlbMto • MiUiij WruAuH
EDDIE FOY Ir • IULI EESTE FAUL
o,.«we

NOF i

*ITH

A WARNER BflOS • • *•» --

N. HOOPER
Friends and relatives were deep
ly saddened to leant of the pass
ing of a much loved citizen, in the
person of Willis N. Hooper.
He had been in i”-health for
some time although last Summer
was able to go to his former home
at Martinsville for several months
and greatly enjoyed meeting his old
friends. Returning in October to
his home in this city, he gradually
faded, and the end came peace
fully in the early morning of Janu
ary 16.
He was the eldest of six children
of Edwin S and Katherine (Hen
derson) Hocper, and was born in
St. George, Sept. 25, 1878. The sur
viving brothers and sisters are Win
field of Glenmere, Fred of Martins
ville, Mrs. Rosa Seavey of Port
Clyde nd Mrs. Nettie Webber of
Rockland.
Sept. 6, 1905, he was married to
Iha M. Rawley of the same town.
Of this union were born four chil
dren, inuriel G. Crie, Evelyn B.
Spencer, Kenneth A., and Sylvia
E Hooper all of this city. There is
one grandchild, Lester W, Spencer
Jr„ an uncle, several nieces,
nephews and cousins.
Mr. Hooper was a memoer of the
Second Baptist Church of Martins
ville and greatly interested in the
erection of tlie new "Ridge
Church.” He was a graduate of
Castine Normal School, Class of
1904, being president and salutatorian of his class. For many years
a successful school teacher, also as
town official, served faithfully sev
eral years on the board of select
men.
For a number of years he con
ducted a gtocery business at Port
Clyde during which time lie made
many friends in the Summer colony
by his courteous and accommodat
WILLIS

POPULARITY CONTEST UNDER WAY

Three ot Them Guests At
Get-Together of Local
Marms and Masters

OCl ETY.

|ebrated her fifth birthday Wedtday afternoon, entertaining a
^up of friends at her home on
jnklin street.
Those .present
Ire Kathleen O'Donnell, Sylvia,
Jlierty, Jean and Judy Moran,
inne Spurling, Billy Seavey,
pderick Anderson, David Plourde,
Inakl Merchant and Lee Oliver,
hl Grant, Priscilla Nash and
luce and Virgil Fowles of Belfast
|re unable to attend. Games
refreshments were enjoyed,
Izes being awarded to David
jiurde, Jean and Judy Moran.
l. :a was the happy recepient of
iny fine gifts. Mrs. Inez Burns
ly assisted.
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BEAUTIFULLY CLEANED
AND PRESSED

Four thousand tons of carrots
are to be fed to the Danish school
children. These yellow vegetables
contain vitamins unobtainable be
cause of the shortage cf butter
and cod liver oil. Do peop’e in
this country feed their children
enough carrcts? This writer paid
M cents last week for two pounds
of butter. Why it was so high is
not quite clear when butter is on
the surplus list. Ail remember the
good old days when $1 <just two
cents mere) bought four pounds
of the very best butter in the
market.
• • * •
Mrs. Clara M. Maker writes tills
department that she was pleased
with the "Elligo Pelligo” and the
"Ehni Meeni" of recent record. It
carried her back to childhood days
in memory as she went to school
to Mrs. Rose Marshall in East
Warren.
* * • •
Bates College has just dedicated
its latest new dormitory for men.
President Clifton Daggett Gray has
carried that school far on its mis
sion of higher education since he
took the reins of control with so
much vital understanding. Dr. Gray
is a firm believer in building for
higher morale and has stood for
this idea that the most significant
contribution college men and wom ing ways.
en can make to national defense is
Following this period, he worked
to build for higher morale in all for Milliken Tomlinson Co. of
lines of adventure
Portland, Hamlin Russell Co. of
• • * «
Worcester, Mass, and Knowlton's
Icicles
Market of this city.
Why these crystal lances
F.fteen years ago he moved with
Edging the home about?
his family to this city where he
Frosty sticks of icicle candy
entered tlie employ of Gilley &
Strut like ancient beaux cr dandy Duncan, now the Willow Street
All around the house.
Market, remaining there until his
last illness.
Watch the sunshine scatter
The funeral services were held
Into drops and pools
Sunday
afternoon at the Littlefield
All these glass sharp-shooters
Memorial
Church and were very
Minding none of the rules, as
largely
attended,
testifying to the
Jack Frost later makes his pools
high
esteem
in
which
he was held.
For skating schools.
Mrs.
Wesley
Thurston
tenderly
♦ 4 ♦ *
sang
“
Held
Thou
My
Hand"
with
Noticing in a Boston newspaper
Miss
Olive
Bragg
accompanist.
The
a report of the New England Gourd
abundance
cf
beautiful
floral
of
Society meeting made my mind
ferings
bore
testimony
of
love
and
turn back to early days when in
my homeland gourds played quite esteem.
Interment was in the Ridge
a part in domestic needs. They
the
bearers
being
grew rapidly and plentifully all Cemetery,
Walter
T.
Duncan,
Maurice
R.
through the western country and
Snow,
Granville
Bachelder
and
often seeded themselves. It was
my honest conviction that a drink Gecrge Pease. Rev. Charles E.
of water tasted better from a Marstaller pastor of the church,
pftid a fitting tribute and brought
gourd dipper than from a mere
words cf sympathy and comfort
cup.
Gourds were made into
He
also read the following poem:
hanging baskets for flowers and
WILLIS N. HOOPER
were used for dishes. Soup was "It la only an empty dwelling
extra attractive from a properly We Rive back to earth today.
master who long had lived there
cut gourd. Salads looked very The
Has quietly slipped away.
has gone out In the win
tempting in the huge round yellow The fight
dow,
variety that grew so abundantly. The sound of the grinding has ceased.
The fair stiver cord has been loosened.
Indians down in the Territory used The
spirit has found Its retesae.
Silently, fw.ftly. gently.
gourds almost entirely fcr dishes. The
Heavenly messenger sped.
It never occurred to a native Kan To bear him from earth to heaven.
O say not that he Is dead!
san that gourds made an attractive He lives In a fairer mansion.
In a house not made with hands.
Winter decoration. That shows the He
lives, and loves, and labors
lack cf imagination where things With Jesus in Heavenly lands.
He Uvea, and he docs not forget us
are common.
But carries us In his heart..
• 4 * •

Australia lays claim to a very
large part of the Antarctic Con
tinent—a good place to send the
Germans.
• • * «

Observed on the rear of a huge
motor van;
“Oi’e us a toot
Before ye pull oot."
• * * *
No wonder Japan thinks she
needs more ground. Seventy per
cent of her country is mountain
ous.
• • • •
William A. Wheeler, Maine Cen
tral railroad representative, said
to the Slate Safety Conference re
cently; “It would save the 1500
deaths a year at grade crossings
if people would only go by this
i simple rule—it s always train time
: at a grade crossing, so stop, lock
l and listen.”
4

•

So
New
Well,
guns
they

4444

In one type cf Japanese drama
men play all parts, male and female
They are trying it cn the Chinese.
4

4

4

From the French come such
American cookbook terms as:
braise, blanch, boil, broil, fricassee.
i grill and saute.
4

AMERICAN
LEGION

BUILDING
14 LIMEROCK
STREET
ROCKLAND

4

4

4

Remember, you who drive cars,
that under-inflation cf your tires
is far more dangerous than over
inflation.
4

4

4

4

That panacea that is called
“hiera piera” similar in its es
sential ingredients that is sold to
day. was sold in Damascus a thou
sand years ago.
4

4

While Jetus shall bid us to tarry.
Until we shall meet over there."

Miss Mabel Spring has been called
to Salem, Mass., bccau; e of the Ill
ness of a relative.
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will
meet Monday night at 7 30 at the
Legion hall. Mrs. Catherine Libby
and Mrs. Adah Roberts will be the
hostesses. Sewing circle will meet
at 2.

4

•

gun emplacements on the
England coast is obsolete?
how about those German
that are shelling Dover? Are
obsolete?

•

And while he Is lost to eur vision.
He still of our lives makes a part
We treasure today precious memories
Of deeds that were nobe and fine;
Ihough the vase may lie shattered
and broken.
The fragrance Is still yours and mine.
Io us he has left, an example.
For us he has marked out the way:
God help us to worthily f llow.
To work, and to w t~h and to pray.
The cross he has left let us carry,
The burden he bore let us bear!

4

4

Wild Jackasses are the only sigo
of wild Ilf? in Death Valley.

Improved
Vicks Way
To Relieve Misery oi Colds
Mothers everywhere are discov
ering how easy it Is to relieve
misery of colds with a "VapoRub
Massage”—relieve coughing, mus
cular soreness or tightness.
With this more thorough treat
ment, the poultice-and-vapor
action of Vicks VapoRub more
effectively PfHFTRATts irritated air
passages with soothing medicinal
vapors... STIMULATES chest and
back Kke a warming poultice or
plaster... STARTS RELIEVING misery
right away! Results delight even
old friends of VapoRub.
TO OFT a "VapoRub Massage”
with all its benefits - massage
VapoRub for 3 minutes on IM
PORTANT RIB-AREA OF BACK

as well as throat and chest —
spread a thick layer on chest,
cover with a warmed cloth. BE
BURR to use genuine, time-tested
VICKS VAPORUB.

Every-Other-Day
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

This Is “the people’s Uttle boat,” S. S. Vinal Haven, built to compete with the mighty “Bodwell.” One good
l-ok led S. L. Winslow to write of her, “make a slight pause—and swallow, swallow hard!” Photo from Col.

Stinson.
Even though badly burned, tne, being overhauled as the "Bodwell”
NO 83
hull
ot the Vinalhaven was raised, drew closer and closer. It soon be'Reprinting by special arrange* ment S. L. Winslow’s A Famous the engine was cleaned up and over-1 came apparent that all was not well

Steamboat War.l
' hauled and on Tuesday morning, I on the “Bodwell” however, tor she
(Concluding Installment)
1 Jan. 17. Just four days after the fire. I soon began to slow down and finally
After this, interest in the boats i what Wfts ,eft Qf thp steamer, glided ' stepped altogether
began to wane and crowds no QUt Qf th(a harbor under hpr own f It was afterward learned that the
longer sought the hilltops to watch, steam and headed for Searsport shaft bearing .had become^ heated
which necessitated the slowdown,
their coming.
where she was to be rebuilt. I was
But on the morning of Jan. 13, a witness to this remarkable occur- yet after a few minutes' delay the

18M. fire broke out on the “Vinal-; „„ and „ was a„
5l
with boat was again in hot pursuit ot the
l,a»en“ and she was last being con- ,he whoIe superstruclure
the bMt “Vinalhaven.- and it she had not
Mimed when they succeeded in scut- mlsslng and nothtag vlsible but the had “ 5l0p at
wo lld

duties m tlie present state -of need
home alter being in Portland with Red Cross News
for
all-out national defense. Ac
her daughter, Mrs Alfred Cham
cordingly.
at Wednesday nights
berlain who has been seriously ill
Capt. Rice Directed To meeting, Knox County Chapter
with influenza.
Mrs. C. A. Skolfield and children,
See That Local Chapter Is directed me to see that the Port
meeting was attended by the
Thomas and Lorraine, hiotored last
Represented In Portland land
proper
officials of the Chapter,
Saturday to Popham Beach and
travel
and
maintenance expenses
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
took Mrs. M A, DeShon and her
being
payable
from Chapter funds,
An
urgent
request
was
sent
out
mother. Mrs. Wilson, to Portland.
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
as
authorized
by Headquarters a;
Hello Ram Island, it's good to to all branches of the Knox County
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
Washington.
hear from you through the paper. Chapter. American Red Cross, to
The days news from many lonely outposts along
Notice is hereby given that in no
attend a meeting held Jan. 22. It
Maine's waterfront.
case
will payment of expenses be
was necessary to take action in
SQUIRREL POINT
made
except upon written authority
We have been delinquent in pay response to emergency orders from
THE OLD MAN
the crew of the Mary E. O’Hara ing our dues to The Courier-Gazette Washington.
previously issued from this offi »
(Far The Courier-Gazette]
which was split open in a collision and think the New Year might be a
A series of meetings is to be
Keryn ap Rice. Chairman
Woolen clothed, and whiskered face, as it approached^ Bos.on Haibor J
to
catch
up.
Needless
to
1
held
from
Jan.
27
to
Jan.
30
ai
Knox County Chaptc:
and mlttened hands.
A sou’-wester covered head, a belt of around 3 a. m Five of the crew say, we read every copy and always j the Eastland Hotel, Portland, to
American
Red Cross.
spunyarn strands.
Tallow soaked leather boots, a knitted of 23 were taken off by members Iook for Ouardain news.
Also Instruct our members in theii
scarf of wool.
of the crew of the North Star. It Nancy Savage's letters and cornA cud of Juicy Black Jack, a blackened
pipe to puIC,
j does not seem to make much dif ments interest us greatly. In re hunting trip to Ellsworth.
Follow The Trend
A profane vocabulary, strength and
ference what the occupation, acci gard to her inquiry as to pheasants, party brought back one deer,
nerves of steel.
Master of all he surveyed, from mlzzen dents do happen to pedestrians,
we would inform her that we have
Benjamin Norton was a receni
truck to keel.
Rockland I<eague of
Hailed from every compass point, as automobiles,
trucks, planes, in one here and find it feeds on rose visitor at this station. We admin
U omen Voters
the driver of his day
Who could outsaU any clipper, down mines and all kinds of work. So buds when the ground is covered his striped bass trophy presente
Australia way.
often of late we hear advice given with srow
by Richard Cushman for the larg I Mis. Keryn ap Rice, chairman
Capt. Walter Edgar Scott
the young men, “Oh. don’t join the
• • • •
Tlie children were all home for est f.sh taken in Maine waters.
' of study greup on Government ard
Navy, the Army, the Flying Cadets” Christmas and New Year's vacation
It is gratifying to know that Al- Education, has planned an epea
PORTLAND HEAD
and I look back over the awful but have returned to their respec- belt Campbell has returned home
Here we come again!
Tot urn meeting for the iRocklar.d
and many accidents and think
schools.
after a successful operation at the League cf Wemen Veters, in pla, e
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling,
what does it matter? Let the! \ye enjoyed cur Christmas box . Eoi tsmouth Hcspital.
Jr., were dinner guests of their younger generation make their from the Sea Coa^t Mission and i Officer-in-charge of Popham of its regular monthly afternoon
meeting, for Jan. 28 at 8 o'clo <
parents here recently.
own choice.
' extend thanks; a’-so acknowledge Beach Station made a recent visit at the High School building to ti. E. C. Stoddard has been fighting
'“Gram" Bousfield's recent poem in here.
cuss the Teachers' Indefinite Ten
a bad cold and it seems to be un LIGHTHOUSE HISTORY
J tliis paper. We also wish to thank
Doctor Williams of Phippsburg
ure Law.
der control.
of
At the present time many
our unknown benefactor or bene- Center has closed his home to visit
We
miss
h^>
cheery
lights
!
Dr. Richard Kennon of Au nr a
Mrs. R. T. Sterling has been con the lighthouses 'Which were ori- j factoress for kindness in remem- his son.
fined to her home by a bad cold. ginally cared for by resident keep- bering us with a year's subscription as he was directlv across the river field secretary of Maine Stale 1 a
*
' one of the authors of the bill. *'*11
Mrs. F. O. Hilt has been under ers are operated automatically, to the National Geographic maga frem us.
The lighthouse tender, Hibiscus speak about this law.
the care of an osteopathic physi particularly where such aids have zine.
was
up river recently on buoy work J a member of the Mayer's combecome
of
less
importance
through
cian all Winter, but goes riding in
Our Christmas cactus started
the car; she has not been restric- the establishment nearby of more blooming in November and has cne
We can imagine that the tele- mittee will read a tenative bill to
phone on The Cuckolds Light saves , be presented to Legislature. < <ted to indoors.
I effective modern signals.
mere blossom to go yet.
M’-s. R. T. Sterling just could | There are also large numbers of
We enjoyed a fine letter and a ast amount of work. When we | plaining to the League of Women
rot foiget last Saturday when an-S automatic lights on inexpensive holiday wish from Mrs. Orville were there we have seen the time voters the proposed changes in
other birthday anniversary v'is structures, cared for through the Guptill and family.
when it would have come in handy, tha method of election and qunliOur sincere congratulations go One wouldn’t be amiss here, in fact, J flcation of the members of the
not ftrgotten by her relatives and | periodic visits of the lighthouse
acquaintances. She received call- ' tenders or of keepers placed in to Ned Hutchinson of Bcothbay 1 I think all of the stations, especial- School Board for Rockland. Mayer
ly one-man stations, should have Veazie will speak about the bill
ers through the day and the usual j charge of a group of such aids, Harbor on his recent marriage.
There is quite a bit cf shipping telephones for safety measures, Both bills will be open for discuscards and gifts.
i Most automatic lights are operatThe Hilt family entertained at , ed on compressed acetylene gas or in the Kennebec tliis Winter in Hope someone else can see it the, £ion before this forum
dinner Monday Mr. and Mrs. Clyde j by means of some form of electric spite of the ice. There is more ice same way.
Mrs. J. Marden De Shon State
by spells than in any other year
Routine work and the weather president of the League of Wo
Grant, daughters Patricia and Ear- battery.
J are the only doings here new. The men Voters, will be present and
The apparatus used for these since we have been here.
lene of Cape Elizabeth and Arthur
Old Man Winter has kept Keeper tall grass looks like gigantic
purposes has become so highly deHarlow of South Portland.
speak briefly on the alms and poli
Miss Elizabeth Sterling was veloped that tlie small automatic Seavey busy sliovling snow and leathers, and should tlie sun shine cies of the League.
weekend guest of the Sterling lights have a dergee of reliability chopping ice from the walks this I it will be a wonderful sight.
The members and wives ol the
’ Our radio aerial is leaded to canearly equalling that of the at Winter.
family.
school
faculty and service clubs
Our pig came out fine, dressing pacity and we expect anytime to
The Hilts and Miss N. H. Kinney tended lighthouses.
are
invited
to co-operate in this
* • * •
about 250 pounds. Makes tasty eat- ; hear it crash.
called Tuesday on Mrs. W. C. Dow
discussion.
SEGUIN
ing and plenty of salt pork.
'
• » • •
at her home in Portland.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cheney
have
not
Surfman
and
Mrs
I.
J.
Dcbbins'
MUCH!
William Cullinan was dinner
Konstantin Borin has been hon
recent stay of 26 days was a pleas- I Yeung Father—In your sermon
guest Wednesday of Jack Robin returned home yet. Mr. Cheney re
ure to us.
, this morning ycu spoke about a ored in Russia for harvesting with
mains
in
the
Marine
Hospital
where
son at the Light.
Mrs. Seavey and Pauline Marie baby being a new wave on the a combine 7.128 acres of grain in
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and he is improving slowly.
43 days.
Mrs.
Joseph
Peterson
of Port spent some time at Cape Newagen j ocean of life.
Robert Sterling. Jr., were guests |
land is visiting her parents, Mr and with Mr. and Mrs. James Norton j Minister—That s right. Do you
Wednesday of the Sterlings here.
Louis Prang made the first
Mrs. DeShon.
think a fresh squall would have
recently.
We did not miss the inaugura
Mrs. M. A. DeShon has returned
Christinas cards in America in 1874
Keeper Seavey made a two days' ( been nearer the truth?
tion pictured to us by able an
nouncers over the air Monday.
Tuesday head lines told the sad
story about the captain and 17 of

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

tltng her and she sank in time to hu„ ,nd the sraoke5tack bu, snf. have given the “Vinalhaven a hard
save the hull from burning.
__ ... the trip to Searsport without rub to the steamboat pier In Vinalmade
haven.
It was said that the fire started a hitch.
from the result of spontaneous com- ,
..pentagoef was put on
A11 things must come to an end’
bastion of the coal in one of the duty m the ..VinalhavenV place however, and interest in the boats
bunkers or from a piece of oily fOT
whlle und
thp steamer gradually dwindled to such an ex
waste, although many thought it ••ggjjgewlck >» The “Pentagoet" was I tent that the following notice which
was of incendiary origin, which was afterward lost while on her way to appeared in a December, 1803, issue
probably a natural conclusion under Portland from Boston during tne cf The Courier-Gazette, caused but
the circumstances as there were famous Portland gale of Nov. 2G, little comment for the ultimate re
sult of the steamboat war had long
those on either side who were ex 1898.
tremely bitter in their attitude to
Through the rebuilding of the been inevitable.
ward the other.
“Vinalhaven” a new interest was Steamer “Vinalhaven” Sold
The following story of the burn taken in the boats and all wondered
The Vinalhaven Steamboat Co.
ing of the “Vinalhaven'’ was taken j how she would compare with the ceased to do business last night
frem the Jan. 17 issue of The j “Gov. Bodwell” in regard to speed; when the Steamer Vinalhaven”
Courier-Gazette:
and general appearance, Another which was owned by that company,
“Steamer ‘Vinalhaven’ caught fire big reception was staged on the day
was sold to W. S. White. A. W.
and was burned to the water's edge of her arrival in Vinalhaven after
Johnson of Cleveland. Ohio, treas
Friday morning. It is supposed that her rejuvenation.
urer of the Vinalhaven Steamboat
the fire started around the boiler.
The remodeled “Vinalhaven” was: Co arrived in this city yesterday
The engineer, fireman and mate a far better looking boat in every | noon and the sa]e was completed so
were sleeping in the forward cabin way than the original atrocity; the that Mr. Johnson left for Boston boat Co. was now sadly in need of
v. hen they were awakened by crack packing box pilot hcuse discarded {jast night by boat.
a new boat and in the latter part of
ling wood. The cabin was then full and a neater, more ship-shaped one
• • • *
June. 1931, the steamer “North
of smoke. Rushing up they found put in its place; the yellow smokeiFor more than 30 years after these Haven” was placed on the Nortn
the woodwork around the engine all stack succeeded by a trim looking j momentous happenings the “Gov. Haven, Stonington, Swan's Island
ablaze.
black one, set at Just the proper, Bodwell” and “Vinalhaven” were route. She was not built by the
“They made an heroic effort to angle which gave the boat a much , boon companions and in almost con- company but was purchased from
stay the flames, in the meantime more pert appearance than its' stant service in catering to the j Canadian parties.
sounding the whistle for assistance, predecessor. She had r.o masts but' islands of Penobscot Bay as far as
The “North Haven” made her first
but the fire was beyond their con there were short flagpoles at her Swan’s Island.
trip to Vinalhaven on July 2, 1931.
trol. The engine soon arrived and bow and stern.
In 1935 Steamer "Vinalhaven's" which was the 39th anniversary of
had three streams of water going,
Her engine was up to date, it had hull was lengthened by 15 feet Steamer “Vinalhaven’s” first trip
but owing to the way the burning more power than the former one which of course necessitated a con across Penobscot Bay.
boat lay at the wharf the fire could thereby increasing her speed notice. siderable change in her superstruc
In 1935 the steamer “Mirimar” was
not be gotten at effectively. Steamer ably, but she never attained a speed ture, so during the rest of her career purchased by the steamboat com
‘Oov. Bodwell’ lay at the wharf and equal to the “Gov. Bodwell’s” at any she was a far cry in appe iranee pany, who renamed her the “W. S.
her crew was the first to arrive and time during her career.
from the little steamer which we so White” in honor of the company's
render assistance; a stream from
Taken as a whole the supporters craned our necks to catch a glimpse former president, and placed her
her hose was playing on the fire of the “Vinalhaven” were pretty of, back there in '92.
into service on the Rockland-Vinalwhen the fire engine arrived. Noth well pleased with her appearance
In 1911 the Steamboat Co pur haven line. The ”W. S. White"
ing was saved. Clerk John W. Hopalthough there was little to crow chased the Steamer "Sebenoa” and made her first trip to Vinalhaven on
k.ns lost everything that was in his about as the “Gov. Bodwell” was for several years she was used on the
May 13. 1935.
s ateroom. value $200. Mate Arthur not only the faster boat but still tho line during the intervals when the
In August. 1938 we were informed
Mills, who has been on this boat better looking of the two. In spite other boats were undergoing repairs that our good old faithful servant
but a few days, attempted to go into
of all this everybody wanted the The “Sebenoa” was not a popular Steamer “Vinalhaven” had been
the cabin after his clothes but did boats matched for a race, although boat with the island folks who were
condemned for service She was sold,
not succeed. He was quite severely It was Inevitable that the result of very glad when they saw the last
stripped of all her equipment and
burned about the face and hands such a contest would only be an of her.
abandoned.
before he could get out.”
On Jan. 27, 1924, the “Gov. Bod
other victory for the ‘'Gov. Bodwell. ’
Today the only thing that re
It was Arthur Mills' adventure
One of the first opportunities well” ran ashore on a ledge near mains to remind us of the little craft
which prompted one of our local
came on the day that Hunting's Swan’s Island and for a while was is her musical chime whistle which
bards to write a poem, one stanza
Circus was in Rockland. Both boats considered a total loss, but later was has been appropriately installed cn
of which is still remembered by the
had advertised to run an excursion salvaged, repaired and remodele.l. the "W. S. White” and which brings
cld timers, and which runs:
boat, but as usual the “Vinalhaven” and once more put on her former back memories of that famous
“Bullet Mills was in his bunk
Hr got out before she sunk.
got the most passengers who, by route.
steamboat war of the 189C's when
After a few years more of servi' e the war cry of her supporters was,
Captain Webster, too, lost all of their restless shifting from one side
of the boat to the other, greatly she again met with misfortune “The People’s Little Boat Has Come
liis belongings.
(March 23, 1931) that proved to be To Stay.”
Tlie engineer and fireman did not hampered her during the race.
Never were the waters of the Pe her undoing, as she caught fire at
save enough clothes to protect them
frem the weather and were forced nobscot Bay any smoother than on the wharf In Swan’s Island and was ROSTER OF ISLAND STEAMER
to borrow from the crew of the that day, the ocean was like a big completely destroyed. Her passing
PICTURES
“Bodwell.” The steamer was not mirror and without a ripple to mar to those whom she had so faithfully
The complete list of steamers
insured. Captain Webster was of its surface.
. served for so many years, was like which have run on the Vinalhaven
the opinion that the fire started in; On the return trip, the “Vinal- the death of an old and esteemed line is here presented together with
the coal bunkers from spontaneous haven” got about a ten minute start friend.
the dates their pictures have been
combustion.
j of her adversary but was rapidly | The Rockland-Vinalhaven Steam- published.
Jan. 4, 1941
“Pioneer”
Jan 4 1941
"Ulysses”
Jan. 11. 1911
"Clara Clarita"
Jan. 18. 1941
"May F»eld"
*
no picture
“Emmeline”
Jan. 18, 1041
“Viking”
Jan. 11, 1941
“Forest Queen"
April 13. 19W
“Firefly”
no picture
“Sedgwick”
July 6. 1940
‘‘Rockland”
June 15, 1940
"M. & M ”
Feb. 24. 1940
“Electa”
Aug. 10. 1940
“Castine"
Jan. 13. 1940
“Golden Rod"
May 25, 1940
“Silver Star”
Jan. 4. 1941
“Merry coneag”
Nov. 2. 1940
"Pentagoet"
“Sebascodegon”
Jan. 4. 1941
yet to come
“Amadis"
“W. G. Butman’
April 6. 1940
"Mineola"
June 7, 1940
“Gov. Bodwell”
yet to come
“Vinalhaven”
yet to come
•Island Belle” ex-“Jullette,”

'K

NEW 1941 CHEVROLET

Herr is the “Gov. Bodwell*’ as she appeared when she first came out in 1892. She was “all boat,”—hand
some. sturdy and amaaingly capable. She commanded an almost fanatical loyalty from her admirers up to
tlie end pf her days. Photo by C. L. Gregory.

•Sebenoa"
•North Haven"
•W. 8. White"

yet to come
yet to come
yet to come

HUES DAY
Saturday

Established Ja

In Natural Co

Knox County (
Coming Feb. 7
Thing of Beau
One of the most in
of the full natu:cl
which is to be pre
Knox Cour.ty Camrr
Community Building
scenes that show hum
Ccunty people as ,
their business and C
pir.g. uni ware that
man from th? :lub
away ar.d making tb
the movie “Kr.ox C<
lade." Many w.ll b.
that will show up tl:
pie who have never

cameramen at wor
shot and are a part
scenes that go to nn
ceptionslly fine tw
that the club nifml
pared in the last yi
Colorful pesters an
plays are now appei
the cour.ty. advertis
The 40 members ot
have tickets to sell
Ing the best of ent^
a very small sum
dred dollars have H
film for this show, n
been spared to mak<
meet with your appi
Think back over t
how many events d|
that you would like
again and live again
that you had at thesi
it is said that the
every major event
meant that nothing
cameraman in his qil
fui brilliant shots to
audience which wil!
show Feb. 7 at the R
munlty Building.
A few of the event
listed below:
Union Fair.

Rockport Regatta.
Camden Snow Bov
1940.
Thomaston Legion
National Ouard lea
eral service.
SB. America on tr|
Softball games at Si
Morse vs. Rocklam
1940.
Masonic Temple fl:

Launchings at 6n
Rockland and Mor
Thomaston.
Penobscot Baj' froi
A ROLLING KITUIII
llow the People of
Me., Will Remrmbfi
of Newcastle, Engl

Only lowest-priced car
with this smart, safe,
soundproofed

Lincoln County is
to England a rolling
mittees in every towi
ty, under tne direc
Anna Winslow of
now working to ran
for the gift.
Rolling kitchens ai
can idea. They arc
profit whatever to
turer. The Lincoln C
will be sent to the d«
of Newcastle. Englan
marked “From the
coin County, Maine,
rolling kitchen, i
tr avels 50 imiles a I
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while it travels, has
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conditioned.
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towns named for
and people: Newc
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FISHER!'

ofifhe same type andsize

featuredon higherpricedcars

You ride in the body of your car as
you live in the rooms of your home;
and you ride in outstanding beauty,

K

comfort and safety when you ride in

STYLE THAT’S OUTSTANDING

CONOALtO SARTY-STIrt

a new Chevrolet with Body by Fisher!
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YoullSay FIRSTBECAUSE tT’S FINEST!'
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July 20, 1940

Issued
ft esday
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3-C0UM1 ROOMINfSS

IN SEDANS

IMTRA SAEE UNISTEEL CONSTRUCTION
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MMBU-FANEIE0 STEEL DOORS

BOX-GIRDER BRACING

i

SOUD STEEL TURRET TOR

ORIGINAL NO DRAFT VENTILATION

It-Tiu/lt—Btu/k I

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1250

PEASLEE & ROSS
VINALHAVEN, ME.

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME

BARKER’S GARAGE
UNION, ME.
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